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Welcome
Welcome
to the second
to theissue
second
of Prova:
issue ofthe
Prova:
annual
theRCA
annual
Humanities
RCA Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum Journal.
Forum Journal.
The words
The‘trial’,
words‘attempt’
‘trial’, ‘attempt’
and ‘rehearsal’
and ‘rehearsal’
are all definitions
are all definitions
of the of the
Italian word
Italian
prova.
wordInprova.
the language
In the language
of bespoke
of bespoke
shoemaking,
shoemaking,
the prova
the prova
is the primary
is the primary
model around
model which
aroundleather
whichand
leather
heeland
are heel
moulded
are moulded
to
to
make themake
shoe.the
Prova
shoe.is Prova
a first,isitawas
first,
the
it first,
was the
andfirst,
nowand
it isnow
alsoitthe
is also the
second. second.
If the first
If the
issue
first
of the
issue
Prova
of theJournal
Prova was
Journal
a giro
was
di aprova
giro di
(a prova
test (a test
or trial run),
or trial
and
run),
in prova
and in
(on
prova
probation),
(on probation),
this second
thisissue
second
represents
issue represents
another another
attempt,attempt,
fino a prova
fino contraria
a prova contraria
(until [it(until
is] proven
[it is]otherwise).
proven otherwise).
Once, and
Once,
nowand
again,
nowProva
again,2 brings
Prova 2together
brings together
a selection
a selection
of essaysof essays
by Humanities
by Humanities
researchresearch
studentsstudents
and Humanities
and Humanities
staff at the
staff
RCA,
at the RCA,
as well asasinvited
well asguests.
invitedEach
guests.
contributor
Each contributor
to the journal
to the was
journal
alsowas
a also a
participant
participant
in the 2013–14
in the 2013–14
Humanities
Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum. The
Forum.
HRFThe HRF
is a weekly
is aevent
weekly
in event
the autumn
in the autumn
and spring
andterms
spring
atterms
the RCA:
at the
it is
RCA:
a it is a
designated
designated
space forspace
all Humanities
for all Humanities
MPhil and
MPhil
PhDand
students
PhD students
to come to come
together,together,
to speculate,
to speculate,
to share to
ideas
share
and
ideas
brewand
some
brew
more.
some more.
Also in its
Also
second
in itsyear,
second
thisyear,
incarnation
this incarnation
of the Humanities
of the Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum saw
Forum
us warmly
saw us warmly
welcoming
welcoming
Dr Marquard
Dr Marquard
Smith asSmith
Humanities
as Humanities
ResearchResearch
Leader and
Leader
Head
and
of Head
Doctoral
of Doctoral
Studies, Studies,
who played
whoaplayed
major a major
role in the
role
sessions
in the sessions
and helped
andtohelped
develop
to develop
the idea the
of the
idea
morning
of the morning
ResearchResearch
Seminars
Seminars
as a regular
as a event
regular
in event
the Forum
in thecalendar,
Forum calendar,
repre- represented here
sented
in the
here
contributions
in the contributions
from Kitfrom
Hammonds,
Kit Hammonds,
Nils Jean,
Nils
andJean, and
Dr LiviaDr
Rezende.
Livia Rezende.
Marq also
Marq
instigated
also instigated
the ‘RCA/Brighton
the ‘RCA/Brighton
Face-Off’
Face-Off’
as an opportunity
as an opportunity
to beginto
anbegin
evolving
an evolving
questioning
questioning
of the role
of of
thethe
role of the
arts andarts
humanities
and humanities
PhD within
PhDthe
within
art school,
the artand
school,
we are
anddelighted
we are delighted
to have Professor
to have Professor
Guy Julier’s
Guyvoice
Julier’s
included
voice included
in this issue.
in this issue.
Other new
Other
additions
new additions
to the Forum
to theinvolved
Forum involved
a series of
a series
writing
of writing
workshops,
workshops,
led by playwright
led by playwright
Ben Ellis.
Ben
TheEllis.
‘floating
The ‘floating
pieces’ by
pieces’
Luci by Luci
EldridgeEldridge
and Dionea
and Rocha
DioneaWatt
Rocha
included
Watt included
in Provain2 embody
Prova 2 embody
an
an
ongoingongoing
interest in
interest
pushing
in pushing
forms offorms
writing
of within
writingthe
within
context
the of
context of

the research
the research
degree. The
degree.
‘Walk
TheLondon’
‘Walk London’
tour, supremely
tour, supremely
led by led by
Helen Kearney
Helen Kearney
was an inspiring
was an inspiring
conclusion
conclusion
to the autumn
to the autumn
term term
and is chronicled
and is chronicled
in her essay
in her
included
essay included
here. Thehere.
student-led
The student-led
‘curated‘curated
sessions’sessions’
continued
continued
as an important,
as an important,
excitingexciting
(and frequently
(and frequently
jam- jampacked) packed)
staple ofstaple
the HRF
of the
calendar,
HRF calendar,
represented
represented
in this issue
in this
in an
issue in an
article byarticle
Andrew
by Andrew
Hewish,Hewish,
a picturea essay
picture
byessay
Luci Eldridge
by Luci Eldridge
and in and in
the ‘focus’
thesections
‘focus’ sections
on Designing
on Designing
Identity,Identity,
Reenactment
Reenactment
and
and
Speculative
Speculative
Thinking,
Thinking,
selected selected
by TrondbyKlevgaard,
Trond Klevgaard,
Helena Bonett
Helena Bonett
and Nina
and
Trivedi
Nina respectively.
Trivedi respectively.
Thank you
Thank
to Professor
you to Professor
Jane Pavitt,
JaneDean
Pavitt,
of Dean
Humanities
of Humanities
for her for her
ongoingongoing
support support
of the Forum
of theand
Forum
thisand
journal.
this journal.
Thanks also
Thanks
to also to
Emily LaBarge
Emily LaBarge
for beingfor
sobeing
generous
so generous
in lending
in lending
her excellent
her excellent
copy- copyediting skills
editing
once
skills
again
once
to again
this issue,
to this
to issue,
Nina Trivedi
to Nina for
Trivedi
copyediting
for copyediting
her section
her and
section
a bigand
thank
a bigyou
thank
to Trond
you toKlevgaard
Trond Klevgaard
for his beautiful
for his beautiful
design work.
design
Now
work.
it isNow
timeittoismettere
time to alla
mettere
prova
alla
(put
prova
it to(put
the it
test).
to the test).
We hopeWe
youhope
enjoy
you
Prova
enjoy2.Prova 2.

Dr Chantal
Dr Chantal
Faust is Faust
the editor
is theofeditor
Prova,ofconvenor
Prova, convenor
of the of the
Humanities
Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum and
Forum
a tutor
andina tutor
Critical
in Critical
& Historical
& Historical
Studies at
Studies
the RCA.
at the RCA.
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Somewhere
Somewhere
BetweenBetween
Curatorial
Curatorial
and Artistic
and Artistic
PracticePractice
Kit Hammonds
Kit Hammonds

The gap The
between
gap between
artistic and
artistic
curatorial
and curatorial
practicepractice
is a narrow
is a void
narrow void
filled with
filled
a grey
withand
a grey
pulpy
and
propolis.
pulpy propolis.
While itWhile
is easyittoisbe
easy
divisive
to be divisive
over theover
differences
the differences
betweenbetween
these roles,
these
and
roles,
to generalise
and to generalise
about about
the power
theinherent
power inherent
to the relationships
to the relationships
betweenbetween
artist and
artist
curator,
and curator,
it is not so
it iseasy
notto
soportray
easy to the
portray
rather
themessier
rather messier
orgiastic,orgiastic,
nepotistic,
nepotistic,
perversity
perversity
of how they
of how
operate
they within
operateand
within
without
and without
each other’s
eachlogics
other’s logics
that frequently
that frequently
seem to seem
be drawn
to beout
drawn
of the
out
same
of the
stuff.
same
Coughing
stuff. Coughing
and spitting,
and spitting,
chokingchoking
and gagging,
and gagging,
I seem toI be
seem
covered
to be covered
in the phlegm
in the phlegm
of the strange
of the anthropomorphic
strange anthropomorphic
couplings
couplings
of grey matter.
of grey Am
matter.
I Am I
devouring
devouring
art as a curator,
art as a curator,
consuming
consuming
it with all
it with
of theall
connotations
of the connotations
that implied?
that implied?
Or does Or
thedoes
mastication
the mastication
of one lead
of one
to another,
lead to another,
trans- transmogrified
mogrified
substance
substance
that, as yet,
that,remains
as yet, remains
unnamed.
unnamed.
In parts In
of parts
the world
of the
inworld
whichincannibalism
which cannibalism
has a realhas
history,
a real history,
as well asasinwell
theas
lands
in the
of lands
imagination,
of imagination,
orality plays
orality
anplays
important
an important
role. In Amazonian
role. In Amazonian
forest ‘islands’,
forest ‘islands’,
where the
where
outside
the world
outside
may
world may
still havestill
firsthave
encounters
first encounters
with isolated
with isolated
tribes, we
tribes,
may find
we may
women
find women
chewingchewing
manioc manioc
root or maize
root ortomaize
maketo
Cauim
makeor
Cauim
Chicha.
or Chicha.
The pul-The pulverized mash
verized
is spat
mashinto
is spat
a collective
into a collective
pot and,pot
in what
and, must
in what
seem
must seem
like a strange
like a and
strange
magical
and magical
alchemy,alchemy,
the enzymes
the enzymes
in the spit
in break
the spit break
the starches
the starches
down into
down
sugars,
intowhich
sugars,then
which
naturally
then naturally
ferment ferment
from from
bacteriabacteria
and yeast
and
that
yeast
has that
found
hasitsfound
way into
its way
the into
mix.the
Themix.
resulting
The resulting
‘beer’ is ‘beer’
a thickisgloop,
a thicknot
gloop,
appetising
not appetising
but surprisingly
but surprisingly
strong. strong.
The production
The production
of these of
ancient
these alcoholic
ancient alcoholic
brews continues
brews continues
in
in
AndeanAndean
cultures,cultures,
and dates
and
back
dates
to pre-historic
back to pre-historic
times. The
times.
practice
The practice
is common
is common
worldwide,
worldwide,
finding its
finding
equivalents
its equivalents
in African,
in African,
Asian and
Asian and
pacific island
pacificcultures.
island cultures.
And, more
And,
frequently
more frequently
than not,than
it is not,
women
it is women
doing the
doing
spitting.
the spitting.
In fact, itInappears
fact, it appears
that it isthat
onlyitwomen
is only doing
women
the
doing the
spitting.spitting.
But I amBut
only
I am
as expert
only asinexpert
the field
in the
of ‘saliva-cohols’
field of ‘saliva-cohols’
as
as
anyone else
anyone
withelse
a fervid
with ateenage
fervid teenage
curiositycuriosity
for the abject,
for theand
abject,
easily
and easily
sated bysated
popular
by popular
science such
science
as Wikipedia,
such as Wikipedia,
the Discovery
the Discovery
channelchannel

or BBC Natural
or BBC Natural
History History
Unit documentaries).
Unit documentaries).
How thisHow
practice
this practice
developed
developed
is a mystery
is a mystery
that willthat
never
will
benever
solved,
bebut
solved,
certainly
but certainly
worthy worthy
of pondering
of pondering
as to howassuch
to how
a thing
suchmight
a thinghave
might
been
have
discovered.
been discovered.
At what At
point
what
didpoint
someone
did someone
choose to
choose
eat already
to eat partly
alreadydigested
partly digested
food waste
food
and
waste
findand
it had
find
a pleasurable
it had a pleasurable
effect, rather
effect,than
rather
gagthan
on gag on
the putrid
theand
putrid
mucus-rich
and mucus-rich
mix? And
mix?
wasAnd
it out
was
of it
desperation,
out of desperation,
or
or
in searchinofsearch
transcendental
of transcendental
experience
experience
and otherworldly
and otherworldly
knowledge?
knowledge?
Spit andSpit
Chew:
andArt
Chew:
& Culture
Art & is
Culture
one ofisLatham’s
one of Latham’s
most notorious
most notorious
acts against
acts books.
againstItbooks.
sits alongside
It sits alongside
his Skoob
hisTower
Skoobbonfires,
Tower bonfires,
in
in
which hewhich
set light
he set
to columns
light to columns
of complete
of complete
editionseditions
of Encyclopaedia
of Encyclopaedia
Britannica,
Britannica,
as acts ofasanti-establishment
acts of anti-establishment
provocation
provocation
via the printed
via the printed
word. Spit
word.
& Chew
Spit &
is Chew
less politically
is less politically
aggressive
aggressive
or overtly
orconfrontaovertly confrontational, but
tional,
provokes
but provokes
a more visceral
a more visceral
reaction.reaction.
During aDuring
seminar
a seminar
at
at
Central Central
Saint Martins,
Saint Martins,
variouslyvariously
purported
purported
to have taken
to have
place
taken
in place in
1966 or 1967,
1966 or
Latham
1967, Latham
produced
produced
a copy ofa Greenberg’s
copy of Greenberg’s
Art & Culture,
Art & Culture,
taken from
taken
Central
from Central
Saint Martin’s
Saint Martin’s
college library,
college and
library,
toreand
leaves
tore leaves
from it, passing
from it, them
passing
outthem
to students
out to students
who then
who
collectively
then collectively
chewed chewed
the pagesthe
and
pages
spatand
them
spat
outthem
into out
a fermentation
into a fermentation
bottle, performing
bottle, performing
a physical
a physical
deconstruction
deconstruction
of the book
of the
and
book
employing
and employing
disgust as
disgust
a
as a
critical tool.
critical
Wetool.
might
Weeven
might
sayeven
that say
it isthat
as much
it is as
anmuch
attackanonattack
art on art
and culture
andas
culture
on Greenberg’s
as on Greenberg’s
modernist
modernist
point of point
view, with
of view,
Latham’s
with Latham’s
own relativist
own relativist
theoriestheories
put forward
put forward
in notions
in notions
of time as
ofwell
timeasas well as
politicalpolitical
and aesthetic
and aesthetic
approach.
approach.
One might
Oneironically
might ironically
call it a call it a
totalising
totalising
worldview,
worldview,
in that itinconsistently
that it consistently
refuses such
refuses
a singular
such a singular
perspective
perspective
unerringly,
unerringly,
perhaps perhaps
protesting
protesting
too much.
too much.
John Latham
John Latham
was bornwas
in Rhodesia,
born in Rhodesia,
before de-colonisation.
before de-colonisation.
This
This
much is much
often forgotten
is often forgotten
despite the
despite
constant
the constant
politics of
politics
cultures
of cultures
and
and
beliefs that
beliefs
appear
thatwithin
appearhis
within
work.his
And
work.
so, And
whileso,
it is
while
not documentit is not documented that the
ed that
practice
the practice
is taken is
from
taken
personal
from personal
experience
experience
or observation,
or observation,
there is athere
biographical
is a biographical
relationship
relationship
to contact
to between
contact between
‘primitive’
‘primitive’
culturescultures
and the developed
and the developed
world (which
worldat(which
the time
at the
meant
time meant
‘Western’)
‘Western’)
that lends
that
a different
lends a different
perspective
perspective
on the work.
on the
Whether
work. Whether
he experienced
he experienced
salivachols
salivachols
first-hand,
first-hand,
or through
or through
a reference
a reference
in an in an
Encyclopaedia,
Encyclopaedia,
isn’t necessarily
isn’t necessarily
the issue.the
But
issue.
thatBut
of conflicting
that of conflicting
culturescultures
is. The themes
is. The are
themes
oftenare
abstracted
often abstracted
– Bibles –and
Bibles
Korans
and are
Korans are
representatives
representatives
of totalised
of totalised
‘knowledge’,
‘knowledge’,
alongside
alongside
the Encyclopaedia
the Encyclopaedia
17

17

Britannica.
Britannica.
But this But
is a gloss
this isover
a gloss
theover
confrontational
the confrontational
aspects of
aspects of
desecrating
desecrating
these incompatible
these incompatible
belief systems,
belief systems,
in whichinthe
which
Encyclothe Encyclopaedia ispaedia
included
is included
– perhaps
– perhaps
not withnot
such
with
visibly
suchproselytising
visibly proselytising
believers,
believers,
but based
but
equally
based on
equally
a totalising
on a totalising
knowledge
knowledge
that is that is
culturally
culturally
specific in
specific
its worldview.
in its worldview.
We shouldn’t
We shouldn’t
ignore this
ignore
transthis transference any
ference
more
any
than
more
thethan
material
the material
one of the
one
passage
of the passage
of an abject
of an abject
practicepractice
from thefrom
mouths
the mouths
of women
of to
women
mouths
to mouths
of men in
ofSpit
menand
in Spit and
Chew. Or
Chew.
the transference
Or the transference
from thefrom
tribalthe
festivities
tribal festivities
of AfricaoftoAfrica
the to the
tribal bonfires
tribal bonfires
of vanities
of vanities
of London’s
of London’s
art world.
artAworld.
negative
A negative
critique critique
in so many
in so
ways,
many
it’sways,
a particularly
it’s a particularly
physicalphysical
and self-abusive
and self-abusive
critique,critique,
as one tribal
as one
affiliation
tribal affiliation
is turnedisinto
turned
a masticated,
into a masticated,
masculated,
masculated,
urbane other
urbane
of other
the other
of the
in other
Latham’s
in Latham’s
act against
act Art
against
& Culture.
Art & Culture.
This is toThis
readismuch
to read
into
much
Spitinto
& Chew,
Spit &perhaps
Chew, perhaps
more than
more
wasthan was
intended.
intended.
I am perhaps
I am perhaps
mythologizing
mythologizing
for my own
for my
purposes,
own purposes,
and
and
it is possible
it is possible
that Latham’s
that Latham’s
act was more
act was
of more
a prank
of aatprank
first, though
at first, itthough it
has certainly
has certainly
been mythologised
been mythologised
by Latham
by Latham
himself,himself,
by all accounts.
by all accounts.
In fact, Anthony
In fact, Anthony
Davies’ rescue
Davies’ofrescue
abandoned
of abandoned
archivalarchival
papers ofpapers of
Central Central
Saint Martins
Saint Martins
led to documentation
led to documentation
that suggests
that suggests
Latham Latham
fabricated
fabricated
much ofmuch
the story
of the
to story
garnertopublicity
garner publicity
in the media.
in theThe
media. The
mythology
mythology
is, however,
is, however,
consistent
consistent
with thewith
act itself,
the act
and
itself,
circulates
and circulates
more through
more through
word of word
mouthofthan
mouth
thethan
historical
the historical
narratives
narratives
of the of the
museummuseum
object – object
a jar and
– abook
jar and
cased
book
incased
velvetin
– velvet
which –looks
which
mute
looks mute
and obsolete,
and obsolete,
a curiosity
a curiosity
rather than
rather
a radical
than aevent.
radical event.
In a wholly
In adifferent
wholly different
context,context,
I tried Spit
I tried
& Chew
Spit &
out
Chew
on an
out
audion an audience in Taipei,
ence inwhere
Taipei,word
where
of word
mouthofturned
mouthto
turned
oral event
to oral
as event
part ofas part of
a panel discussion
a panel discussion
on artiston
publishing,
artist publishing,
convened
convened
by curator
by Esther
curator Esther
Lu. The transferences
Lu. The transferences
are multi-fold,
are multi-fold,
not just in
nottime
just and
in time
location,
and location,
nor in the
nor
fact
in that
the fact
my that
edition
my of
edition
Art &of
Culture
Art & had
Culture
beenhad
bought
been bought
online and
online
the nearest
and the itnearest
had come
it had
to come
a college
to alibrary
collegewas
library
its delivery
was its delivery
to my college
to myaddress.
college address.
More significantly,
More significantly,
the eventthe
was
event
spectacularwas spectacularised by its
ised
staging
by its –staging
turned–into
turned
an unrehearsed
into an unrehearsed
theatre. theatre.
One thing
One thing
I learnt there
I learnt
was
there
howwas
disgusting
how disgusting
paperbacks
paperbacks
taste, invoking
taste, invoking
a gag a gag
reflex that
reflex
onlythat
gotonly
me past
got me
a few
past
sheets
a fewwithout
sheets without
nearly retching.
nearly retching.
To
To
disguisedisguise
this, I handed
this, I out
handed
sheets
outtosheets
the panel
to the
and
panel
audience;
and audience;
a few a few
game people
gamespat
people
wads
spat
into
wads
the into
jar alongside
the jar alongside
my own.my
Mostly
own.people
Mostly people
politely, politely,
awkwardly,
awkwardly,
scrunched
scrunched
up their up
sheets
theirand
sheets
hid and
themhid
in them
their in their

hands and
hands
pockets.
and pockets.
PouringPouring
a little extra
a little
water
extra
in,water
the jar
in,was
thesealed,
jar was sealed,
hopefully
hopefully
to ferment.
to ferment.
And so, And
I cannibalised
so, I cannibalised
John Latham’s
John Latham’s
Spit & Chew
Spit &
and
Chew
ingested
and ingested
it
it
as a different
as a different
curatorial,
curatorial,
critical, critical,
performative
performative
act. Thisact.
is aThis
finalisstage
a final stage
of transference
of transference
that moves
thatthe
moves
workthe
of art
work
into
of aart
curatorial
into a curatorial
event. event.
I can’t entirely
I can’t entirely
say I feelsay
guilty.
I feelThe
guilty.
act of
The
ingesting
act of ingesting
another’sanother’s
ideas, ideas,
or at least
orruminating
at least ruminating
a little on
a little
the remains,
on the remains,
is not unusual
is not unusual
for a for a
curator. curator.
And if we
And
areifhonest,
we are ithonest,
is not the
it ismost
not the
original
most original
idea to idea to
ingest a ingest
book. Iawould
book. Ibewould
very surprised
be very surprised
if a Dadaist
if a Dadaist
didn’t dodidn’t
it. do it.
So surprise
So surprise
d I can’t dreally
I can’t
bereally
bothered
be bothered
to look. Precedence
to look. Precedence
is not is not
something
something
that concerns
that concerns
me here.me
Buthere.
a nagging
But a nagging
sense of sense
pride of
and
pride and
guilt over
guilt
simply
overadopting
simply adopting
someonesomeone
else’s idea
else’s
evenidea
under
eventhe
under
tiredthe tired
labels oflabels
re-performance,
of re-performance,
the now the
seemingly
now seemingly
ancient concept
ancient concept
of
of
homage,homage,
or the more
or the
current
more discourses
current discourses
of re-eventualisation
of re-eventualisation
–
–
I had to Ispit
hadthis
to spit
out this
again
out
somehow
again somehow
and perform
and perform
some further
some act
further act
to maketo
this
make
my own.
this my
In own.
short,InI needed
short, I to
needed
eat mytoown
eat my
excrement
own excrement
(in the metaphorical
(in the metaphorical
sense). The
sense).
jar remained,
The jar remained,
not fermenting,
not fermenting,
but
but
developing
developing
like a terrarium,
like a terrarium,
an atmosphere
an atmosphere
more humid
morethan
humid
thethan the
August sub-tropical
August sub-tropical
climate.climate.
On someOn
of some
the wads,
of the
now
wads,
more
now
solid,
more solid,
like boulders,
like boulders,
and millimetre-high
and millimetre-high
black forests
blackseemed
forests to
seemed
be growto be growing on the
ingminiature
on the miniature
mountains.
mountains.
From outside,
From outside,
throughthrough
curved glass
curved glass
and condensation,
and condensation,
it wasn’titpossible
wasn’t possible
to say if to
they
saywere
if they
some
were
form
some
of form of
fungus, fungus,
or the ink
orleaching
the ink leaching
of the paper
of the
inpaper
the damp.
in theEither
damp.could
Either
becould be
true, a living
true, organic
a living organic
mass, ormass,
a poisonous
or a poisonous
chemicalchemical
process,process,
but
but
botulismbotulism
seemed to
seemed
be thetomost
be the
likely
most
possibility.
likely possibility.
WithoutWithout
the
the
correct airlock
correctin
airlock
the jar,
initthe
was
jar,
unlikely
it was unlikely
to maintain
to maintain
the yeastthe
and
yeast and
ferment ferment
anyway,anyway,
intoxicating
intoxicating
itself in aitself
tropical
in a tropical
jarred atmosphere.
jarred atmosphere.
It seemed
It to
seemed
me like
to an
meinteresting
like an interesting
object toobject
have around
to have in
around
a
in a
culturalcultural
laboratory
laboratory
such as the
such
Taipei
as theContemporary
Taipei Contemporary
Art Center,
Art Center,
but the Director
but the Director
seemed to
seemed
disagree.
to disagree.
So I transferred
So I transferred
it again, itinto
again, into
the openthe
studios,
open studios,
and placed
anditplaced
on display
it onas
display
a talking
as a point
talking
with
point with
visitors. visitors.
Among Among
them was
them
a master
was acalligraphic
master calligraphic
artist accompanied
artist accompanied
by his partner,
by his partner,
who waswho
previously
was previously
a curatora at
curator
the Taipei
at theFine
Taipei
ArtFine Art
Museum.
Museum.
Of an older
Of an
generation
older generation
for whom
forartists
whomwere
artists
realwere
outsiders
real outsiders
in Taiwan’s
in Taiwan’s
Martial Martial
Law state,
Law
they
state,
toldthey
me that
told me
a friend
that ahad
friend
eaten
had eaten
a book asa book
a performance.
as a performance.
Many other
Many
visitors
other –visitors
the general
– the public
general–public –
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seemed to
seemed
want to try
want
it too.
to try
I wish
it too.I had
I wish
had
I had
a bucket
had afor
bucket
a spittoon,
for a spittoon,
as it could
as have
it could
produced
have produced
a different
a different
vintage.vintage.
Even more
Even
theatrical,
more theatrical,
even further
even from
further
thefrom
original.
the original.
Many people
Manytold
people
me how
told me
local
how
Hakka
localtribal
Hakka
culture
tribal made
culture
almost
made almost
hallucinogenic
hallucinogenic
drinks indrinks
that ancient
in that fashion.
ancient fashion.
Perhaps Perhaps
concerned
concerned
I
I
had beenhad
misled
beeninmisled
my introduction
in my introduction
to Taiwanese
to Taiwanese
culture, culture,
many also
many also
told me about
told me
how
about
good
how
Taiwanese
good Taiwanese
whiskieswhiskies
are – as good
are – tasting
as goodas
tasting as
paper is paper
bad. is bad.
Finally, IFinally,
decidedI decided
to bury the
to bury
jar inthe
thejar
park
in the
by the
parkriver,
by the
secretly,
river, secretly,
at night,atdigging
night, digging
down into
down
the into
dirt and
the dirt
pebbles.
and pebbles.
The process
The was
process was
harder than
harder
I imagined,
than I imagined,
the ground
the dense
ground
with
dense
stones
withnot
stones
so not so
dissimilar
dissimilar
in size and
in size
shape
and
from
shape
those
from
inside
thosethe
inside
jar. Each
the jar.
hadEach
to had to
be pulledbeout
pulled
individually
out individually
before reaching
before reaching
the next,the
and
next,
no tool
and no tool
would have
would
been
have
of use,
beeneven
of use,
if I even
had one
if I had
more
one
suitable
more suitable
than a found
than a found
cleaver and
cleaver
my bare
and my
hands.
bareAn
hands.
hour’s
Anlabour
hour’sfor
labour
a small
forhole,
a small
about
hole, about
the size of
themy
size
head,
of my
into
head,
which
intothe
which
jar was
theplaced
jar wasand
placed
covered
and covered
over. over.
While primitive
While primitive
fermentation
fermentation
of spit beers
of spit
is quite
beers immediate,
is quite immediate,
another another
fermentation
fermentation
process takes
process
place
takes
underground
place underground
in Korea,in Korea,
that of Kimchi.
that of Kimchi.
Made inMade
the traditional
in the traditional
way, cabbages
way, cabbages
are buried
areinburied in
earthenware
earthenware
pots until
pots
they
until
have
they
reached
have reached
their fizzy,
their
spicy
fizzy,
acidic
spicy acidic
best. It’sbest.
a rash
It’smisuse
a rashof
misuse
place,of
Taiwan
place, is
Taiwan
as different
is as different
from Korea
fromasKorea as
EnglandEngland
is from Italy,
is from
butItaly,
all the
butsame
all the
it seemed
same it an
seemed
appropriate
an appropriate
act.
act.
Afterwards,
Afterwards,
I made aItreasure
made a treasure
map in three
map in
parts
three
forparts
threefor
friends,
three friends,
including
including
Esther, in
Esther,
case they
in case
wanted
they to
wanted
find itto– find
which
it –I assume
which I assume
they won’t.
theyBut
won’t.
a gesture
But a at
gesture
least that
at least
something
that something
possiblypossibly
valuablevaluable
was starting
was starting
to fizz. Among
to fizz. Among
them was
them
Jo Ying
was Peng,
Jo Ying
who
Peng,
waswho
the was the
project manager
project manager
from TCAC
fromand
TCAC
whoand
hadwho
previously
had previously
worked in
worked in
the residency
the residency
programme
programme
for which
forI was
which
scrabbling
I was scrabbling
around in
around
the in the
mud. The
mud.
third
The
was
third
artist
was
and
artist
curator
and Fang
curator
YenFang
Hsien.
Yen Hsien.
And hereAnd
lieshere
a link
lies
toaalink
further
to a cannibalistic
further cannibalistic
repurposing,
repurposing,
the
the
scaling up
scaling
of anup
artist’s
of andiscreet
artist’s discreet
act into an
actindustrial
into an industrial
process,process,
at
at
least in proposition,
least in proposition,
and in the
and
process,
in the process,
a cannibalisation
a cannibalisation
of artist of artist
and curator
and alike.
curator
Fang
alike.
hasFang
invited
hasme
invited
to produce
me to produce
a work for
a work
a group
for a group
exhibition
exhibition
he is curating
he is curating
in Marchinnext
March
year,
next
myyear,
first my
as an
first
artist
as an
in artist in
15 years.15
The
years.
exhibition
The exhibition
takes place
takes
in place
a private
in amuseum
private museum
and the and the
theme looks
theme
at looks
a tropical
at a tropical
form of cli-fi,
form of
that
cli-fi,
is climate
that is fiction,
climateafiction,
sub- a sub-

genre ofgenre
speculative
of speculative
fiction based
fiction
onbased
environmental
on environmental
change. change.
Here, Here,
the key transformative
the key transformative
momentmoment
from Latham’s
from Latham’s
work to work
a curatorial
to a curatorial
process is
process
to be enacted
is to be enacted
by the mastication
by the mastication
of an entire
of anbibliography
entire bibliography
of the exhibition
of the exhibition
turned en
turned
masseeninto
masse
an alcoholic
into an alcoholic
pulp, and
pulp,
thenand then
the mashthe
distilled
mash distilled
to a Baijiu
to for
a Baijiu
drinking,
for drinking,
or more or
likely
more
forlikely
fuel. for fuel.
Even boiled
Evenout
boiled
of the
out
saliva,
of theI saliva,
am notIsure
am not
I could
surebring
I could
myself
bringtomyself to
drink whatever
drink whatever
it produces.
it produces.
Is this a Is
curatorial
this a curatorial
or artistic
orprocess?
artistic process?
Perhaps Perhaps
it is not so
it is not so
important,
important,
but it does
butmirror
it doescertain
mirror commercial
certain commercial
transformations
transformations
in whichininnovations
which innovations
are repurposed
are repurposed
by otherby
industries
other industries
throughthrough
mass-production.
mass-production.
It is common
It is common
for goodfor
ideas
good
to ideas
be simple
to beenough
simple enough
to be transformed
to be transformed
by business
by business
thinking.
thinking.
If the transference
If the transference
into a into a
curatorial
curatorial
object could
object
becould
characterised
be characterised
simply, itsimply,
might itbemight
just this:
be just this:
that the that
art isthe
repurposed
art is repurposed
in some in
way
some
– cannibalised
way – cannibalised
in a nearin a near
gluttonous
gluttonous
feast, or feast,
perhaps
or perhaps
even ‘Frankensteinised’,
even ‘Frankensteinised’,
dismembered,
dismembered,
and the parts
and the
that
parts
could
that
not
could
be swallowed
not be swallowed
raw, sutured
raw, sutured
back together
back together
into a new
into
body.
a new
It is
body.
my belief
It is my
that
belief
thisthat
is a different
this is a different
process to
process
the to the
artistic re-inhabiting
artistic re-inhabiting
of worksofthrough
works through
re-enactment,
re-enactment,
a different
a different
set
set
of performative
of performative
expectations.
expectations.
This might
Thisnot
might
be asnot
visible
be asfrom
visible
thefrom the
outside though,
outside though,
as I am the
as Idigestive
am the digestive
tract, and
tract,
all you
andget
all are
youmy
get are my
excremated
excremated
remains.remains.
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Digital Debris
Digitalin
Debris
Internet
in Internet
Art, Art,
a Metaphorical
a Metaphorical
Resistance
Resistance
to the Epistemology
to the Epistemology
of Search
of Search
Nils JeanNils Jean

Stemming
Stemming
from both
from
a technical
both a technical
and a semantic
and a semantic
process of
process of
generation,
generation,
digital debris
digital(i.e.
debris
dismissed,
(i.e. dismissed,
forgotten
forgotten
online data)
online data)
represents
represents
an on-going
an on-going
hybridization
hybridization
of the metaphorical
of the metaphorical
and dataand data
processing
processing
that I will
that
argue
I will
has
argue
the potential
has the potential
to challenge
to challenge
the statethe state
of knowledge
of knowledge
in contemporary
in contemporary
culture. culture.
Contemporary
Contemporary
knowledge,
knowledge,
which iswhich
increasingly
is increasingly
generated
generated
and disseminated
and disseminated
online, has
online,
beenhas been
astutely astutely
described
described
by Art Historian
by Art Historian
David Joselit
DavidasJoselit
an “Epistemolas an “Epistemology of Search”.
ogy of Search”.
Briefly, the
Briefly,
Epistemology
the Epistemology
of Searchofrefers
Search
torefers
the actto the act
of recycling
of recycling
and connecting
and connecting
images instead
images of
instead
producing
of producing
new onesnew ones
and howand
the how
connectivity
the connectivity
and circulation
and circulation
of those of
images
thoseglosses
images glosses
over their
over
content.
their content.
Here, theHere,
paper
the
will
paper
focus
will
onfocus
the metaphorical
on the metaphorical
nature ofnature
digitalofdebris
digitalasdebris
a potential
as a potential
resistance
resistance
to the Epistemology
to the Epistemology
of Search.
of More
Search.
precisely,
More precisely,
the paper
the
will
paper
examine
will examine
the recycling
the recycling
of
of
discarded
discarded
data anddata
the generation
and the generation
of debrisofitdebris
impliesit in
implies
Internet
in Internet
Art. TheArt.
paper
The
will
paper
study
will
a work
studyentitled
a work entitled
Weightless
Weightless
(1998), by
(1998),
British
by British
artists Thomson
artists Thomson
& Craighead.
& Craighead.
Once generated,
Once generated,
the digital
thedebris
digital debris
deploys deploys
a strategy
a strategy
that instigates
that instigates
a halt: a apause
halt: or
a pause
a slowing
or a slowing
down indown in
the logicthe
of networks.
logic of networks.
The essay
The
will
essay
be an
will
opportunity
be an opportunity
to introduce
to introduce
the concept
the concept
of the Epistemology
of the Epistemology
of Search,
of and
Search,
thenand
to continue
then to continue
the
the
conversation
conversation
ignited by
ignited
JoselitbybyJoselit
mapping
by mapping
out the ways
out the
in which
ways in which
the Epistemology
the Epistemology
of Searchofcan
Search
be subverted
can be subverted
by digital
bydebris
digitalwithin
debris within
the context
the of
context
an artofpractice.
an art practice.
In his book,
In his
After
book,
Art,
After
Joselit
Art,asserts
Joselitthat
asserts
contemporary
that contemporary
images images
hold power
holdinpower
their capacity
in their capacity
to replicate,
to replicate,
remediate
remediate
and disseminate
and disseminate
at “variable
at “variable
velocities”
velocities”
(2012: XIV).
(2012:
Joselit
XIV).hopes
Joselit“to
hopes
link the
“to link
vast the vast
image population
image population
explosion
explosion
that occurred
that occurred
in the twentieth
in the twentieth
century century
to an epistemology
to an epistemology
of search”
of (2012:
search”89).
(2012:
For 89).
himFor
the him
Epistemology
the Epistemology
of Searchofsymbolises
Search symbolises
the “breakdown
the “breakdown
of the eraofofthe
art”
erawhere
of art”‘art’,
where ‘art’,
“defined“defined
as a private
as acreative
private creative
pursuit leading
pursuit to
leading
significant
to significant
and
and

profitable
profitable
discoveries
discoveries
of how images
of howmay
images
carry
may
new
carry
content,
new content,
has
has
given way
given
to the
way
formatting
to the formatting
and reformatting
and reformatting
of existing
of existing
content.”content.”
(Joselit, (Joselit,
2012: 89).
2012:
Thus89).
theThus
author
theshifts
author
theshifts
critical
thefocus
critical
from
focus
artfrom art
production,
production,
to what images
to whatdo
images
once do
they
once
enter
they
circulation
enter circulation
in discrete
in discrete
networks.
networks.
The bookThe
is an
book
attempt
is an attempt
to identify
to identify
the circulation
the circulation
of
of
images and
images
the configuration
and the configuration
of links and
of links
connections
and connections
they create
they create
within heterogeneous
within heterogeneous
environments.
environments.
The pattern
The of
pattern
dissemination
of dissemination
and the connections
and the connections
betweenbetween
these images
theseprimes
imagesover
primes
theover
content
the content
of what is
ofactually
what is actually
connected,
connected,
so that “in
so that
economies
“in economies
of imageof image
overproduction”
overproduction”
the key isthe
‘connectivity’;
key is ‘connectivity’;
this is the
this
Epistemology
is the Epistemology
of
of
Search’ (Joselit,
Search’ (Joselit,
2012: 55–56).
2012: Following
55–56). Following
the idea the
of connectivity
idea of connectivity
that
that
disregards
disregards
the specificity
the specificity
of what is
ofconnected,
what is connected,
Joselit also
Joselit
explains
also explains
that what
that
matters
what matters
now “is not
nowthe
“isproduction
not the production
of new content
of new but
content
its but its
retrievalretrieval
in intelligible
in intelligible
patternspatterns
throughthrough
acts of reframing,
acts of reframing,
capturing,
capturing,
reiterating,
reiterating,
and documenting.
and documenting.
What counts
Whatincounts
other in
words,
otheriswords,
how is how
widely and
widely
easily
and
images
easilyconnect.”
images connect.”
(Joselit, (Joselit,
2012: 55–56).
2012: At
55–56).
first At first
sight, it seems
sight, itthat
seems
the that
re-appropriation
the re-appropriation
of onlineofwaste
online
echoes
wastethe
echoes the
acts of reiterating,
acts of reiterating,
retrieving
retrieving
and reframing
and reframing
that Joselit
thatisJoselit
articulates.
is articulates.
It could It
even
could
been
even
argued
beenthat
argued
digital
thatdebris
digitalwould
debrisact
would
as anact
agent
as an agent
that, by connecting
that, by connecting
bits of information
bits of information
from different
from different
contexts,contexts,
facil- facilitates anitates
Epistemology
an Epistemology
of Search.
of However,
Search. However,
on closeroninspection,
closer inspection,
I
I
would like
would
to submit
like tothat
submit
the that
example
the example
of Internet
of Internet
Art examined
Art examined
here here
actuallyactually
manifests
manifests
signs of resistance
signs of resistance
to the Epistemology
to the Epistemology
of Search.
of Search.
Weightless,
Weightless,
by British
byartist
British
Thomson
artist Thomson
& Craighead,
& Craighead,
is a website
is a website
that allows
thatthe
allows
user the
to navigate
user to navigate
an archive
an of
archive
onlineofdata
online
collected
data collected
in
in
1998. The
1998.
dataThe
comprises
data comprises
animated
animated
GIFs andGIFs
chat-rooms
and chat-rooms
transcripts,
transcripts,
organised
organised
into 42 boxes.
into 42Aboxes.
program
A program
has scanned
has scanned
the web the
andweb
reconand reconstituted stituted
its findings
its findings
in the form
in the
of aform
grid.ofBy
a grid.
clicking
By clicking
on this grid,
on this
thegrid, the
viewer isviewer
led to is
sentences
led to sentences
extracted
extracted
from chat
from
rooms
chatand
rooms
animated
and animated
graphicsgraphics
collectedcollected
at the time
at the
thattime
Weightless
that Weightless
was conceived.
was conceived.
The
The
content of
content
the work
of the
is not
work
made
is not
visible
madeatvisible
first, and
at first,
the viewer
and thehas
viewer has
to interact
to interact
with thewith
programme
the programme
to accesstothe
access
data,the
rendering
data, rendering
digital digital
debris a debris
hiddenaentity.
hiddenThe
entity.
piece
The
is not
piece
anisopen
not an
andopen
endless
and work,
endless work,
but rather
buta rather
self-contained
a self-contained
piece that
piece
operates
that operates
as a closed
as acircuit.
closed circuit.
Consequently,
Consequently,
the website
the always
websitedisplays
always displays
the samethe
data
same
if the
data
viewer
if the viewer
clicks selects
clicksaselects
box that
a box
he or
that
shehehas
oralready
she has clicked
alreadyon.
clicked
Additionally,
on. Additionally,
23
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the deadthe
ends
dead
of the
ends
website,
of the website,
mock the
mock
necessary
the necessary
connectivity
connectivity
of the of the
networknetwork
paradigm
paradigm
on whichonthe
which
Internet
the Internet
is based.isThus,
based.
theThus,
datathe
dis-data displayed inplayed
Weightless
in Weightless
is on a loop,
is onand
a loop,
the viewer
and thehas
viewer
no other
has no
choice
other choice
but to witness
but to the
witness
re-appearance
the re-appearance
of data he
of or
data
shehehas
oralready
she has already
watched.watched.
Normally,
Normally,
by visiting
by and
visiting
clicking
and clicking
throughthrough
an ordinary
an ordinary
website,website,
the visitor
thebecomes
visitor becomes
a humana feedback
human feedback
loop thatloop
supplies
that supplies
the machine
the machine
with data
with
for data
the site
forto
theperfect
site toitself
perfect
anditself
thereby
and thereby
to
to
improve.improve.
The aimThe
of the
aim
machine
of the machine
is not to is
improve
not to improve
the visitor’s
the visitor’s
needs, needs,
but to strengthen
but to strengthen
the control
the and
control
exploitation
and exploitation
of the viewer’s
of the viewer’s
data by data by
creatingcreating
a ‘bubblea effect’
‘bubblefor
effect’
the user
for the
(Stallabrass,
user (Stallabrass,
2003). Weightless
2003). Weightless
does notdoes
seemnot
to seem
offer this
to offer
kindthis
of feedback,
kind of feedback,
but instead
but disrupts
instead disrupts
it
it
by creating
by creating
a reiterative
a reiterative
piece, a maze
piece,that
a maze
ridicules
that ridicules
the instrumenthe instrumentalisation
talisation
and commodification
and commodification
of the viewer’s
of the viewer’s
data thatdata
the that
Internet
the Internet
normallynormally
undertakes.
undertakes.
I would argue
I would
here
argue
thathere
the television
that the television
metaphor
metaphor
in whichinWeightless
which Weightless
nests itself
nests
participates
itself participates
in creating
in creating
a closed-a closedcircuit system.
circuit With
system.
itsWith
use ofits
a grid,
use ofitsa grid,
musicitsand
music
the appearance
and the appearance
of
of
chat transcripts
chat transcripts
at the bottom
at the of
bottom
the screen
of the–screen
like subtitles
– like subtitles
– it could
– it could
be said that
be said
the that
metaphorical
the metaphorical
side of the
side
work
of the
lieswork
in itslies
resemblance
in its resemblance
to a TV show.
to a TV
For
show.
instance,
For instance,
the action
theofaction
selecting
of selecting
which data
which
to see
data to see
by clicking
by clicking
on a box,on
recalls
a box,the
recalls
use of
the
a television
use of a television
remote control.
remote control.
The television
The television
metaphor
metaphor
was explicitly
was explicitly
intendedintended
by the artists.
by theWhen
artists. When
presenting
presenting
the work,
the
Alison
work,Craighead
Alison Craighead
declared,declared,
“with Weightless
“with Weightless
we
we
were really
were
interested
really interested
in making
in making
it look like
it look
television
like television
or something
or something
that wasthat
televised”
was televised”
(Quaintance,
(Quaintance,
2011). The
2011).
paradoxical
The paradoxical
concept concept
of
of
television
television
as a closed–circuit
as a closed–circuit
is also described
is also described
by Art historian
by Art historian
David David
Joselit inJoselit
Feedback,
in Feedback,
Television
Television
Against Democracy,
Against Democracy,
it reads: it reads:

relationships
relationships
with online
withcommerce
online commerce
and the art
andmarket.
the art market.
Stallabrass
Stallabrass
describes
describes
Thomson
Thomson
& Craighead
& Craighead
as follows:
as follows:
Much Internet
Much Internet
art, far from
art, far
providing
from providing
meaningful
meaningful
interaction,
interaction,
plays onplays
its very
on paucity.
its very paucity.
The bittersweet
The bittersweet
work of work
Thomson
of Thomson
and Craighead
and Craighead
subvertssubverts
the illusion
the of
illusion
interactivity.
of interactivity.
(2003: 64)
(2003: 64)
In that regard,
In thatThomson
regard, Thomson
& Craighead
& Craighead
seem to seem
share to
theshare
samethe same
critical view
critical
of interactivity
view of interactivity
as that maintained
as that maintained
by Russian
by Russian
net artistnet artist
Alexei Shulgin,
Alexei Shulgin,
who explained
who explained
his disbelief
his disbelief
in the notion
in theofnotion
Internet
of Internet
interactivity,
interactivity,
in as much
in as
asmuch
it is too
as often
it is too
wrongly
often wrongly
described
described
as a
as a
democratic
democratic
approach.
approach.
Shulgin Shulgin
stresses stresses
the fact that
the fact
the that
apparent
the apparent
interactivity
interactivity
is often aismanipulative
often a manipulative
tool, designed
tool, designed
to push the
to push the
viewer into
viewer
clicking
into clicking
on certain
on buttons
certain buttons
in the own
in the
name
own
ofname
the artist
of the artist
(Stallabrass,
(Stallabrass,
2003: 27).
2003:
Embedded
27). Embedded
within its
within
very title,
its very
Weightless
title, Weightless
comments
comments
on the nature
on theofnature
onlineofinformation
online information
as potentially
as potentially
trivial, trivial,
and as such
and exhausts
as such exhausts
and parodies
and parodies
the capacity
the capacity
of the Epistemology
of the Epistemology
of SearchoftoSearch
be unconcerned
to be unconcerned
with thewith
content
the it
content
produces
it produces
and
and
propagates.
propagates.
Thus, it could
Thus, be
it could
argued
beeven
argued
further
even that
further
Weightless
that Weightless
sheds a light
shedsona light
the danger
on theof
danger
automated
of automated
art.
art.
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Television
Television
is the paradigmatic
is the paradigmatic
closed circuit.
closed Formally,
circuit. Formally,
it arises it arises
from two
from
mechanisms:
two mechanisms:
scanning,scanning,
which characterizes
which characterizes
television’s
television’s
reproductive
reproductive
technology,
technology,
and feedback,
and feedback,
which describes
which describes
its
its
broadcast
broadcast
structure.
structure.
(Joselit, (Joselit,
2007: 28)2007: 28)
Thus, theThus,
disparaging
the disparaging
take on the
takeidea
on the
of feedback,
idea of feedback,
visually visually
trans- translated here
lated
through
here through
the metaphor
the metaphor
of television,
of television,
is illustrated
is illustrated
in the in the
very paucity
very of
paucity
the interaction.
of the interaction.
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British
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Julian Julian
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wrote a book
wroteofa early
book Internet
of early Internet
Art, focusing
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on its on its
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Beyond Beyond
NaturalNatural
Beauty, Beauty,
Bounty Bounty
and National
and National
Boundaries:
Boundaries:
Actualising
Actualising
the Debate
the on
Debate
the ‘Brazilian
on the ‘Brazilian
Contemporary’
Contemporary’
in Art, Architecture
in Art, Architecture
and Design
and Design
Livia Rezende
Livia Rezende

What follows
Whatare
follows
anti-nationalistic
are anti-nationalistic
thoughtsthoughts
provoked
provoked
by the by the
‘Brazilian
‘Brazilian
Contemporary
Contemporary
– A Roundtable
– A Roundtable
Discussion’
Discussion’
event event
organised
organised
by the Victoria
by the Victoria
& Albert&Museum
Albert Museum
(V&A), which
(V&A),I chaired
which I chaired
earlier this
earlier
year.this
These
year.
thoughts
These thoughts
stem from
stem
myfrom
philosophical
my philosophical
drive drive
to studyto
thestudy
phenomenon
the phenomenon
of nationof(nationhood,
nation (nationhood,
nation-ness
nation-ness
and
and
others alike),
othersinalike),
orderin
to order
understand
to understand
its cultural
its cultural
and material
and material
mech- mechanisms for
anisms
existence,
for existence,
and to destabilise
and to destabilise
its apparent
its apparent
naturalness.
naturalness.
These anti-nationalistic
These anti-nationalistic
thoughtsthoughts
also inform
alsomy
inform
current
my research
current research
project –project
one that
– one
is interested
that is interested
in destabilising
in destabilising
the enduring
the enduring
myth myth
of originofthat
origin
sustains
that sustains
that design
thatbegan
designinbegan
Latin in
America
Latin America
with thewith the
‘arrival’ ‘arrival’
of modern
of modern
design education
design education
and the institutionalisation
and the institutionalisation
of
of
the design
theprofession.
design profession.
But for now,
But for
let’snow,
turnlet’s
ourturn
attention
our attention
to the ‘Brazilian
to the ‘Brazilian
Contemporary’
Contemporary’
event at event
the V&A.
at the V&A.
Since at Since
least 1862,
at least
Brazilians
1862, Brazilians
have been
have
coming
been coming
to SouthtoKensingSouth Kensington to exhibit
ton toand
exhibit
to participate
and to participate
in debates
in about
debates
artabout
and design.
art and design.
For the International
For the International
Exhibition,
Exhibition,
which took
which
place
took
at the
place
Royal
at the
HortiRoyal Horticulturalcultural
Society (today,
Societythe
(today,
location
the location
of the Natural
of the Natural
History History
and the and the
Science Museums)
Science Museums)
in that year,
in that
a Brazilian
year, a Brazilian
committee
committee
broughtbrought
more more
than 600than
items
600
to items
London
to London
– from photographic
– from photographic
portraits,
portraits,
botanical
botanical
drawings
drawings
and oil paintings
and oil paintings
to textiles,
to textiles,
leather goods
leatherand
goods
tall and
hats.tall hats.
This show
This
was
show
the first
was the
of many.
first ofFor
many.
many
For
decades,
many decades,
and through
and through
differentdifferent
administrations,
administrations,
trade organizations
trade organizations
and political
and political
regimes,regimes,
‘Brazil’ as
‘Brazil’
a nation
as awas
nation
frequently
was frequently
promoted
promoted
abroad for
abroad
its creativity,
for its creativity,
materials
materials
and processes
and processes
of making.
of making.
152 years152
later,
years
thelater,
V&Athe
– an
V&A – an
institution
institution
whose genesis
whoseisgenesis
also indebted
is also indebted
to the nineteenth-century
to the nineteenth-century
craze forcraze
exhibitions
for exhibitions
– teamed– up
teamed
with up
thewith
Embassy
the Embassy
of BrazilofinBrazil in
London London
to exhibit
toand
exhibit
engage
andin
engage
debate:
inonce
debate:
more,
once
Brazilian
more, Brazilian
art,
art,

architecture
architecture
and design
andcame
design
to came
SouthtoKensington.
South Kensington.
But whatBut
makes
what makes
this opportunity
this opportunity
differentdifferent
from its from
precursors?
its precursors?
In the first
In the
decades
first decades
of the twenty-first
of the twenty-first
century,century,
Brazil has
Brazil
become
has become
big newsbig
abroad.
news International
abroad. International
commentators
commentators
have hailed
havethe
hailed
counthe country and its
tryrecent
and itseconomic
recent economic
and political
and political
achievements
achievements
as ‘Latinas ‘Latin
1 With
1 With
economic
an economic
boom come
boom
new
come new
America’s
America’s
big success
big story’.
success
story’.an
challenges
challenges
and demands
and demands
for strategic
for strategic
positioning.
positioning.
Brazil’s interBrazil’s internationalnational
ascension
ascension
has beenhas
endorsed
been endorsed
by its successful
by its successful
bids to host
bids to host
two major
twoglobal
majortournaments,
global tournaments,
the FIFAthe
World
FIFACup
World
in 2014
Cupand
in 2014
the and the
OlympicOlympic
Games in
Games
2016. in
But2016.
in contrast
But in contrast
to previous
to previous
opportunities,
opportunities,
when a projection
when a projection
of the nation
of thewas
nation
sentwas
abroad
sentfor
abroad
promotion,
for promotion,
this
this
time around,
time around,
international
international
eyes are eyes
turned
aretowards
turned towards
Brazil, and
Brazil,
its and its
status asstatus
a democratic,
as a democratic,
modern,modern,
and progressive
and progressive
nation isnation
being is being
closely scrutinised.
closely scrutinised.
The ‘Brazilian
The ‘Brazilian
Contemporary’
Contemporary’
event was
event
the was the
V&A’s and
V&A’s
the Embassy
and the Embassy
of Brazil’s
of response
Brazil’s response
to the pressing
to the pressing
questionquestion
of actualising
of actualising
this conversation.
this conversation.
The firstThe
round
firstofround
debateofcentred
debate centred
on contemporary
on contemporary
BrazilianBrazilian
design and
design
architecture.
and architecture.
As the design
As thehistorian
design historian
in the room,
in theI began
room, I began
the conversation
the conversation
by exposing
by exposing
how national
how national
myths are
myths
constructed,
are constructed,
embodied
embodied
in designed
in designed
objects and
objects
disseminated
and disseminated
to convey
toan
convey
ideal-an idealised image
isedofimage
a place.
of In
a place.
the 1860s,
In thefor
1860s,
example,
for example,
while exhibition
while exhibition
commissioners
commissioners
came to came
London
to London
to promote
to promote
Brazil asBrazil
a developing,
as a developing,
modernising
modernising
Empire,Empire,
back home
back
– in
home
contrast
– in contrast
– labels designed
– labels designed
for
for
consumer
consumer
goods circulated
goods circulated
images of
images
a romantic
of a romantic
ideal, inideal,
whichin which
BrazilianBrazilian
natives would
nativeshave
would
harmoniously
have harmoniously
integrated
integrated
with thewith the
European
European
conquerors,
conquerors,
leading to
leading
a single,
to aunified,
single, unified,
and prosperous
and prosperous
nation. Unsurprisingly,
nation. Unsurprisingly,
but quietly,
but these
quietly,
idealised
these idealised
images betrayed
images betrayed
the brutal
thedecimation
brutal decimation
of Brazilian
of Brazilian
natives suffered
natives suffered
since thesince
European
the European
arrival in
arrival
1500. in
Additionally,
1500. Additionally,
both theboth
Brazilian
the Brazilian
exhibition
exhibition
in London
in London
in 1862 and
in 1862
those
and
romantic
those romantic
labels obliterated,
labels obliterated,
in their national
in their national
myth-making
myth-making
strategies,
strategies,
the cruelthe
enslavement
cruel enslavement
of African
of African
people and
people and
their descendents,
their descendents,
which persisted
which persisted
in Brazilinuntil
Brazil
1888.
until 1888.

1. ‘Brazil Takes
1. ‘Brazil
Off:Takes
A 14-Page
Off: ASpecial
14-Page
Report
Special
onReport
Latin America’s
on Latin America’s
Big Success
Big
Story’,
Success Story’,
The Economist,
The Economist,
14-20 Nov14-20
2009,Nov
(13 and
2009,
1-18
(13–and
special
1-18report),
– special
p.13..
report), p.13..
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DrawingDrawing
parallelsparallels
betweenbetween
that particular
that particular
historical
historical
disjunction
disjunction
and
and
our current
our times,
currentI started
times, Ithe
started
debate
theby
debate
asking
by‘what
asking
are‘what
we talking
are we talking
about when
about
wewhen
talk about
we talk
Brazilian
about Brazilian
contemporary
contemporary
design’?design’?
Or, mostOr, most
importantly,
importantly,
what arewhat
we ‘not’
are we
talking
‘not’ about
talking
when
about
wewhen
talk about
we talk about
BrazilianBrazilian
contemporary
contemporary
design? The
design?
aimThe
of my
aim
talk
of was
my talk
to complicate
was to complicate
the current
the discourse.
current discourse.
Going beyond
Going abeyond
simplistic
a simplistic
celebration
celebration
of
of
creativity
creativity
and natural
and beauty
naturaland
beauty
bounty,
and bounty,
I questioned
I questioned
the verythe very
assumption
assumption
that there
that
is athere
design
is athat
design
is specifically
that is specifically
Brazilian.
Brazilian.
What What
would a would
‘Brazilian’
a ‘Brazilian’
design be?
design
Is it abe?
design
Is it amade
design
inmade
Brazil,inaBrazil,
designa design
from Brazil
fromand/or
Brazilaand/or
designafor
design
Brazil?
forBy
Brazil?
presenting
By presenting
and discussing
and discussing
a series of
a series
objects
ofand
objects
design
andprojects
design projects
made in,made
fromin,
and
from
for Brazil,
and forI Brazil, I
placed on
placed
the ‘roundtable’
on the ‘roundtable’
issues ofissues
designofdeterritorialisation,
design deterritorialisation,
social social
inequality
inequality
and classand
divide,
classand
divide,
pointed
and pointed
to the everyday
to the everyday
experience
experience
of Brazilians
of Brazilians
dealing with
dealing
dysfunctional
with dysfunctional
services,services,
productsproducts
and
and
infrastructural
infrastructural
breakdowns.
breakdowns.
Designer,
Designer,
media artist
media
and
artist
independent
and independent
curator, curator,
Gisela Domschke
Gisela Domschke
followedfollowed
my provocations
my provocations
with a timely
with aresponse
timely response
to what atodesign
what afor
design for
Brazil might
Brazilbe.
might
Through
be. Through
her project
herLabmovel,
project Labmovel,
which offers
which offers
activitiesactivities
and workshops
and workshops
involving
involving
the use of
the
digital
use ofmedia
digitalinmedia
publicin public
spaces, Domschke
spaces, Domschke
discussed
discussed
design and
design
media
andart
media
as actors
art asofactors
socialof social
change –change
or exchange,
– or exchange,
to be more
to be
precise.
more precise.
According
According
to Domschke,
to Domschke,
the formation
the formation
of a ‘public’
of a beyond
‘public’ social
beyond
and
social
racial
and
hierarchies
racial hierarchies
and
and
the actualisation
the actualisation
of socialof
innovation
social innovation
are key objectives
are key objectives
of a design
of a design
for Brazil.
forThat
Brazil.
is, aThat
design
is, athat
design
is less
that
interested
is less interested
in moving
in moving
productsproducts
off the shelves
off thethan
shelves
in developing
than in developing
methodologies
methodologies
and processes
and processes
of
of
creation,creation,
circulation,
circulation,
disposal,disposal,
use and use
consumption
and consumption
tailored tailored
to the to the
social, cultural
social, cultural
and economic
and economic
contextscontexts
of contemporary
of contemporary
Brazil. Brazil.
Architect,
Architect,
researcher,
researcher,
essayist essayist
and provocateur
and provocateur
Carlos Teixeira
Carlos Teixeira
picked up
picked
on issues
up onofissues
planning
of planning
in a city in
(Belo
a city
Horizonte),
(Belo Horizonte),
in a place
in a place
(Brazil) (Brazil)
where planning
where planning
is not always
is notprioritised.
always prioritised.
Carlos isCarlos
co- is cofounderfounder
of StudioofVazio
Studio
S/A
Vazio
and S/A
the author
and theofauthor
UnderofConstruction:
Under Construction:
History of
History
the Void
of the
in Belo
VoidHorizonte,
in Belo Horizonte,
an essayan
about
essay
the
about
potentialthe potentialities of the
ities
unplanned
of the unplanned
city. Showing
city. Showing
one typical
oneBelo
typical
Horizonte
Belo Horizonte
dwelling,dwelling,
built on built
stilts on
andstilts
withand
an with
excessanofexcess
structural
of structural
elements,
elements,
TeixeiraTeixeira
discussed
discussed
urban informality,
urban informality,
lack of planning
lack of planning
and the and the
theatrical
theatrical
use of urban
use ofvoids
urban
as voids
a strategy
as a strategy
to transform
to transform
an idle space
an idle space

into spectacle.
into spectacle.
By considering
By considering
Belo Horizonte
Belo Horizonte
a city ‘under
a citycon‘under constructionstruction
but extolling
but extolling
destruction’,
destruction’,
TeixeiraTeixeira
reminded
reminded
us that us that
‘Brazil’ is‘Brazil’
an ideal
is an
also
ideal
under
alsoconstruction.
under construction.
And in this
Andprocess,
in this process,
some myths
somemay
myths
come
may
deconstructed.
come deconstructed.
‘Gambiarra’
‘Gambiarra’
is one ofisthose
one of
myths
thoseconstrued
myths construed
anonymously
anonymously
to
to
signal a Brazilian-specific
signal a Brazilian-specific
way of making
way of making
things. As
things.
a colloquial
As a colloquial
term, it is
term,
useditin
is Brazil
used intoBrazil
describe
to describe
informalinformal
and unplanned
and unplanned
mendingmending
or making-do
or making-do
abilities,abilities,
and is usually
and is promoted
usually promoted
as a
as a
creative creative
impulsive
impulsive
innate toinnate
the Brazilian
to the Brazilian
people. The
people.
problem
The problem
is,
is,
‘gambiarra’
‘gambiarra’
translates
translates
into ‘jugaad’
into ‘jugaad’
in India in
orIndia
‘kiwi or
ingenuity’
‘kiwi ingenuity’
in
in
New Zealand.
New Zealand.
It is not Brazilian-specific.
It is not Brazilian-specific.
However,
However,
as we unpacked
as we unpacked
the termthe
during
termthe
during
debate
theatdebate
the V&A,
at the
weV&A,
viewed
wegambiarra’s
viewed gambiarra’s
potentialpotential
as a concept
as a concept
preciselyprecisely
because because
it pointsittopoints
a universal
to a universal
propensity
propensity
for unplanned
for unplanned
creativity
creativity
under unexpected
under unexpected
circumstances
circumstances
– a drive–that
a drive
stands
thatinstands
dialectical
in dialectical
relation relation
to orthodox
to orthodox
definitions
definitions
of
of
design practices.
design practices.
‘Gambiarra’
‘Gambiarra’
also features
also features
in common
in common
discourse
discourse
as a
as a
resistance,
resistance,
voluntary
voluntary
or not, toorconspicuous
not, to conspicuous
consumption
consumption
and
and
consumerism
consumerism
as it means
as ittomeans
fix a failed
to fix product
a failed product
rather than
rather
buying
than buying
it again.itParticipants,
again. Participants,
however,however,
were wary
were
of the
wary
over-congratulation
of the over-congratulation
of ‘gambiarra’
of ‘gambiarra’
in Brazilian
in Brazilian
design discourse.
design discourse.
Instead of
Instead
representing
of representing
the potential
the potential
creative creative
powers behind
powersabehind
culturea of
culture
‘fixing’,
of ‘gambiarra’
‘fixing’, ‘gambiarra’
mainly points
mainlytopoints
the frequent
to the frequent
‘failure’ ‘failure’
of designed
of designed
products,
products,
and turns
and turns
our attention
our attention
to the endemic
to the endemic
low quality
lowof
quality
products,
of products,
materials
materials
and
and
services services
in Brazil.inInBrazil.
turn, In
this
turn,
points
thistopoints
questions
to questions
of unsustainability
of unsustainability
(and generalised
(and generalised
everydayeveryday
frustration).
frustration).
BrazilianBrazilian
art was the
art core
was the
theme
coreoftheme
the event’s
of thesecond
event’sround
secondofround of
debate. Introduced
debate. Introduced
and chaired
and chaired
by Kiki Mazzucchelli,
by Kiki Mazzucchelli,
an independan independent curator
ent and
curator
writer
andworking
writer working
betweenbetween
London London
and São and
Paulo,
Sãothis
Paulo, this
round centred
round centred
on art and
on exhibitions
art and exhibitions
from thefrom
post-war
the post-war
period into
period into
the very the
contemporary.
very contemporary.
Mazzucchelli
Mazzucchelli
broughtbrought
to the audience’s
to the audience’s
atten- attention the tion
longevity
the longevity
and rudeand
health
rudeofhealth
Brazilian
of Brazilian
art, and art,
of itsand
global
of its global
relevance.
relevance.
At least since
At least
thesince
mid-1960s,
the mid-1960s,
BrazilianBrazilian
artists have
artists
worked
have worked
and exhibited
and exhibited
in placesinlike
places
the Signals
like the Gallery
Signals in
Gallery
London,
in London,
promoted
promoted
by curators
by curators
like Guylike
Brett
Guy
and
Brett
institutionslikeTate
and institutionslikeTate
ModernModern
in ways in ways
that positioned
that positioned
them notthem
so much
not so
asmuch
‘Brazilian’,
as ‘Brazilian’,
but primarily
but primarily
as art- as artists whoists
pushed
who the
pushed
boundaries
the boundaries
of art rather
of artthan
rather
those
than
of those
a territory.
of a territory.
29
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The argument
The argument
of decentralisation
of decentralisation
was alsowas
principal
also principal
to curator
to curator
Jochen Volz’s
Jochenpresentation
Volz’s presentation
of the Instituto
of the Instituto
Inhotim,Inhotim,
Brazil’s biggest
Brazil’s biggest
privatelyprivately
owned art
owned
institute.
art institute.
Inhotim,Inhotim,
althoughalthough
located in
located
Brazil,in Brazil,
does notdoes
promote
not promote
an art that
an is
artovertly
that isBrazilian,
overtly Brazilian,
but continuously
but continuously
(and strategically)
(and strategically)
places itplaces
on paritwith
on par
artwith
madeart
anywhere
made anywhere
else
else
around the
around
globe.
theInhotim,
globe. Inhotim,
however,however,
does address
does address
local issues
localofissues of
social inequality
social inequality
and exclusion,
and exclusion,
via educational
via educational
and exchange
and exchange
programmes
programmes
with schools,
with schools,
or by employing
or by employing
members
members
of staff from
of staff from
nearby impoverished
nearby impoverished
villages.villages.
As Volz As
putVolz
it, this
putisit,not
this
just
is anot
social
just a social
programme.
programme.
It is a core
It ispart
a core
of Inhotim’s
part of Inhotim’s
vision ofvision
activeofparticiactive participation crafted
pationin
crafted
dialogue
in dialogue
with Helio
with
Oiticica’s
Helio Oiticica’s
philosophy
philosophy
of art. of art.
The third
The
and
third
last and
speaker
last speaker
of the day,
of the
Alexandre
day, Alexandre
da Cunha,
da Cunha,
graduated
graduated
from London
from London
art schools
art and
schools
has and
beenhas
working
been working
and
and
exhibiting
exhibiting
in the city
in for
theover
city for
tenover
years.
ten
Yet,
years.
some
Yet,
of some
da Cunha’s
of da Cunha’s
interestsinterests
reflect his
reflect
cultural
his cultural
background,
background,
as seen in
asMIX
seen (2012),
in MIX (2012),
for example,
for example,
a permanent
a permanent
work devised
work devised
for the public
for thecourt
public
of court
the of the
Notting Notting
Dale Village
Dalein
Village
London.
in London.
MIX is aMIX
reclaimed
is a reclaimed
concreteconcrete
mixer mixer
drum placed
drumon
placed
a concrete
on a concrete
plinth surrounded
plinth surrounded
by concrete
by concrete
buildingbuilding
developments.
developments.
ConcreteConcrete
is also a is
material
also a material
long associated
long associated
with with
Brazil (see
Brazil
São (see
Paulo’s
Sãoconcrete
Paulo’s concrete
jungle, or
jungle,
Brasilia’s
or Brasilia’s
modernism).
modernism).
Playing with
Playing
material
with material
and form,
and
Cunha’s
form, Cunha’s
work displaces
work displaces
our
our
familiarity
familiarity
with objects,
with objects,
surfacessurfaces
and ideas.
and ideas.
LeavingLeaving
the V&A,
the
my
V&A,
thoughts
my thoughts
towardstowards
remained
remained
anti- antinationalistic.
nationalistic.
This is toThis
say,isnot
to grounded
say, not grounded
on praising
on praising
a place, its
a place, its
people, natural
people, beauty
naturalor
beauty
any allegedly
or any allegedly
innate national
innate national
character.
character.
But whatBut
made
what
this
made
debate
thisdifferent
debate different
from its from
precursors
its precursors
was the was the
opportunity
opportunity
given bygiven
speakers
by speakers
to rethink
to rethink
the ‘Brazilian
the ‘Brazilian
Contemporary’
Contemporary’
in termsin
ofterms
the internationalisation
of the internationalisation
rather than
rather than
the territorialisation
the territorialisation
of Brazilian
of Brazilian
design, art
design,
and architecture.
art and architecture.
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SplittingSplitting
the Outline
the Outline
AndrewAndrew
Hewish Hewish

The drawing
The drawing
is in Protogenes’
is in Protogenes’
house, on
house,
a large
ontablet.
a largeThe
tablet.
drawing
The drawing
is assumed
is assumed
to be that
toof
beathat
single
of outline
a single'Aoutline
brepto'A
Pencillio
brepto Pencillio
Lineam Lineam
duxit summae
duxit summae
per tabulum'
per tabulum'
‘he traced…
‘he traced…
upon theupon
panelthe
anpanel
outline
an outline
of a singularly
of a singularly
minute fineness’
minute fineness’
(Pliny, xxxv,
(Pliny,
10–12).
xxxv, But
10–12).
it is not
But it is not
clear, beyond
clear, this,
beyond
what
this,
it iswhat
thatitthe
is that
outline
the delineates;
outline delineates;
what it iswhat it is
that is represented.
that is represented.
This is Pliny’s
This isstory
Pliny’s
of Apelles,
story of Apelles,
from hisfrom
Natural
his Natural
History.History.
Apelles Apelles
arrives atarrives
Protogenes'
at Protogenes'
house whilst
houseProtogenes
whilst Protogenes
is elsewhere.
is elsewhere.
Apelles Apelles
leaves a drawing
leaves a drawing
using pencil
using(possibly
pencil (possibly
brush, possibly
brush, possibly
stylus asstylus
we as we
might understand
might understand
it) to indicate,
it) to indicate,
with thewith
skillthe
appropriate
skill appropriate
to his to his
reputation,
reputation,
that it isthat
he who
it ishas
he who
beenhas
there.
been
Upon
there.
hisUpon
return,
hisseeing
return, seeing
the drawing,
the drawing,
but not Apelles,
but not Apelles,
Protogenes
Protogenes
adds to the
adds
design,
to thein
design,
a
in a
differentdifferent
colour, attempting
colour, attempting
– as a response
– as a response
– to prove
– to
hisprove
superior
his superior
skill with
skill
hiswith
own his
addition.
own addition.
Apelles returns,
Apelles returns,
respondsresponds
in the drawing
in the drawing
in a thirdincolour,
a thirdiscolour,
accounted
is accounted
by all as by
theall
superior
as the superior
talent, and
talent,
the and the
drawingdrawing
tablet is tablet
shipped
is shipped
off to theoff
emperor’s
to the emperor’s
palace inpalace
RomeintoRome
be to be
‘wondered
‘wondered
at by all’at(Pliny,
by all’Vol.xxxvi,
(Pliny, Vol.xxxvi,
Chp. 10–12).
Chp. 10–12).
The fact The
thatfact
Pliny
that
does
Pliny
notdoes
bother
nottobother
tell us,toortell
possibly
us, or possibly
did not did not
even know,
evenwhat
know,
waswhat
depicted,
was depicted,
reinforces
reinforces
something
something
of the particular
of the particular
quality of
quality
the drawing
of the drawing
by Apelles
by in
Apelles
Pliny’sintelling
Pliny’s–telling
a particular
– a particular
quality beyond
quality the
beyond
outline’s
the outline’s
capacitycapacity
to represent.
to represent.
Pliny’s references
Pliny’s references
to the indexical
to the indexical
use of the
use
outline,
of the outline,
of the tracing
of the of
tracing
the human
of the human
shadow shadow
(Pliny, Vol.xxxv,
(Pliny, Vol.xxxv,
Chp.5/Chp.15)
Chp.5/Chp.15)
are to beare
found
to beelsewhere.
found elsewhere.
The absent
Thecentre,
absentthe
centre,
lack the
of knowing
lack of knowing
with anywith
clarity
anywhat
clarity
is what is
delivered,
delivered,
what is told,
whatby
is this
told,outline,
by this outline,
is part ofisthe
part
enduring
of the enduring
central central
tension of
tension
the episode.
of the episode.
So why isSoitwhy
thatisnoitdepiction
that no depiction
is named?
is named?
It may have
It may
been
have
a perfect
been a perfect
circle, ascircle,
Prion,asafter
Prion,
Perrault,
after Perrault,
suggestssuggests
(Mason,(Mason,
1811, p.191).
1811,Ap.191).
circle,A circle,
though, though,
would have
would
been
have
an been
easy figure
an easytofigure
nameto
if the
name
figure
if thewas
figure
in was in
fact geometric.
fact geometric.
Perhaps Perhaps
it was a more
it wascomplex
a more complex
geometrical
geometrical
figuringfiguring
31
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than a simple
than acircle,
simplewhich
circle,might
whichaccount
might account
for why the
for why
figure
theisfigure
not is not
given a name.
given aPossibly
name. Possibly
PerraultPerrault
had collapsed
had collapsed
into his reckoning
into his reckoning
Vasari's Vasari's
account account
of Giottoofresponding
Giotto responding
to Pope Benedict’s
to Pope Benedict’s
request request
for a demonstration
for a demonstration
of the artist’s
of theskill
artist’s
for skill
a fresco
for acommission
fresco commission
by sending
by sending
him a 'perfect'
him a 'perfect'
hand drawn
handcircle
drawn
(Vasari,
circle (Vasari,
2008, p.23).
2008, p.23).
These stories
Thesemight
storieseasily
might
beeasily
conflated,
be conflated,
as they both
as they
involve
both ainvolve a
demonstration
demonstration
of skill. More
of skill.
importantly,
More importantly,
however,however,
both involve
both involve
a relatively
a relatively
simple figure
simpleusing
figure
only
using
a single
only line,
a single
andline,
the repreand the representational
sentational
aspect ofaspect
the figures
of theisfigures
of lesser
is of
importance
lesser importance
than thethan the
skilful execution
skilful execution
of line. of line.
Equally Equally
mysterious
mysterious
is Pliny'sisphrase
Pliny's'tres
phrase
lineas
'tres
visum
lineaseffugientes'
visum effugientes'
(Pliny, xxxv,
(Pliny,
10–12):
xxxv, three
10–12):
lines,
three
faint
lines,
or disappearing.
faint or disappearing.
Mason argues
Mason argues
this is a reference
this is a reference
to foreshortening,
to foreshortening,
given thegiven
skillthe
required
skill required
to do so,to do so,
and links
and
it to
links
another
it to another
phrase by
phrase
the author,
by thethat
author,
is similarly
that is similarly
heavy heavy
in its implication
in its implication
of foreshortening
of foreshortening
(Mason,(Mason,
1811, p.191–2).
1811, p.191–2).
Although
Although
if no likeness
if no likeness
is noted,isitnoted,
is harditto
is see
hard
how
to see
anyhow
prominence
any prominence
of fore- of foreshortening
shortening
could becould
brought
be brought
to bear without
to bear without
discussion
discussion
by Plinyby
(via
Pliny (via
hearsay)hearsay)
of the larger
of thesense
larger
of sense
the composition.
of the composition.
Mason also
Mason
advances
also advances
Du Piles'Du
conjecture,
Piles' conjecture,
suggesting
suggesting
that Pliny's
thatuse
Pliny's
of Subtilitas
use of Subtilitas
and
and
TenuitasTenuitas
might bemight
conflated,
be conflated,
and significantly
and significantly
that these
that
words
these'relate
words 'relate
not so much
not so
tomuch
the lines
to the
themselves,
lines themselves,
as to theas
intelligence
to the intelligence
with which
with which
they werethey
traced'
were(Mason,1811,p.192).
traced' (Mason,1811,p.192).
Implied Implied
in this analysis
in this analysis
is an is an
event that
event
at once
thatleads
at once
theleads
viewer’s
the viewer’s
attentionattention
from thefrom
drawing
the drawing
to
to
the qualities
the qualities
of mind,ofwhile
mind,
at while
the same
at the
time
same
dismissing
time dismissing
the representhe representational tational
aspect ofaspect
the outline.
of the outline.
The meaning
The meaning
of this episode
of this episode
is further
is obscured
further obscured
by the meaning
by the meaning
of Pliny'sofphrase
Pliny'sTertio
phrasecolore
Tertiolineas
colore
secuit
lineas
nullum
secuit relinquens
nullum relinquens
subtilitati
subtilitati
locum, or
locum,
'the third
or 'the
colour
thirdcuts
colour
the cuts
others
thewith
others
ultimate
with ultimate
refinement,'
refinement,'
or conversely
or conversely
the thirdthe
colour
thirdapplied
colour by
applied
Apelles
by splits
Apelles splits
the one by
theProtogenes,
one by Protogenes,
which had
which
in turn
hadsplit
in turn
thesplit
previous
the previous
line of line of
Apelles.Apelles.
This canThis
be seen
can as
beaseen
tracing
as a over,
tracing
somehow
over, somehow
with greater
with greater
elegance,elegance,
althoughalthough
Mason suggests,
Mason suggests,
following
following
his foreshortening
his foreshortening
argument,
argument,
that it involves
that it involves
superposition
superposition
of one design
of oneover
design
another,
over another,
easily achieved
easily achieved
with three
with
colours,
three colours,
cutting across
cuttingthe
across
line,the
each
line,
time
each time
with greater
withrefinement
greater refinement
(Mason,1811,p.192).
(Mason,1811,p.192).
This ‘splitting’,
This ‘splitting’,
or
or
‘cutting’,‘cutting’,
much worried
much worried
over by later
over commentators,
by later commentators,
may refer
may
to an
refer to an

incisionincision
within an
within
incision,
an incision,
if the tablet
if the
had
tablet
beenhad
made
been
ofmade
wax. of wax.
The material
The material
of the ground,
of the ground,
however,however,
is not mentioned
is not mentioned
explicitly.
explicitly.
What it is
What
possible
it is possible
to concede
to concede
from thefrom
mysterious
the mysterious
diction cut/split,
diction cut/split,
is that itisinvokes
that it invokes
the peculiar
the peculiar
metaphysics
metaphysics
of the line:
of the
thatline:
the that
applied
the applied
line is accompanied
line is accompanied
by its invisible
by its invisible
double, the
double,
geometric
the geometric
figure, figure,
which, inwhich,
having
inno
having
width,
nocannot
width,be
cannot
split down
be split
itsdown
length.
itsPart
length.
of Part of
the binding,
the binding,
enduringenduring
quality of
quality
the Apelles
of the story
Apelles
is the
story
impossible
is the impossible
presencepresence
of the line’s
of the
metaphysical
line’s metaphysical
qualities.qualities.
Although
Although
the drawing
the drawing
of three of
superpositioned
three superpositioned
designs might
designs might
account account
for the subtlety
for the subtlety
(subtilitati
(subtilitati
according
according
to Pliny)toofPliny)
the vision/
of the vision/
imaginings
imaginings
of the artist
of the
(though
artist (though
as beforeasthe
before
exactthe
figure
exactoffigure
any of any
outline isoutline
not named),
is not named),
there is more
there that
is more
supports
that supports
an argument
an argument
for
for
the distinction
the distinction
of the quality
of theof
quality
the application
of the application
of the line.
of the
Theline.
pas-The passage is often
sage interpreted
is often interpreted
in reference
in reference
to the skill
to the
involved
skill involved
in the use
in the use
of a hair-line
of a hair-line
brush, with
brush,
regards
with to
regards
the faintness
to the faintness
or thinness
or thinness
of its of its
application.
application.
The use of
The
the
use
word
of the
secuit
word
(split/cut),
secuit (split/cut),
allows the
allows
pos-the possibility of
sibility
each line
of each
being
line
drawn
beingwithin
drawnthe
within
former,
the hence
former,the
hence
subtle
the subtle
control in
control
the application
in the application
of the line
of is
thethe
line
skill
is the
foregrounded
skill foregrounded
in this in this
interpretation
interpretation
(Greswell,
(Greswell,
1843, p.10).
1843, p.10).
In his conclusion,
In his conclusion,
Gresswell
Gresswell
draws ondraws
the German
on the German
word Ausführword Ausführung – 'the
ung
carrying
– 'the carrying
out of anout
internal
of an internal
operation
operation
by means
byofmeans
form,of form,
tone, or tone,
the living
or the
word'
living
(Greswell,
word' (Greswell,
1843, p.8).
1843,
Here,
p.8).
theHere,
execution
the execution
of
of
line is linked
line isexplicitly
linked explicitly
to internal
to internal
process.process.
He continues:
He continues:
‘Why one
‘Why
line,one
or one
line,combination
or one combination
of lines, of
is so
lines, is so
much more
much
beautiful
more beautiful
than another,
than another,
is a mystery'
is a mystery'
(Greswell,
(Greswell,
1843, p.8);
1843, p.8);
and 'howand
much
'how
meaning
much meaning
may be contained
may be contained
in a single
in line,
a single
is evident’
line, is evident’
(Greswell,1843,p.9).
(Greswell,1843,p.9).
Pliny’s mysterious
Pliny’s mysterious
story conjures,
story conjures,
for Greswell,
for Greswell,
the outline’s
the outline’s
capacitycapacity
for gnomic
for gnomic
aestheticaesthetic
qualities,qualities,
for the presence
for the presence
of line itself,
of line
rather
itself,than
rather
its service
than itsto
service
depiction,
to depiction,
or idea. or idea.
Griffiths,Griffiths,
commenting
commenting
on a lecture
on aby
lecture
Q. deby
Quincy
Q. de Quincy
for the Royal
for the Royal
Academy,
Academy,
providesprovides
this translation
this translation
from Pliny’s
fromaccount
Pliny’s account
of the of the
Apelles/Protogenes
Apelles/Protogenes
work installed
work installed
in Caesar's
in Caesar's
Palace: 'the
Palace:
whole
'the whole
surface containing
surface containing
nothingnothing
but linesbut
almost
linesimpalpable
almost impalpable
to sight, to
sosight, so
as to resemble
as to resemble
a vacantacanvas
vacantplaced
canvasamong
placedthe
among
finestthe
productions
finest productions
of other of
artists:
otheraartists:
circumstance
a circumstance
which increased
which increased
its attraction,
its attraction,
and
and
gave it a gave
superiority
it a superiority
to everything
to everything
else' (Griffiths,
else' (Griffiths,
1824). Yet,
1824).
as a Yet, as a
33
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rebuff torebuff
the idea
to the
thatidea
an outline
that an isoutline
boundistobound
representational
to representational
mean- meaning, Griffiths
ing, Griffiths
concludes:
concludes:
'we conceive
'we conceive
that the that
concluding
the concluding
passage passage
in
in
Pliny evinces
Pliny that
evinces
mere
that
lines
mere
were
lines
all were
that was
all that
depicted'
was depicted'
(Griffiths,
(Griffiths,
1824). For
1824).
Griffiths,
For Griffiths,
the ‘vacant
thecanvas’,
‘vacant canvas’,
or perceived
or perceived
lack, surroundlack, surrounding or distinguishing
ing or distinguishing
the line,the
forms
line,part
forms
of the
part
attraction.
of the attraction.
What then
What
is the
then
nature
is theofnature
the outline
of the evidenced
outline evidenced
in Pliny’sintale?
Pliny’s tale?
There is,There
for Greswell,
is, for Greswell,
a forcefulness
a forcefulness
in its lack
inof
itsassertiveness
lack of assertiveness
–
–
the power
theofpower
its lack
ofof
itscompleteness
lack of completeness
and descriptive
and descriptive
capacity.capacity.
For Mason,
For the
Mason,
material
the material
presencepresence
that approaches
that approaches
dematerialisation,
dematerialisation,
the subtlety
the subtlety
of the line’s
of the
presence,
line’s presence,
is its force.
is its
Each
force.
artist
Each
in artist
the story
in the story
recognises
recognises
the deferred
the deferred
presencepresence
of the other
of the
through
other through
the medium
the medium
of
of
the line.the
There
line.
is There
a recognition,
is a recognition,
in the particular
in the particular
skill (of which
skill (offew
which few
were capable)
were capable)
of signature,
of signature,
of line asofan
line
imago
as an–imago
of being
– of
in being
the world,
in the world,
rather than
rather
representing
than representing
the world.
the world.
This story
This
endures
story endures
for its resistance
for its resistance
to the idea
to the
thatidea
the that
outline
the outline
represents,
represents,
while still
while
maintaining
still maintaining
a link toathe
link
indexical;
to the indexical;
that it that it
delivers delivers
a form ofa clarity,
form ofof
clarity,
recognition,
of recognition,
but not representation.
but not representation.
Drawing/dragging
Drawing/dragging
and the material
and the material
interruption
interruption
of the surface,
of the surface,
in an attempt
in an attempt
to mark to
territory,
mark territory,
are touched
are touched
on in theon
focus
in the
onfocus
the on the
subtletysubtlety
of the application
of the application
of the line.
of the
In the
line.Apelles
In the story,
Apelles
singular
story, singular
presencepresence
is asserted
is asserted
throughthrough
the singular
the singular
line, notline,
withnot
thewith
forcethe
of force of
the mark,
thebut
mark,
withbut
its opposite:
with its opposite:
a reservea that
reserve
asserts
thatan
asserts
identity.
an identity.
Perhaps Perhaps
this is part
thisofisits
part
power
of itsaspower
ur-story.
as ur-story.
It is this Itthat
is this
has that
consehas consequencesquences
for a conception
for a conception
of outline.
of outline.
Not an outline
Not an that
outline
requires
that requires
the necessity
the necessity
of mimetic
of mimetic
recognition
recognition
of the figure,
of theoffigure,
meaning,
of meaning,
but
but
an outline
an of
outline
territory.
of territory.
It is not just
It is the
not assertion
just the assertion
of the presence
of the presence
of
of
each thateach
is completed
that is completed
in this story,
in this
but
story,
marking
but marking
the outline
the of
outline
the of the
territoryterritory
of who isofpossesses
who is possesses
a superior
a superior
skill. What
skill.
lies
What
within,
lies what
within, what
it is thatitthe
is that
outline
the encompasses,
outline encompasses,
is not to isbenot
penetrated.
to be penetrated.
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Walk London
Walk London
Helen Kearney
Helen Kearney

Stop 5: The
StopThames
5: The Thames
Barrier. Barrier.
Alight from
Alight
thefrom
DLRthe
at Pontoon
DLR at Pontoon
Dock Dock
station. station.
Go down
Gothe
down
stairs
the
and
stairs
intoand
the into
park.the
Walk
park.
through
Walk through
the
the
strange strange
undulating
undulating
landscape
landscape
of the park,
of the
until
park,
youuntil
reach
youthe
reach
river.the river.
The Thames
The Thames
Barrier is
Barrier
ahead.is ahead.

Helen Kearney,
HelenStudents
Kearney,atStudents
the Thames
at the
Barrier
Thames Barrier

It’s a clear
It’sDecember
a clear December
day, dusk,
day,
and
dusk,
an unlikely
and an unlikely
group ofgroup
peopleof people
are standing,
are standing,
gazing atgazing
the Thames
at the Thames
Barrier. Barrier.
It’s a fortress,
It’s a fortress,
defending
defending
London London
in shinyin
metallic
shiny metallic
plates, armour
plates, armour
that protects
that protects
the city. the
There
city. There
is a mapisofaLondon
map of London
that shows
thatwhich
showsparts
which
of parts
the city
of would
the cityflood
would
in flood in
the eventthe
of event
heavyofrainfall,
heavy rainfall,
a high tide,
a high
or atide,
surge,
or aif surge,
the barrier
if thewere
barrier were
not there.
not
The
there.
mapThe
is incredible
map is incredible
– the whole
– theofwhole
Poplar,
ofCanary
Poplar, Wharf,
Canary Wharf,
the Southbank
the Southbank
down alldown
the way
all the
to Camberwell,
way to Camberwell,
Deptford,
Deptford,
Battersea,
Battersea,
Parsons Parsons
Green – Green
all of these
– all of
and
these
more,
and
flooded.
more, flooded.
This barrier
Thiswe’re
barrier
allwe’re all
staring at
staring
holds at
anholds
immense
an immense
power. power.
This partThis
of London,
part of London,
the area the
of the
area
old
ofDocklands,
the old Docklands,
is linked,is linked,
throughout
throughout
history, history,
with London’s
with London’s
survival.survival.
There was
There
oncewas
a milionce a military basetary
at Tilbury
base at Tilbury
Fort– methods
Fort– methods
to preserve
to preserve
London London
by inserting
by inserting
infrastructure
infrastructure
using theusing
landthe
outland
east,out
along
east,
thealong
Thames,
the Thames,
has a long
has a long
history. history.
The Thames
The Thames
Barrier is
Barrier
just the
is most
just the
recent
mostmanifestation
recent manifestation
of this instinct.
of this instinct.
The reason
Thewe’re
reason
here
we’re
at the
here
barrier
at theisbarrier
simpleiscuriosity:
simple curiosity:
we’re onwe’re on
a walking
a walking
tour. Tours
tour.
are
Tours
a boom
are industry
a boom industry
in this over-historicised
in this over-historicised
city. Knowledge
city. Knowledge
about London
about London
is accumulated
is accumulated
and passed
andon
passed on
at incredible
at incredible
rates. rates.
In all of In
thisallLondon
of this London
itself is assumed,
itself is assumed,
its millennia
its millennia
long history
long history
assertingasserting
the immutability
the immutability
of the city.
of the
Butcity.
in reality,
But inLondon
reality, London
is
is
contingent.
contingent.
It is onlyIthere
is only
because
here because
of a series
of of
a series
historic
of historic
events have
events have
led it to this
led itpoint.
to thisItspoint.
growth
Its has
growth
beenhas
dependent
been dependent
on so many
on so
hismany historic events,
toricdecisions,
events, decisions,
impulses.
impulses.
And it has
And
survived;
it has survived;
the moment
the moment
the barrier
thecloses
barrierit closes
protects
it protects
London London
from a rainfall-caused
from a rainfall-caused
surge surge
– this is –the
this
survival
is the survival
of the city.
of the city.
Stop 7: Royal
Stop 7:
Victoria
Royal Victoria
Dock. Head
Dock.
back
Head
andback
walkand
alongside
walk alongside
Woolwich
Woolwich
Road, then
Road,
turn
then
right
turn
into
right
Millinto
Road.
MillAtRoad.
the end
At the
of this
end of this
road is aroad
roundabout,
is a roundabout,
from which
fromyou
which
can you
see the
can Millennium
see the Millennium
Mills Mills
on one side,
on one
andside,
Canary
and Wharf
CanaryinWharf
the opposite
in the opposite
direction.
direction.
Go a Go a
little further
little and
further
you and
will you
reach
willthe
reach
massive
the massive
Royal Victoria
Royal Victoria
Dock. Dock.
Turn leftTurn
and left
walkand
along
walk
thealong
water’s
the edge
water’s
until
edge
youuntil
reach
youa footreach a footbridge, high
bridge,
above,
highthat
above,
crosses
that crosses
the dock.
the
Climb
dock.upClimb
the steps
up the
and
steps and
walk across
walkthe
across
bridge.
the On
bridge.
the bridge,
On the you
bridge,
haveyou
views
have
toviews
the east
to the east
of London
of London
City Airport,
City Airport,
and to the
andwest
to the
of Canary
west of Wharf
Canaryand
Wharf and
further, further,
the Citythe
of London.
City of London.
Planes come
Planes
into
come
land,
into
flying
land,
low
flying
above.
low above.
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Helen Kearney,
HelenFootbridge
Kearney, Footbridge
over Royalover
Victoria
RoyalDock
Victoria Dock

The one The
causal
onefactor
causalthat
factor
has that
kepthas
London
kept London
growinggrowing
for so many
for so many
centuriescenturies
was - and
was
is -- its
and
role
is -asitsa role
global
as atrading
global centre.
tradingIn
centre.
certain
In certain
parts of parts
the docklands
of the docklands
you can you
see the
canCity
see the
of London
City of London
in the distance
in the distance
whilst surrounded
whilst surrounded
by the great
by the
expanse
great expanse
of the docks.
of theItdocks.
is the relationIt is the relationship between
ship between
these two
these
sitestwo
thatsites
dictated
that dictated
London’sLondon’s
growth. growth.
The CityThe City
of London,
of London,
the square
themile,
square
is the
mile,
historic
is the historic
city – it is
city
here
– ityou
is here
can you
still can still
see remnants
see remnants
of the Roman
of the town.
Roman
The
town.
CityThe
wasCity
where
wasmanufacturing
where manufacturing
in London
in London
first developed,
first developed,
where guilds
whereregulating
guilds regulating
making making
were were
based, and
based,
where
andbanking
where banking
was developed.
was developed.
Here it was
Here
that
it was
the that the
relationship
relationship
betweenbetween
the making
the making
of goodsof(with
goods
their
(with
purchase,
their purchase,
their trade,
their
their
trade,
movement,
their movement,
their storage),
their storage),
and the financial
and the financial
and
and
credit systems
credit systems
that allowed
that allowed
for this movement
for this movement
of goods,offirst
goods,
gained
first gained
its incalculable
its incalculable
sophistication.
sophistication.
The firstThe
docks
firstthat
docks
brought
that brought
goods ingoods
and out
in and
of London
out of London
were were
located next
located
to the
next
City
to the
itself,
City
butitself,
as trade
but as
grew,
trade
sogrew,
did the
socity,
did the
andcity, and
everything
everything
outgrewoutgrew
the old dock
the old
sites.
dock
Infrastructure
sites. Infrastructure
for moving
for moving
goods got
goods
bigger
gotand
bigger
bigger,
andand
bigger,
moved
andeast,
moved
outeast,
to the
out
Isle
toof
theDogs
Isle of Dogs
and Poplar
andatPoplar
the beginning
at the beginning
of the nineteenth
of the nineteenth
century,century,
then further
then further
east to the
east
“Royals”
to the “Royals”
by the end
by of
thethe
end
century.
of the century.
Gradually
Gradually
the different
the different
functions
functions
that made
that
upmade
London’s
up London’s
trading system
tradingwere
system
split
were
geographsplit geographically; division
ically; division
of labourofhaving
labourits
having
spatial
itsmanifestation.
spatial manifestation.
The CityThe City
remained
remained
where the
where
financial
the financial
transactions
transactions
took place
took
– the
place
paper– the paperbased, ephemeral
based, ephemeral
side of trading;
side of trading;
whilst the
whilst
docks
theindocks
the east
in the
endeast end
were where
werethe
where
actual
thegoods
actualthemselves
goods themselves
were brought,
were brought,
stored, stored,
stolen, passed
stolen,on.
passed on.
StandingStanding
on the footbridge,
on the footbridge,
you can you
see the
canCity
see the
at one
Cityside,
at one side,
the docks
theondocks
the other.
on theThe
other.
financial
The financial
transactions
transactions
taking place
taking
over
place over
there, dictated
there, dictated
the size of
thethe
size
dock
of the
youdock
are standing
you are standing
above. And
above.
theAnd the
goods here
goods
shipped
here shipped
in and out
in and
resulted
out resulted
in the growth
in the of
growth
that place
of that place
over there,
over
too.
there, too.
Stop 2: Canary
Stop 2: Wharf.
Canary Change
Wharf. Change
the DLRthe
at Poplar,
DLR athop
Poplar,
onto
hop
a onto a
Lewisham
Lewisham
train. Get
train.
off at
Get
Heron
off atQuays.
Heron Walk
Quays.
down
Walktodown
ground
to ground
level, and
level,
headand
to head
the main
to the
square
maininsquare
front in
of front
the Canary
of the Wharf
Canary Wharf
underground
underground
station. station.
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In the centre
In theofcentre
Canary
of Wharf,
Canary there
Wharf,
arethere
still traces
are stilloftraces
the old
ofdockthe old docklands trades.
landsMost
trades.
of Most
the warehouses
of the warehouses
have gone,
have
butgone,
the bodies
but theofbodies of
water arewater
still there,
are still
their
there,
massive
their massive
scale managing
scale managing
to compete
to compete
with with
the outsized
the outsized
nature ofnature
the skyscrapers
of the skyscrapers
above. The
above.
docks
Theondocks
the Isle
on the Isle
of Dogs of
were
Dogs
built
were
to provide
built to provide
for London’s
for London’s
trade, now
trade,
booming
now booming
thanks to
thanks
the effects
to theofeffects
British
ofcolonialism
British colonialism
that meant
thatLondon
meant London
was
was
the centre
theofcentre
a colonial
of a colonial
networknetwork
of globally
of globally
traded goods.
tradedThe
goods.
first,The first,
West India
West
Dock
India
- its
Dock
name
- its
a palimpsest
name a palimpsest
of colonial
of colonial
trade of trade
the of the
past - was
past
opened
- was in
opened
1802. in
The
1802.
1800s,
Thelike
1800s,
today,
likewas
today,
a period
was aofperiod of
rampantrampant
capitalism
capitalism
with a rhetoric
with a rhetoric
of free trade
of free
and
trade
market
and power
market power
as liberating
as liberating
forces offorces
society.
of In
society.
these In
docklands
these docklands
there were
there
workers
were workers
with very
with
fewvery
rights,
fewmassive
rights, massive
scales ofscales
inequality
of inequality
betweenbetween
the
the
workersworkers
and owners
and of
owners
docks,ofand
docks,
veryand
poor
very
neighbourhoods
poor neighbourhoods
with substandard
with substandard
housing.housing.
There’s another
There’s another
reflection
reflection
of the trading
of the past
trading
herepast
in the
here
modern
in the modern
Canary Wharf.
Canary These
Wharf.
docks
Theseofdocks
the 1800s
of the
were
1800s
built
were
with
built
high
with
walls,
high walls,
some sixsome
metres
sixhigh.
metres
Free
high.
movement
Free movement
of the public
of theand
public
of dockand of dockworkersworkers
was not was
allowed;
not allowed;
a constant
a constant
fear of goods
fear ofbeing
goods
stolen
beingand
stolen and
of the presence
of the presence
of uncontrollable
of uncontrollable
elementselements
led to a massive
led to a massive
securitysecurity
operation.
operation.
The present
The Canary
present Wharf
Canaryoperates
Wharf operates
in the same
in the
way;
same way;
no physical
no physical
walls, but
walls,
a lack
but
ofafreedom
lack of freedom
of movement
of movement
nonetheless.
nonetheless.
The spaces
Thehere
spaces
are here
managed
are managed
by private
bysecurity
private security
firms, dressing
firms, dressing
in
in
uniforms
uniforms
that imitate
thatpolice
imitate– police
but not–publicly
but not publicly
accountable.
accountable.

Helen Kearney,
HelenBalfron
Kearney,
Tower
Balfron Tower

Stop 3: Robin
Stop 3:Hood
RobinGardens;
Hood Gardens;
Balfron. Balfron.
Alight from
Alight
thefrom
DLRthe
at DLR at
Blackwall.
Blackwall.
From the
From
platform,
the platform,
to the South
to theyou
South
can you
see the
can towers
see the towers
of Canary
of Wharf.
Canary To
Wharf.
the north
To theyou
north
will you
see two
will see
monumental
two monumental
housing housing
estates; estates;
Robin Hood
RobinGardens
Hood Gardens
on the left
on in
thegrey
leftconcrete,
in grey concrete,
and a little
andfurther
a little away,
further
onaway,
the right,
on the
Balfron
right, Tower.
Balfron Walk
Tower.
down
Walk down
the stairs
the
tostairs
the street
to thelevel,
street
and
level,
headand
to head
RobintoHood
RobinGardens.
Hood Gardens.
Go through
Go through
the gardens
the gardens
in the middle
in theof
middle
the two
of the
slabtwo
blocks,
slab blocks,
noting the
noting
lack the
of traffic
lack ofsounds,
traffic sounds,
despite the
despite
closethe
proximity
close proximity
to the to the
busy Blackwall
busy Blackwall
Tunnel approach.
Tunnel approach.
After walking
After walking
throughthrough
the estate,
the estate,
cross East
cross
India
East
Dock
India
Road
Dock
and
Road
headand
towards
head towards
the Balfron
the Tower.
Balfron Tower.
This is aThis
goodisplace
a good
toplace
stop for
to stop
tea and
for cakes,
tea andtocakes,
replenish
to replenish
energy energy
for the walk
for the
ahead!
walk ahead!
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The gigantic
The gigantic
Royal docks
Royalwere
docks
always
wereslightly
always too
slightly
big for
toothe
bigtrade
for the trade
they were
they
expected
were expected
to encourage.
to encourage.
Supply started
Supplyto
started
exceedtodemand
exceed demand
by the early
by the
1900s.
earlyAnd
1900s.
then,
And
in then,
1940, in
came
1940,
thecame
Blitz.the
This
Blitz.
areaThis
wasarea was
a primary
a primary
target fortarget
the Luftwaffe
for the Luftwaffe
determined
determined
to stop British
to stopsupply
British supply
channels.
channels.
The buildings
The buildings
here for here
industry
for industry
and for commerce
and for commerce
were destroyed.
were destroyed.
After theAfter
war, the
there
war,
was
there
a determination
was a determination
to rebuild
to the
rebuild
docks
the docks
and to keep
and trade
to keep
in trade
London
in London
despite the
despite
devastation
the devastation
experienced.
experienced.
Just likeJust
elsewhere
like elsewhere
in the country,
in the country,
there was
there
an effort
was an
to,effort
at last,
to, at last,
take public
takeresponsibility
public responsibility
for housing.
for housing.
The warThe
against
war Nazism
against Nazism
had
had
been won;
been
focus
won;
now
focus
shifted
nowto
shifted
winning
to winning
the war against
the war poverty,
against poverty,
to
to
mobilising
mobilising
the nation’s
the nation’s
resources
resources
against the
against
blight
theofblight
poor housing
of poor housing
and social
and
inequality.
social inequality.
Two products
Two products
of this utopian
of this utopian
idealismidealism
stand stand
before us,
before
now:us,
Robin
now:Hood
Robin
Gardens,
Hood Gardens,
and the Balfron
and the Balfron
Tower. Both
Tower. Both
were built
were
by built
leading
by architectural
leading architectural
practisespractises
of their day
of their
– Robin
day – Robin
Hood byHood
the Smithsons,
by the Smithsons,
Balfron Balfron
by Goldfinger.
by Goldfinger.
Both were
Both
designed
were designed
as council
as housing,
council housing,
both were
both
unusual
were unusual
and experimental
and experimental
designs designs
that werethat
site-specific;
were site-specific;
Robin Hood
Robin
Gardens
Hood Gardens
really does
really
do does
a good
do a good
job of blocking
job of blocking
out the traffic
out thenoise
traffic
and
noise
fumes
andoffumes
its truly
of its
awful
truly
site.
awful site.
After this
After
utopianism
this utopianism
died, both
died,
buildings
both buildings
sufferedsuffered
decline as
decline
their as their
concreteconcrete
fabric, infabric,
need of
in upkeep
need of like
upkeep
any like
other
any
material
other material
would, would,
fell into fell
disrepair.
into disrepair.
Their stories
Theirdiverge
stories now.
diverge
Although
now. Although
both areboth
decayed,
are decayed,
crumbling,
crumbling,
Robin Hood
Robin
Gardens,
Hood Gardens,
after a failed
after campaign
a failed campaign
for listedfor
status,
listedhas
status, has
been earmarked
been earmarked
for demolition.
for demolition.
Due to replace
Due toitreplace
is a setitofistowers
a set of towers
that ape that
the aesthetic
ape the aesthetic
of Canary
of Wharf.
Canary Balfron,
Wharf. Balfron,
however,however,
has beenhas been
sold to asold
developer,
to a developer,
its council
its housing
council housing
tenants evicted,
tenants evicted,
the whole
the whole
to be refurbished
to be refurbished
and the homes
and thewithin
homesitwithin
sold. it sold.
Both estates
Bothwill
estates
havewill
different
have different
futures, futures,
but bothbut
areboth
products
are products
of our current
of our political
current political
and economic
and economic
impulses,
impulses,
just as their
just as their
buildingbuilding
was originally.
was originally.
From theFrom
top of
the
the
top
Balfron
of the Balfron
you can you
lookcan look
across atacross
Canary
at Wharf.
Canary The
Wharf.
towers
Thethere
towers
house
theretraders
housewhose
traders whose
daily routine
daily consists
routine consists
of sellingoffinancial
selling financial
productsproducts
that are that
based
are based
on mortgage
on mortgage
debt. Thedebt.
economy
The economy
in Canary
in Wharf
Canaryand
Wharf
in the
and
City
in the City
is utterlyisdependent
utterly dependent
on the housing
on the housing
market –market
it is the– sale
it is of
thesites
sale of sites
like the Balfron
like the Balfron
that givethat
thisgive
industry
this industry
its material.
its material.

Stop 4: East
StopIndia.
4: East
From
India.
the
From
Balfron,
the Balfron,
use the subway
use the to
subway
get toto get to
the other
theside
other
of the
sideA12.
of the
Meander
A12. Meander
throughthrough
the residential
the residential
estate heading
estate heading
south back
south
towards
back towards
the towers
the of
towers
Canary
of Wharf.
Canary Wharf.
Cross the
Cross
A13 the
at the
A13lights,
at theand
lights,
headand
into
head
the into
areathe
of Docklands
area of Docklands
office buildings
office buildings
along Nutmeg
along Nutmeg
Lane. Get
Lane.
backGet
on back
the DLR
on the
at DLR at
East India
East
station,
India station,
in the direction
in the direction
of Woolwich
of Woolwich
Arsenal.Arsenal.
The development
The development
of the Docklands
of the Docklands
in the 80s
inand
the 80s
earlyand
90searly
was 90s was
undertaken
undertaken
not within
notthe
within
remitthe
of remit
a localofauthority,
a local authority,
but under
but under
the control
the of
control
a separate
of a separate
body, thebody,
London
the London
Docklands
Docklands
Development
Development
Corporation.
Corporation.
The docks
Thedeclined
docks declined
and started
andto
started
close from
to close
thefrom the
1960s, from
1960s,
which
frompoint
which
thepoint
future
theoffuture
the sites
of the
were
sites
almost
wereendlessly
almost endlessly
debated,debated,
financialfinancial
crises were
crises
experienced,
were experienced,
and the effects
and theofeffects
changes
of changes
in government
in government
philosophy
philosophy
became became
felt- andfeltthisand
is what
thiswe
is what
were we
leftwere left
with- thewithsite you
the experience
site you experience
here, standing
here, standing
in this strangely
in this strangely
quiet quiet
hinterland
hinterland
betweenbetween
the real world
the real
ofworld
Poplarofand
Poplar
the otherworldly
and the otherworldly
Canary Wharf.
Canary Wharf.
Stop 6: Millennium
Stop 6: Millennium
Mills. Walk
Mills.
back
Walk
through
back through
the park,the park,
and cross
and
over
cross
Woolwich
over Woolwich
Road. Ahead
Road.are
Ahead
some
are
steps
some
tosteps
a fence,
to a fence,
walk up walk
them.upAtthem.
the top
At of
thethe
topsteps,
of theyou
steps,
can you
see the
can derelict
see the derelict
Millennium
Millennium
Mills building,
Mills building,
with thewith
abandoned
the abandoned
structures
structures
of the of the
‘London‘London
PleasurePleasure
Gardens’Gardens’
in front.in front.
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Chantal Faust,
Chantal
TheFaust,
London
The
Pleasure
LondonGardens
Pleasure Gardens

Above: Helen
Above:
Kearney,
HelenThe
Kearney,
Millennium
The Millennium
Mills
Mills
Overleaf: Helen
Overleaf:
Kearney,
Helen‘Silo
Kearney,
D’ at the
‘SiloMillennium
D’ at the Millennium
Mills
Mills
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Years later,
Years
in 2012,
later, in
the2012,
Olympics
the Olympics
came to came
town.to
Here,
town.
at Here,
the London
at the London
PleasurePleasure
Gardens,Gardens,
we have we
onehave
of the
one
more
of the
intriguing
more intriguing
remnants
remnants
of
of
that time;
that
a folly
time;that
a folly
appears
that appears
to deny the
to deny
usualthe
narrative
usual narrative
of Olympic
of Olympic
success. success.
The Gardens
The Gardens
were a festival,
were a festival,
an events
anvenue
eventsthat
venue
proved
that proved
too ambitious
too ambitious
and poorly
andorganized,
poorly organized,
closing almost
closingimmediately
almost immediately
at great financial
at great financial
loss. Regardless
loss. Regardless
of the Pleasure
of the Pleasure
Garden’sGarden’s
lack of lack of
success, success,
you couldn’t
you couldn’t
want forwant
a better
for site.
a better
Thesite.
incredible
The incredible
abandoned
abandoned
Millennium
Millennium
Mills stands
Millshuge,
stands
stark,
huge,
ahead
stark,ofahead
us. The
ofremaining
us. The remaining
Mills building,
Mills building,
dated todated
the 1930s,
to theand
1930s,
its beautiful
and its beautiful
accompanying
accompanying
‘Silo D’ are
‘Siloonly
D’ are
small
only
parts
small
of parts
the original
of the original
mill complex
mill complex
here – but
here – but
they are they
hugeare
enough
huge that
enough
the that
size of
thethe
size
whole
of theoriginal
whole original
complexcomplex
now
now
seems unbelievable.
seems unbelievable.
The areaThe
is closed
area isoff,
closed
patrolled
off, patrolled
by the occasional
by the occasional
ghostly security
ghostly security
guard. Itguard.
is London’s
It is London’s
urban exploration
urban exploration
mecca and
mecca and
I still watch
I stillthrough
watch through
the closed
thegates
closed
forgates
movement,
for movement,
hoping to
hoping
see to see
someonesomeone
sliding down
sliding
the
down
helter-skelter
the helter-skelter
grain chutes.
grainThis
chutes.
used
This
to used to
feel long-abandoned,
feel long-abandoned,
massive,massive,
empty, unlike
empty,anywhere
unlike anywhere
else in else in
London.London.
But moreBut
recently
more recently
planningplanning
permission
permission
notices have
notices
gone
have gone
up onto up
closed
ontogates
closed
- ‘business
gates - ‘business
district’,district’,
‘enterprise’,
‘enterprise’,
‘new luxury
‘new luxury
flats’. This
flats’.
brings
Thisusbrings
to theus
present
to the day.
present day.

Stop 8: Emirates
Stop 8: Emirates
Skyline. Skyline.
From the
From
footbridge,
the footbridge,
head in the
headdirection
in the direction
of the Excel
of the
conference
Excel conference
centre ahead.
centreGo
ahead.
down
Gothe
down
stepsthe
back
steps
to back to
ground level
ground
andlevel
turnand
left,turn
walking
left, walking
along thealong
dockthe
anddock
pastand
thepast
old the old
cranes. At
cranes.
the end
At the
of the
enddock
of the
is the
dock
station
is the for
station
the Emirates
for the Emirates
Skyline; Skyline;
hop on board
hop ontoboard
end the
to end
walkthe
in style,
walk in
high
style,
above
highthe
above
city!the city!

Helen Kearney,
HelenThe
Kearney,
‘Emirates
The Skyline’
‘Emirates Skyline’
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The concept
The concept
of the walk
of the
as practice
walk as practice
is well-worn,
is well-worn,
via Poe, via
Dickens,
Poe, Dickens,
Benjamin,
Benjamin,
the dérives
theof
dérives
the Situationists,
of the Situationists,
up to present
up to day
present
pro-day protagoniststagonists
in the walking
in the walking
story- Ian
storySinclair
Ian Sinclair
and so on.
andBut
so what
on. But what
of the walking
of the walking
tour? The
tour?
practice
The practice
of leading
of aleading
group aingroup
practical
in practical
terms almost
termsprevents
almost prevents
the dérive;
theit's
dérive;
a different
it's a different
act, withact,
different
with different
purposes.
purposes.
It has a link
It has
toacommunication
link to communication
about London,
about London,
and to and to
those other
those
forms
otherofforms
communicating
of communicating
the spacethe
of space
London:
of London:
the
the
map andmap
the guidebook.
and the guidebook.
Everything
Everything
in London
in London
has beenhas
mapped;
been mapped;
there’s no
there’s
building,
no building,
street, ephemera
street, ephemera
in this city
in this
thatcity
has that
not has not
appearedappeared
in a history
in aof
history
the city
of some
the city
way
some
or other.
way orThere
other.
areThere
whole
are whole
sectionssections
in bookshops
in bookshops
of London
of London
histories,histories,
London London
narratives,
narratives,
London London
fictions.fictions.
Hundreds
Hundreds
and hundreds
and hundreds
of guidebooks
of guidebooks
to
to
London London
have been
have
produced.
been produced.
One of the
One
more
of the
common
more common
tropes tropes
used is that
usedofis“unusual”
that of “unusual”
London London
– books –describing
books describing
the “hidden”,
the “hidden”,
the “unseen”,
the “unseen”,
“underground”
“underground”
London,London,
“secret London”.
“secret London”.
Guides Guides
to the city’s
to the
cemeteries,
city’s cemeteries,
closed tube
closed
stations,
tube stations,
hidden rivers,
hiddenlost
rivers, lost
churches,
churches,
tiny gardens.
tiny gardens.
But whatBut
of the
what
walking
of the walking
tour thattour
doesthat
thedoes
opposite
the opposite
of revealing
of revealing
some hidden
somesecret?
hiddenWhat
secret?
about
What
the
about
tourthe
as atour
method
as a method
for showing
for showing
the everyday,
the everyday,
the normalthe normalthe clearthe
physical
clear physical
implications
implications
of the of the
forces offorces
history
ofthat
history
havethat
shaped
haveour
shaped
city?our
Walking
city? Walking
the docklands
the docklands
isn’t an exercise
isn’t an exercise
in seeinginthe
seeing
quirky
theor
quirky
secretor
insecret
London,
in London,
it is simply
it is simply
demonstrating
demonstrating
before our
before
eyesour
the eyes
immensity
the immensity
of those of
powers
thosethat
powers that
shaped, shaped,
and today
and
continue
today continue
to shape,tothe
shape,
everyday
the everyday
lives of all
lives of all
Londoners.
Londoners.
And repeating
And repeating
the walkthe
again,
walkand
again,
again,
andyou
again,
spotyou
the spot the
changeschanges
that happen
that over
happen
time
over
in these
time in
places
these– places
the new
– the
planning
new planning
applications,
applications,
the fading
thebusinesses,
fading businesses,
the encroachment
the encroachment
of capitalof capital
into residential
into residential
spaces, the
spaces,
covered
the covered
up graffiti.
up This,
graffiti.
is London.
This, is London.

Stop 1: St.
Stop
Katherine’s
1: St. Katherine’s
Dock. Meet
Dock.
at Meet
the steps
at the
tosteps
the Dickens
to the Dickens
Inn,
Inn,
perhapsperhaps
after a good
afterpub
a good
lunch.
pubHead
lunch.
north
Headtonorth
East Smithfield,
to East Smithfield,
negotiating
negotiating
the building
the building
works. Head
works.
toHead
the Tower
to theGateway
Tower Gateway
DLR DLR
station, station,
taking a taking
look ata the
lookTower
at theofTower
London
of London
and the and
City’s
the City’s
skyscrapers
skyscrapers
en route.
enTake
route.
theTake
DLRthe
heading
DLR heading
to Beckton…
to Beckton…

Helen Kearney
Helen Kearney
is a PhDiscandidate
a PhD candidate
in the Critical
in the Critical
&
&
Historical
Historical
Studies programme,
Studies programme,
holding holding
an AHRC-funded
an AHRC-funded
Collaborative
Collaborative
DoctoralDoctoral
Award. Award.
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Prova
Prova
Focus
Focus

What
What
is it to
is itdotoan
doArts
an Arts
and and
Humanities
Humanities
PhDPhD
in aninArt
an School?
Art School?
Based
Based
on the
onsession
the session
organised
organised
by Dr
byChantal
Dr Chantal
Faust,
Faust,
Professor
Professor
GuyGuy
Julier
Julier
and and
Dr Marquard
Dr Marquard
Smith
Smith
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Practising
Practising
the Humanities
the Humanities
in the Art
in School
the ArtEnvironment
School Environment
Guy Julier
Guy Julier

While marginality
While marginality
is a source
is aofsource
celebration
of celebration
for art schools,
for art schools,
the
the
placing of
placing
them of
within,
them let’s
within,
call let’s
them,
call
“Humanities
them, “Humanities
Departments”
Departments”
is
is
doubly peculiar.
doubly peculiar.
An oddity
Anwithin
oddityoddness,
within oddness,
the studythe
ofstudy
the Humanof the Humanities in the
ities
artinschool
the artisschool
a precarious,
is a precarious,
almost oppositional
almost oppositional
affair. affair.
Essay v. Essay
exhibition.
v. exhibition.
Library v.
Library
workshop.
v. workshop.
SeminarSeminar
room v. crit
room v. crit
room. Lecture
room. Lecture
hall v. studio.
hall v.Desk
studio.
v. workstation.
Desk v. workstation.
Chair v. Chair
stool. v. stool.
The material
The material
culture of
culture
the Humanities
of the Humanities
stands instands
stark in
opposition
stark opposition
to the arttoschool,
the artas
school,
do many
as do
ofmany
their social
of their
practices:
social practices:
lecture v.lecture
talk; v. talk;
seminarseminar
discussion
discussion
v. studiov.critique;
studio critique;
looking looking
to the past
to the
v. thinking
past v. thinking
about the
about
future;
theand
future;
so on.
and so on.
Historically,
Historically,
it is the art
it isschool
the artthat
school
has that
beenhas
presented
been presented
as that as that
which deviates
which deviates
from teaching
from teaching
norms. Itnorms.
is in the
It is
artinschool
the artthat
school that
emphasis
emphasis
is laid onisexploring
laid on exploring
shadowyshadowy
knowledge,
knowledge,
personality
personality
and
and
performance
performance
are moreare
important,
more important,
and the qualifications
and the qualifications
to be there
to be there
1
1
seem justseem
a bitjust
more
a bit
obscure.
more obscure.
And if that
Andfeeling
if thatoffeeling
the artofschool
the artasschool
marginal
as marginal
to mainstream
to mainstream
educational
educational
processes
processes
isn’t apparent
isn’t apparent
enough to
enough
you, then
to you,
justthen
tourjust tour
their sites
their
across
sitesthe
across
UK. the
Many
UK.ofMany
them of
occupy
them their
occupy
original,
their original,
creaky creaky
nineteenth
nineteenth
century century
buildings,
buildings,
sometimes
sometimes
still attached
still attached
to city museto city museums. Others
ums.are
Others
to beare
found
to beinfound
wooded
in wooded
glades on
glades
the outskirts
on the outskirts
of
of
town. Many,
town.ofMany,
late, have
of late,
been
have
corralled
been corralled
into office-blocks,
into office-blocks,
as if theyas if they
needed disciplining
needed disciplining
and bringing
and bringing
into lineinto
withline
thewith
prevailing
the prevailing
currentscurrents
of education
of education
and industry.
and industry.
The Humanities
The Humanities
within the
within
art school
the arthas
school
gonehas
by gone
otherby
names:
other names:
complementary
complementary
studies, studies,
art history,
art history,
history and
history
theory
andoftheory
art and
of art and
design, cultural
design, cultural
history, history,
critical and
critical
contextual
and contextual
studies. studies.
Each of these
Each of these
monikers
monikers
indicateindicate
attempts,
attempts,
or not, toormake
not, to
itself
make
relevant
itself relevant
and
and

1. Frith, Simon
1. Frith,
andSimon
Horne,
and
Howard
Horne,(1987)
Howard
Art(1987)
into Pop.
ArtLondon:
into Pop.Routledge.
London: Routledge.

popular popular
to a more
tostudio-based
a more studio-based
ethos. The
ethos.
history
Theof
history
the Humanities
of the Humanities
in the artinschool
the artisschool
also a is
history
also aof
history
groups
ofand
groups
individuals
and individuals
who have
who have
clung toclung
a belief
toin
a belief
the worth
in theofworth
their contribution
of their contribution
to this other
to this other
environment.
environment.
They areThey
oftenare
hybrids,
often hybrids,
with backgrounds
with backgrounds
in studioin studio
practicepractice
and library
andresearch.
library research.
As the odd-ones-out,
As the odd-ones-out,
the Humanities
the Humanities
departments
departments
of manyof
artmany
schools
art have
schools
frequently
have frequently
had to fight
hadfor
to fight for
their right
their
to exist.
right to
Inexist.
reconstituting
In reconstituting
art and design
art andeducation,
design education,
the
the
1960 Coldstream
1960 Coldstream
Report had
Report
established
had established
that “about
that15%
“about
of the
15%
total
of the total
course should
coursebe
should
devoted
be devoted
to the history
to theof
history
art and
of complementary
art and complementary
2 And so,
2 And
the proverbial
so, the proverbial
Thursday-afternoon-art-historyThursday-afternoon-art-historystudies”.studies”.
lecture was
lecture
born,
was
given
born,
bygiven
whomever
by whomever
was willing
wasand
willing
available,
and available,
and
and
accompanied
accompanied
by black-and-white
by black-and-white
slides, often
slides,
loaned
oftenfrom
loaned
thefrom
V&A.
the V&A.
The result
The
ofresult
this was
of this
a rapid
wasgarnering
a rapid garnering
of odd-balls
of odd-balls
and misfits
andasmisfits as
lecturers.
lecturers.
If this meant
If thisa meant
certaina amount
certain amount
of improvisation
of improvisation
was
was
involved,involved,
then thisthen
alsothis
created
also an
created
element
an element
of invention
of invention
not generally
not generally
found within
foundthe
within
hallsthe
of traditional
halls of traditional
universities.
universities.
Remembering
Remembering
her
her
time teaching
time teaching
‘art history’
‘art history’
at the Brighton
at the Brighton
School ofSchool
Art inofthe
Art
1960s,
in the 1960s,
Gillian Naylor
Gillianwrote
Naylor
ofwrote
how ‘Iofmanaged
how ‘I managed
to borrow
to aborrow
BritishaRail
British Rail
Design Manual
Design Manual
to use intoteaching
use in teaching
graphic graphic
design students.
design students.
AnotherAnother
membermember
of staff who
of staff
sawwho
me with
saw me
thiswith
wasthis
astounded
was astounded
that I should
that I should
use suchuse
a thing.
such aDuring
thing. the
During
student
the revolution
student revolution
in 1968, in
students
1968, students
3 mine’.3
boycotted
boycotted
some lectures
some lectures
but asked
but
still
asked
to gostill
to mine’.
to go to
There is There
something
is something
of a romance
of a romance
to beingto
thebeing
renegade
the renegade
in the artin the art
school setting.
school But
setting.
fromBut
thefrom
outside,
the outside,
these Humanities
these Humanities
departments
departments
can be viewed
can beas
viewed
usefully
as usefully
conservative.
conservative.
As universities
As universities
have been
have been
increasingly
increasingly
subject to
subject
funding
to funding
cuts, so departments
cuts, so departments
have progreshave progressively been
sively
determined
been determined
as ‘cost units’.
as ‘costThis
units’.
means
Thisthat
means
theythat
have
they
hadhave had
to show to
that
show
theythat
canthey
pay can
theirpay
way.
their
With
way.
their
With
lower
their
fixed
lower
costs
fixed
in costs in
terms ofterms
space of
and
space
equipment,
and equipment,
humanities
humanities
departments
departments
sometimes
sometimes
come outcome
rather
outbetter
ratherinbetter
this calculation
in this calculation
than their
than
arttheir
school
art school
colleagues.
colleagues.
As a result,
As awhile
result,
this
while
hasn’t
thisnecessarily
hasn’t necessarily
meant halcyon
meant halcyon

2. ‘First Report
2. ‘First
of the
Report
National
of theAdvisory
National Council
Advisoryon
Council
Art Education’,
on Art Education’,
London: HMSO,
London:
1960:
HMSO,
3. 1960: 3.
3. Naylor, 3.
Gillian
Naylor,
(n.d.)
Gillian
‘Complementary
(n.d.) ‘Complementary
studies: a history
studies:of
a history
design teachers’
of design teachers’
reminiscence’
reminiscence’
available via
available
http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/
via http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/
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days, they
days,
have
they
been
have
looked
beenupon
looked
more
upon
benignly
more benignly
by someby
Higher
some Higher
Education
Education
institutional
institutional
managers.
managers.
This hasThis
bought
hasthem
bought
some
them some
breathing
breathing
space. space.
It is customary
It is customary
to thinkto
ofthink
the Humanities
of the Humanities
in the artinschool
the artfrom
school from
a serviceaperspective:
service perspective:
what do what
they add
do they
to the
add
arttoschool
the artexperience;
school experience;
how are how
they are
relevant;
they relevant;
how do they
how adapt
do they
and
adapt
survive?
and survive?
But we might
But we might
also think
also
inthink
termsin
ofterms
what the
of what
art school
the artaffords
schoolthe
affords
Humanities
the Humanities
that other
that
university
other university
settings settings
don’t. don’t.
Within the
Within
current
the research
current research
requirements
requirements
for ‘impact’
for ‘impact’
and
and
‘relevance’,
‘relevance’,
the Humanities
the Humanities
in art schools
in art might
schoolsbemight
well placed.
be well placed.
They may
They
open
may
upopen
approaches
up approaches
that are that
not considered
are not considered
elsewhere.
elsewhere.
The verve
The
forverve
encouraging
for encouraging
scholarsscholars
to lean out
to lean
of their
out ivory
of their ivory
towers and
towers
to communicate
and to communicate
with thewith
wider
the
world
wider
can
world
produce
can produce
new academic
new academic
practices.
practices.
This notThis
onlynot
emboldens
only emboldens
lecturerslecturers
to
to
blog andblog
tweet,
andbut
tweet,
to seek
butdifferent
to seek different
publics and
publics
to create
and to create
alternative
alternative
researchresearch
artefacts.artefacts.
Impact isImpact
often confused
is often confused
with footfall
with –footfall
getting–as
getting
manyas many
people topeople
visit your
to visit
website,
your website,
to go to your
to go exhibition,
to your exhibition,
attend your
attend your
symposium
symposium
or read your
or read
magazine
your magazine
article asarticle
possible,
as possible,
regardless
regardless
of what they
of what
takethey
away
take
from
away
it. In
from
a way,
it. Inthe
a way,
Humanities
the Humanities
depart- department is already
ment is connected
already connected
to another
to another
public that
public
is the
that
wider
is the
artwider art
school. Itschool.
is usedIttois aused
different
to a different
kind of interaction
kind of interaction
than in the
than
more
in the more
traditional
traditional
Humanities,
Humanities,
and has and
a headstart
has a headstart
in this process
in this of
process of
connecting
connecting
outwards.
outwards.
If the artIfschool
the artethos
school
is driven
ethos isby
driven
notions
by notions
experimentation,
experimentation,
discovery
discovery
and novelty,
and novelty,
so this can
so this
extend
canback
extend
intoback
howinto
the how the
Humanities
Humanities
– and indeed
– andthe
indeed
Social
theSciences
Social Sciences
– might –bemight
practised.
be practised.
Its setting
Itsprovides
setting provides
a prism through
a prism through
which Humanities
which Humanities
may be may be
refracted,
refracted,
thereby thereby
altering altering
its operational
its operational
methodsmethods
in interesting
in interesting
ways. Sitting
ways.down
Sitting
todown
write to
books
writeorbooks
articles
or is
articles
alwaysisaalways
compelling
a compelling
activity for
activity
the academic,
for the academic,
but we can
butdo
weother
can do
things
othertoo.
things too.
Here areHere
two examples
are two examples
of such activities.
of such activities.
For several
Foryears,
several
Nina
years, Nina
Wakeford,
Wakeford,
of Goldsmiths
of Goldsmiths
University
University
London,London,
rented an
rented
artist’s
an artist’s
studio instudio
whichintowhich
work to
as work
a social
as scientist.
a social scientist.
Among Among
her interests
her interests
lay
lay
the question
the question
of how the
of how
studio
thecould
studio
afford
couldher
afford
otherher
ways
other
of workways of working withing
herwith
material.
her material.
Partly funded
Partly by
funded
Intel,by
herIntel,
Studio
herINCITE
Studio INCITE

(Incubator
(Incubator
for Critical
for Critical
Inquiry Inquiry
into Technology
into Technology
and Ethnography)
and Ethnography)
produced
produced
websites,websites,
videos, performances,
videos, performances,
installations
installations
as well asas well as
4 Cat
Cat Rossi,
working
Rossi, working
out of Kingston
out of Kingston
the standard
the standard
academic
academic
papers.4papers.
University,
University,
curated curated
an installation
an installation
and created
and acreated
supporting
a supporting
website website
for the 2014
for the
Venice
2014Biennale
Venice Biennale
that explored
that explored
Florence’s
Florence’s
Space Electronic
Space Electronic
discotheque,
discotheque,
which was
which
opened
was in
opened
1969 in
in Florence
1969 in Florence
by Gruppo
by Gruppo
9999. 9999.
The workThe
documents
work documents
and interprets
and interprets
an example
an example
of cultural
of cultural
produc-production in ways
tion that
in ways
more
that
traditional
more traditional
formats formats
can’t access.
can’tBut
access.
the But the
curationcuration
itself also
itself
includes
also includes
productive
productive
collaborations
collaborations
with filmwith filmmakers, makers,
fabricators,
fabricators,
designers
designers
and, indeed,
and, individuals
indeed, individuals
who were
who were
5 It is not5 coincidental
It is not coincidental
that
that
involvedinvolved
in the original
in the original
discotheque.
discotheque.
Wakeford
Wakeford
and Rossi
and
areRossi
closely
areconnected
closely connected
to art schools.
to art schools.
At the At the
same time
same
as running
time as running
Studio INCITE,
Studio INCITE,
Nina Wakeford
Nina Wakeford
was alsowas also
putting herself
puttingthrough
herself through
Foundation
Foundation
Studies at
Studies
Leedsat
College
Leeds of
College
Art of Art
and Design,
and Design,
followedfollowed
by a FinebyArt
a Fine
degree
Artatdegree
Goldsmiths.
at Goldsmiths.
Cat Rossi
Cat Rossi
did a Design
did aHistory
Design History
PhD at the
PhD
Royal
at the
College
Royal of
College
Art. of Art.
The art school
The artbackground
school background
providesprovides
a different
a different
materiality
materiality
and
and
sense of sense
practice
of practice
for scholars.
for scholars.
In this, itInisthis,
free itofisthe
free
deadhand
of the deadhand
of the of the
traditional
traditional
university
university
set up, ofset
theup,
breathless
of the breathless
strugglestruggle
for recognition
for recognition
throughthrough
a high-rated,
a high-rated,
peer-reviewed
peer-reviewed
journal or
journal
otheror
such
other
measures.
such measures.
Furthermore,
Furthermore,
it is in the
it is
artinschool
the artthat
school
some
that
significant
some significant
Humanities
Humanities
disciplines
disciplines
have been
have
established.
been established.
For example,
For example,
the emergence
the emergence
of
of
design history
designishistory
invariably
is invariably
assumedassumed
to have come
to have
from
come
thefrom
Newthe
ArtNew Art
History History
in the late-1970s
in the late-1970s
and early-1980s
and early-1980s
as a rejection
as a rejection
of 'traditional'
of 'traditional'
6 Thisits
This misses
misses
consolidation,
its consolidation,
by people
bylike
people like
art history's
art history's
objects.6objects.
Gillian Naylor,
Gillian in
Naylor,
art and
in design
art andschools
design from
schools
thefrom
1960s
the
onwards.
1960s onwards.
Equally,Equally,
NicholasNicholas
MirzoeffMirzoeff
argues that
argues
the that
establishment
the establishment
of Visualof Visual
Culture Culture
studies isstudies
very much
is very
the
much
product
the product
of UK art
ofschools
UK art observing
schools observing
that it isthat
‘something
it is ‘something
differentdifferent
from simply
fromart
simply
history
artwith
history
a little
withbit
a little bit
of theoryofadmixed’.
theory admixed’.
Rather itRather
represents
it represents
the ‘interface
the ‘interface
betweenbetween
all
all
7
7
the disciplines
the disciplines
dealing with
dealing
thewith
visuality
the visuality
of contemporary
of contemporary
culture’.culture’.

4. See www.studioincite.com
4. See www.studioincite.com
5. See http://spaceelectronic.wordpress.com/
5. See http://spaceelectronic.wordpress.com/
6. e.g. Harris,
6. e.g.
Jonathan
Harris, (2001)
Jonathan
The(2001)
New Art
TheHistory:
New Arta History:
Critical Introduction,
a Critical Introduction,
London: Routledge.
London: Routledge.
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I see myIown
see my
work
own
in work
Design
inCulture
Design Culture
studies –studies
a discipline
– a discipline
that has that has
very much
very
come
much
from
come
thefrom
art school
the artenvironment
school environment
– as a messy
– as aand
messy and
hybrid creative
hybrid creative
practice,practice,
rather than
rather
a pure
thanform
a pure
of the
form
Humanof the Humanities or Social
ities orSciences.
Social Sciences.
I have been
I have
known
beento
known
write to
thewrite
odd the
book
odd
or book or
two. Buttwo.
I seeBut
thisI as
seejust
thisone
as just
element
one element
of a wider
of constellation
a wider constellation
of
of
activities.
activities.
These include
These the
include
curation
the curation
of eventsofsuch
events
as the
such
on-going
as the on-going
V&A Design
V&ACulture
Design Culture
Salons, or
Salons,
the 2009
or the
Leeds
2009
Festival
Leeds Festival
of Design
of Design
Activism,
Activism,
or working
or working
with governmental
with governmental
bodies inbodies
the UK
in and
the UK and
8 Equally,
8 Equally,
I encourage
I encourage
the PhDthe
students
PhD students
who make
who
upmake
the up the
elsewhere.
elsewhere.
Design Culture
Design Culture
ResearchResearch
Group atGroup
the University
at the University
of Brighton
of Brighton
to see to see
their research
their research
as part ofasapart
wider
of set
a wider
of activities
set of activities
that go beyond
that go just
beyond just
producing
producing
the dreaded
the dreaded
thesis. thesis.
As universities
As universities
increasingly
increasingly
find themselves
find themselves
in the sticky
in thesituation
sticky situation
of tryingoftotrying
keep the
to keep
cashthe
flowing
cash flowing
in, they sometimes
in, they sometimes
enter into
enter
un-into unholy alliances.
holy alliances.
The Humanities
The Humanities
in the artinschool
the arthas
school
invariably
has invariably
taken taken
on the position
on the position
of the conscience
of the conscience
of the institution.
of the institution.
Their adherents
Their adherents
are oftenare
theoften
onesthe
who
ones
say,who
‘yes,say,
but…’
‘yes,tobut…’
questionable
to questionable
practices.
practices.
However,
However,
they canthey
say more
can say
than
more
‘yes,
than
but…’
‘yes,bybut…’
pointing
by pointing
towardstowards
alternative
alternative
possibilities
possibilities
for creative
for creative
practitioners.
practitioners.
By thinking
By thinking
of the of the
Humanities
Humanities
as a creative
as a creative
field, wefield,
mightweeven
might
be able
evento
begenerate
able to generate
some of some
these of
alternatives.
these alternatives.

7. Mirzoeff,
7. Nicholas
Mirzoeff,quoted
Nicholas
in quoted
Dikovitskaya,
in Dikovitskaya,
Margaret (2006)
Margaret
Visual
(2006)
Culture:
VisualThe
Culture: The
Study of the
Study
Visual
of the
after
Visual
the Cultural
after theTurn,
Cultural
Massachusetts:
Turn, Massachusetts:
MIT Press,MIT
p.58Press,
and p.225.
p.58 and p.225.
8. See http://designculturesalon.org,
8. See http://designculturesalon.org,
http://socialdesigntalks.org,
http://socialdesigntalks.org,
http:// http://
mappingsocialdesign.org,
mappingsocialdesign.org,
http://designculturekolding.org,
http://designculturekolding.org,
www.designculture.info
www.designculture.info

Guy Julier
Guy
is Julier
the University
is the University
of Brighton/Victoria
of Brighton/Victoria
& Albert&Museum
Albert Museum
Professor
Professor
of Design
ofCulture.
Design Culture.
He is author
He isofauthor
The Culture
of The of
Culture
Design,
of Design,
3rd Edition
3rd (2013)
Editionand
(2013)
is currently
and is currently
workingworking
on a book
onabout
a book
design
about design
and economics.
and economics.

Too Many
TooDoctors?
Many Doctors?
ChantalChantal
Faust Faust

What will
What
be the
willlong-term
be the long-term
effect of effect
the current
of the push
current
forpush
universities
for universities
to recruit
toincreasing
recruit increasing
numbersnumbers
of research
of research
students?
students?
The logicThe
behind
logic behind
this drive
this
to drive
enlistto
more
enlist
and
more
more
and
MPhil
moreand
MPhil
PhDand
candidates
PhD candidates
is
is
fairly simple
fairlytosimple
deduce:
to deduce:
it’s a good
it’sinvestment
a good investment
– cheap –and
cheap
withand
high
with high
yield. The
yield.
students
The students
take up little
take up
if any
little
physical
if any physical
space at space
the instituat the institution, andtion,
theirand
basic
their
requirements
basic requirements
can be met
canwith
be met
a handful
with a handful
of
of
supervision
supervision
meetings.
meetings.
In spite of
Inthis,
spitethe
of this,
swelling
the swelling
fees for research
fees for research
degrees degrees
in the UK
in match
the UKthose
match
of those
their non-research
of their non-research
based counterbased counterparts, who
parts,
receive
whofully
receive
taught
fullyprogrammes
taught programmes
and are often
and are
given
often
a given a
designated
designated
space inspace
whichintowhich
undertake
to undertake
their work.
their work.
With such
With
meagre
such provisions,
meagre provisions,
and suchand
great
such
expense,
great expense,
why is itwhy is it
that so many
that so
artists
manyare
artists
choosing
are choosing
to undertake
to undertake
a practice-led
a practice-led
PhD? PhD?
The prestige
The prestige
of attaching
of attaching
the three-letter
the three-letter
prefix toprefix
one’s name
to one’s
surely
name surely
does notdoes
outweigh
not outweigh
the strain
theofstrain
coping
ofwith
coping
thewith
terrifying
the terrifying
level of level of
debt accumulated
debt accumulated
over those
over
three
those
years,
three
oryears,
more,or
ofmore,
study.ofFor
study.
many
For many
artists, the
artists,
writing
the process
writing can
process
be daunting,
can be daunting,
and thereby
and thereby
consumes
consumes
a
a
great portion
great portion
of their study.
of theirAsstudy.
such,As
it remains
such, it remains
questionable
questionable
as to as to
whetherwhether
time spent
time
as spent
a researcher-in-training
as a researcher-in-training
actuallyactually
has any has any
benefit on
benefit
the development
on the development
of an artistic
of anpractice.
artistic practice.
The refinement
The refinement
of
of
writing skills
writing
is no
skills
doubt
is nopersonally
doubt personally
rewarding,
rewarding,
and yet ifand
thisyet
was
if this
to was to
be assessed
be assessed
against the
against
workthe
of awork
writer
of awho
writer
haswho
undertaken
has undertaken
a similara similar
degree, itdegree,
woulditbewould
likelybe
tolikely
appear
tolacking
appear due
lacking
to itsdue
status
to itsasstatus
a partas a part
or a supplement,
or a supplement,
rather than
rather
as athan
whole.
as a whole.
It is not aItmatter
is not aofmatter
an inability
of an inability
to write,to
but
write,
that but
what
that
an what
artistan artist
does is seen
doesasisdeficient
seen as deficient
within this
within
context.
this context.
There areThere
growing
are growing
examples
examples
of artistsofwho
artists
choose
whoto
choose
do a PhD
to dobya Thesis,
PhD bysome
Thesis,
pushing
some pushing
the formthe
of writing
form of in
writing
ways that
in ways
are that
gradually
are gradually
becoming
becoming
recognised
recognised
as valuable
as valuable
and distinct
and distinct
contributions
contributions
that advance
that advance
understanding.
understanding.
For the practice-led
For the practice-led
PhD candidate,
PhD candidate,
however,however,
this writing
this is
writing
a man-is a mandatory adjunct
datory adjunct
to the arttosubmitted
the art submitted
for examination.
for examination.
Art alone
Art
is not
alone is not
59
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perceived
perceived
as offering
as offering
a significant
a significant
enough contribution
enough contribution
to know-to knowledge, but
ledge,
requires
but requires
translation
translation
into a text
into
that
a text
explicates
that explicates
its purpose
its purpose
and justifies
and justifies
results. Only
results.
with
Only
thewith
two together
the two together
can the project
can thebe
project be
conceived
conceived
of as a whole.
of as aThe
whole.
writer,
Thehistorian
writer, historian
or curator
or PhD
curator PhD
candidate
candidate
is certainly
is certainly
not required
not required
to produce
to produce
a work or
a work
worksorofworks
art of art
to sit alongside
to sit alongside
his or her
histext.
or her
It istext.
not necessary
It is not necessary
for his orfor
her
hischosen
or her chosen
method method
of expression
of expression
to be converted
to be converted
and appended
and appended
to another.
to another.
Perhaps Perhaps
it is a matter
it is aofmatter
assessment.
of assessment.
How do How
we evaluate
do we evaluate
whetherwhether
or not a or
work
notofa art
work
is PhD-worthy?
of art is PhD-worthy?
If we canIfunderstand
we can understand
the difference
the difference
betweenbetween
a BA anda MA
BA and
dissertation
MA dissertation
and a PhD
andthesis,
a PhD thesis,
can we not
canextend
we notthe
extend
samethe
distinctions
same distinctions
to address
to address
the works
theofworks
art of art
produced
produced
by undergraduates
by undergraduates
and postgraduates?
and postgraduates?
Of course
Ofthis
course
is this is
not always
notthe
always
case,the
andcase,
it is and
oftenit the
is often
MA the
cohorts
MA cohorts
that produce
that produce
the
the
most exciting
most exciting
work in work
graduate
in graduate
exhibitions,
exhibitions,
compared
compared
to their more
to their more
highly trained
highly research
trained research
siblings.siblings.
Could itCould
be a result
it be of
a result
an MA’s
of an MA’s
freedomfreedom
to push and
to push
playand
withplay
ideas,
with
toideas,
understand
to understand
that theythat
are they
in are in
control of
control
the whole
of theofwhole
their projects
of their projects
and there
and
arethere
fewerare
rules
fewer
forrules for
what it must
whatconstitute?
it must constitute?
LookingLooking
pinchedpinched
and awayand
from
away
thefrom
flock,the flock,
the research
the research
exhibition
exhibition
can easily
can
appear
easilydiagrammatic,
appear diagrammatic,
flat and flat and
obsessedobsessed
with some
with
strange
some idea
strange
of philosophy
idea of philosophy
in comparison.
in comparison.
Once transferrable
Once transferrable
skills have
skills
been
have
mastered,
been mastered,
what happens
what happens
in the in the
studio isstudio
a question
is a question
of art, something
of art, something
which iswhich
arguably
is arguably
unteachable
unteachable
via traditional
via traditional
academic
academic
methods.
methods.
Time, looking,
Time, looking,
testing, thinking,
testing, thinking,
and feedback
and feedback
are all beneficial,
are all beneficial,
but therebut
canthere
be no
can
formula
be no formula
that
that
producesproduces
a great work
a great
of art.
workThe
of art.
criterion
The criterion
for ticking
forboxes
ticking
onboxes
examon exam
forms isforms
bewildered
is bewildered
by artistic
byprocess.
artistic process.
GradingGrading
is absurd,
is but
absurd,
the but the
opinion opinion
of a small
ofcommittee
a small committee
is enough
is to
enough
declare
to that
declare
onethat
workone work
should merit
should
five
merit
points
fivemore
points
than
more
another.
than another.
And yet,And
if a student
yet, if a student
producesproduces
what is conceived
what is conceived
of as a successful
of as a successful
work of art,
workit of
is often
art, it ais often a
result ofresult
process
of and
process
experiment
and experiment
– it might
– itbemight
pleasurable
be pleasurable
to look atto look at
or touch,orortouch,
painful
or to
painful
hear; it
tocould
hear; make
it could
you
make
smile
you
orsmile
gasp or
or think.
gasp or think.
Categories
Categories
such as these
such as
arethese
not easily
are not
distilled
easily distilled
into the into
criteria
the on
criteria on
examination
examination
forms and,
forms
consequently,
and, consequently,
the crucial
thejudgement
crucial judgement
when when
awarding
awarding
the research
the research
degree todegree
an artist
to an
tends
artist
to tends
hingeto
onhinge
the on the
writing and
writing
not and
the work.
not the work.

And what
And
of the
what
effect
of the
oneffect
the art?
on Why
the art?
be Why
a Dr. be
Artist?
a Dr.For
Artist?
many,
For many,
the research
the research
degree isdegree
embarked
is embarked
upon with
upon
thewith
realisation
the realisation
that it isthat it is
now a requirement
now a requirement
for academic
for academic
employment.
employment.
A degreeAindegree
Fine Art
in Fine Art
has never
has
guaranteed
never guaranteed
any kindany
of vocational
kind of vocational
security,security,
and informand informing the work
ing the
of others
work ofbecomes
others becomes
the nextthe
bestnext
thing
best
when
thing
contemwhen contemplating how
plating
to sustain
how to oneself
sustainin
oneself
the undeterminable
in the undeterminable
gaps between
gaps between
exhibitions.
exhibitions.
At this moment,
At this moment,
there arethere
seemingly
are seemingly
so manyso
aspiring
many aspiring
artist-teachers
artist-teachers
that these
that
learning
these learning
institutions
institutions
could becould
said to
bebe
said to be
less about
less
fostering
about fostering
artists than
artists
they
than
are they
functioning
are functioning
as art college
as art college
teacher training
teacher training
centres. centres.
If successful,
If successful,
the workthe
of the
work
artist
of the
as artist
teacher
as will
teacher
nowwill
be now be
conceived
conceived
of as output
of astooutput
be measured
to be measured
against frameworks
against frameworks
that are that are
converted
converted
into levels
into
of levels
institutional
of institutional
funding.funding.
SurvivalSurvival
here is here is
reliant on
reliant
the ability
on thetoability
checkto
the
check
required
the required
boxes – aboxes
pursuit
– a that
pursuit
is that is
blinding.blinding.
Within this
Within
parasitic
this parasitic
network,network,
artistic research
artistic research
is a self- is a selffulfillingfulfilling
machine.machine.
When the
When
growing
the growing
army becomes
army becomes
a dominant
a dominant
voice, the
voice,
sound
theofsound
it singing
of it its
singing
own praises
its ownmay
praises
soon
may
be soon
all that
be all that
can be heard.
can beMediocrity
heard. Mediocrity
will triumph
will triumph
if it is only
if itthing
is only
allowed
thing allowed
to
to
exist against
exist benchmarks
against benchmarks
set by the
setpedagogical
by the pedagogical
frameworks
frameworks
of
of
traditional
traditional
humanities
humanities
and sciences
and sciences
that havethat
been
have
siphoned
been siphoned
into
into
the art college.
the art college.
Now seems
Nowtoseems
be a good
to betime
a good
to think
time to
once
think
again
once
about
again about
reassessing
reassessing
current systems
current systems
of assessment.
of assessment.
How canHow
we cultivate
can we cultivate
a
a
more rigorous
more rigorous
framework
framework
for the supervision
for the supervision
and examination
and examination
of
of
a practice-led
a practice-led
PhD so that
PhDartists
so thatare
artists
afforded
are afforded
more flexibility
more flexibility
and
and
greater challenges?
greater challenges?
How canHow
we improve
can we improve
and create
andparity
createinparity
the in the
standardstandard
of work being
of work
produced
being produced
in Fine Art
in Fine
PhDs
Art
across
PhDsthe
across
board?
the board?
Until theUntil
crutch
thethat
crutch
is the
that
mandatory
is the mandatory
written component
written component
is
is
reconfigured,
reconfigured,
and the question
and the question
of the thesis
of the
properly
thesis properly
readdressed,
readdressed,
the message
the message
that art requires
that art requires
an explanatory
an explanatory
textual justification
textual justification
will continue
will continue
to undermine
to undermine
and distract
and distract
from what
from
should
whatbe
should be
the central
thefocus:
centralthe
focus:
creative
the creative
potentialpotential
of art, both
of art,
within
boththe
within
art the art
college and
college
beyond.
and beyond.
I am notIsuggesting
am not suggesting
that the that
Finethe
ArtFine
practice-led
Art practice-led
PhD student
PhD student
should be
should
madebe
exempt
made from
exempt
thefrom
requirements
the requirements
that are that
expected
are expected
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of their fellow
of theirresearchers.
fellow researchers.
Rather, that
Rather,
perhaps
that perhaps
we couldwe
open
could open
the doors
the
todoors
allow to
artists
allowthe
artists
opportunity
the opportunity
to compose
to compose
a response
a response
to the questions
to the questions
requiredrequired
from thefrom
text in
thea text
manner
in a manner
that correthat corresponds to
sponds
their practice.
to their practice.
The current
The model
currentofmodel
writing
of may
writing
be easy
may be easy
to file and
to generally
file and generally
much simpler
much to
simpler
assess.toBut
assess.
whatBut
is at
what
stake?
is at stake?
We should
Wemake
should
a move
makesoon,
a move
one
soon,
thatone
strives
thatfor
strives
brilliance
for brilliance
and
and
innovation,
innovation,
or else we
orcould
else we
getcould
stuckget
onstuck
a research
on a research
treadmill
treadmill
that
that
is going is
nowhere
going nowhere
fast.
fast.

Designing
Designing
Identity
Identity
Based
Based
on the
onsession
the session
curated
curated
by by
Chiara
Chiara
Barbieri,
Barbieri,
Trond
Trond
Klevgaard,
Klevgaard,
Tania
Tania
Messell
Messell
and and
David
David
Preston
Preston

Dr Chantal
Dr Chantal
Faust is Faust
a tutorisina tutor
Critical
in Critical
& Historical
& Historical
Studies and
Studies
convenor
and convenor
of the Humanities
of the Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum Forum
at the RCA.
at the
She
RCA.
completed
She completed
a practice-led
a practice-led
PhD in the
PhD
School
in the School
of Art atofthe
Art
VCA,
at the
University
VCA, University
of Melbourne
of Melbourne
in 2008.in 2008.
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Designing
Designing
Identity:Identity:
Historical
Historical
Perspectives
Perspectives
Chiara Barbieri,
Chiara Barbieri,
Trond Klevgaard,
Trond Klevgaard,
Tania Messell
Tania and
Messell
David
andPreston
David Preston

As four History
As four History
of Design
ofresearch
Design research
studentsstudents
focused focused
on graphic
on graphic
design we
design
are interested
we are interested
in sharing
in sharing
our findings
our findings
with each
with
other,
each other,
and in creating
and in creating
collective
collective
outputs outputs
that draw
that
ondraw
each on
of our
eachprojects.
of our projects.
Following
Following
a few initial
a fewmeetings,
initial meetings,
we decided
we decided
to plan an
to event
plan an
that
event that
looked atlooked
corporate
at corporate
identity,identity,
as the topic
as the
holds
topic
relevance
holds relevance
for each for each
of us. The
ofHumanities
us. The Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum, as
Forum,
an informal
as an informal
space forspace for
discussing
discussing
and presenting
and presenting
developing
developing
research,research,
was thought
was thought
a good a good
venue forvenue
an afternoon
for an afternoon
of work-in-progress
of work-in-progress
type presentations.
type presentations.
David Preston
David Preston
delivereddelivered
a paper on
a paper
the developing
on the developing
languagelanguage
of designof design
identity identity
in Britain.
in Britain.
Examining
Examining
the rhetoric
the rhetoric
used by practitioners
used by practitioners
and critics,
andhe
critics,
attempted
he attempted
to underline
to underline
important
important
changeschanges
in the way
in the way
that design
thatidentity
design identity
was practiced
was practiced
and understood
and understood
in the latter
in the
half
latter half
of the twentieth
of the twentieth
century.century.
Chiara Barbieri
Chiara Barbieri
exploredexplored
the Italian
the Italian
approach
approach
to identity
to identity
design by
design
looking
by looking
at the companies
at the companies
Olivetti,Olivetti,
Pirelli and
Pirelli
Cordigliano-Italsider.
and Cordigliano-Italsider.
She examined
She examined
Italian ‘industrial
Italian ‘industrial
style’ and
style’
in-house
and in-house
graphic graphic
departments
departments
in relation
in relation
to her research
to her research
on the professionalization
on the professionalization
of graphic
of graphic
design indesign
Italy. Tania
in Italy.
Messell
Tania Messell
presented
presented
a sectiona from
section
herfrom
research
her research
on corporate
on corporate
identity identity
programmes
programmes
in France
in(1950–1975),
France (1950–1975),
and usedand
theused
opportunity
the opportunity
to
to
questionquestion
issues ofissues
methodology
of methodology
in the historical
in the historical
study of study
the practice.
of the practice.
Finally, Trond
Finally,Klevgaard
Trond Klevgaard
connected
connected
the pre-history
the pre-history
of corporate
of corporate
identity identity
manualsmanuals
to his research
to his research
on functionalist
on functionalist
typography
typography
in
in
Scandinavia,
Scandinavia,
by discussing
by discussing
a Norwegian
a Norwegian
propaganda
propaganda
handbook
handbook
from thefrom
1930s.
the 1930s.
The event
The
was
event
opened
was by
opened
David,
bywho
David,
presented
who presented
his research
his research
on
on
‘Rhetorical
‘Rhetorical
milestones
milestones
in the development
in the development
of identity
of identity
design indesign in
Britain’.Britain’.
Tracing Tracing
the transition
the transition
from 'house
fromstyle',
'house
through
style', through
'corporate
'corporate
identity',identity',
to 'branding',
to 'branding',
he sought
heto
sought
establish
to establish
a distinction
a distinction
betweenbetween
pre-war pre-war
identity identity
schemesschemes
focussedfocussed
on logos,on
and
logos,
those
and
all-those allencompassing
encompassing
programmes
programmes
of the post-war
of the post-war
era that era
ushered
that ushered
in a newin a new

culture of
culture
designofpractice
design practice
in Britain.
in Britain.
David considered
David considered
the issues
the issues
around using
around
language
using language
as a research
as a research
tool in and
toolofinitself,
and of
drawing
itself, drawing
on
on
Adrian Forty’s
Adriantext
Forty’s
Words
textand
Words
Buildings
and Buildings
(Thames(Thames
& Hudson,
& Hudson,
2004) 2004)
to underline
to underline
the importance
the importance
of the words
of thewe
words
choose
weto
choose
use intoour
use in our
own research.
own research.
He explored
He explored
the different
the different
functions
functions
of the keywords
of the keywords
we attach
wetoattach
research,
to research,
and howand
these
how
words
thesecan
words
reveal
canofreveal
our own
of our own
agendasagendas
and ideals,
andknowingly
ideals, knowingly
or not. His
or not.
study
His
revealed
study revealed
a commona commonality of language
ality of language
emerging
emerging
betweenbetween
practitioners
practitioners
and critics,
andwith
critics, with
themes around
themes consistency
around consistency
and standardisation
and standardisation
overwhelming
overwhelming
any
any
concernconcern
for design
fordiversity.
design diversity.
AmongstAmongst
the audience
the audience
questions
questions
were were
raised about
raised
the
about
wider
the
political
wider political
connotations
connotations
of such authoritarian
of such authoritarian
design values,
designwhich
values,led
which
to a lively
led tobut
a lively
inconclusive
but inconclusive
debate amongst
debate amongst
the participants.
the participants.
Chiara further
Chiara expanded
further expanded
the vocabulary
the vocabulary
of designofidentity
design identity
by
by
at worksatbyworks by
talking about
talking
Italian
about‘industrial
Italian ‘industrial
style’.1 Looking
style’.1 Looking
Giovanni
Giovanni
Pintori (1912–1999),
Pintori (1912–1999),
Erberto Erberto
CarboniCarboni
(1899–1984),
(1899–1984),
Ezio Ezio
Bonini (1923–1988),
Bonini (1923–1988),
EugenioEugenio
Carmi (b.1920)
Carmi (b.1920)
and the Studio
and theBoggeri
Studio Boggeri
for the typewriter
for the typewriter
manufacturer
manufacturer
Olivetti,Olivetti,
the tyre the
manufacturer
tyre manufacturer
Pirelli and
Pirelli
the steel
and the
factory
steelCornigliano-Italsider,
factory Cornigliano-Italsider,
she illustrated
she illustrated
the Italian
theapproach
Italian approach
to designtoidentity
design identity
from thefrom
post-war
the post-war
period toperiod to
the mid-1960s.
the mid-1960s.
Eloquently
Eloquently
defined by
defined
the Argentinian
by the Argentinian
designerdesigner
and
and
2
2
design theorist,
design theorist,
Tomás Maldonado,
Tomás Maldonado,
as “unityasthrough
“unity through
diversity”,
diversity”,
Italian ‘industrial
Italian ‘industrial
style’ is astyle’
recognisable
is a recognisable
image and
image
a coherent
and a coherent
aesthetic,
aesthetic,
based onbased
a method
on a method
rather than
rather
on than
a rigid
onsystematization
a rigid systematization
of the visual
of theprogramme.
visual programme.
The talkThe
raised
talkquestions
raised questions
about the
about the
difference
difference
betweenbetween
the use of
the
in-house
use of in-house
graphic graphic
departments
departments
versus versus
externalexternal
consultant
consultant
agencies,agencies,
and explored
and explored
the prerequisites,
the prerequisites,
causes causes
and consequences
and consequences
of internal
of internal
management
management
of the corporate
of the corporate
image. image.
Chiara ended
Chiarawith
ended
three
with
questions
three questions
to open the
to open
discussion
the discussion
that
that
followedfollowed
the talk:the
Is there
talk: aIsrelation
there a relation
betweenbetween
the professionalization
the professionalization

1. The term
1.‘industrial
The term ‘industrial
style’ is borrowed
style’ is borrowed
from Carlofrom
Vinti.
Carlo
Gli Anni
Vinti.dello
Gli Anni
Stile dello Stile
IndustrialeIndustriale
1948-1965.1948-1965.
ImmagineImmagine
e Politica Culturale
e Politica nella
Culturale
Grande
nella
Impresa
GrandeItaliana
Impresa Italiana
Venice: Marsilio,
Venice: 2007.
Marsilio, 2007.
2. Tomás Maldonado.
2. Tomás Maldonado.
Disegno Industriale:
Disegno Industriale:
un Riesame
unMilan:
Riesame
Feltrinelli,
Milan: Feltrinelli,
2008: p.68.2008: p.68.
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of graphic
of graphic
design indesign
Italy and
in Italy
the development
and the development
of a moreofstandarda more standardised approach
ised approach
to corporate
to corporate
image from
image
thefrom
mid-1960s
the mid-1960s
onwards?
onwards?
Is the appearance
Is the appearance
of the identity
of the identity
manualin
manualin
the 1960s
the
connected
1960s connected
to the delegation
to the delegation
of the corporate
of the corporate
image management
image management
to external
to external
consultant
consultant
agencies?
agencies?
Could Italian
Could‘industrial
Italian ‘industrial
style’ bestyle’
a model
be a model
for contemporary
for contemporary
identity identity
design based
design
onbased
ideason
offlexible
ideas offlexible
and
and
generative
generative
identities?
identities?
Consequently,
Consequently,
Tania shared
Taniasome
shared
of some
her findings
of her findings
about French
about French
post-warpost-war
corporate
corporate
identity identity
programmes
programmes
which have
which
previously
have previously
been neglected
been neglected
in the country’s
in the country’s
design historiography.
design historiography.
In orderIn
to order to
fully appraise
fully appraise
the introduction
the introduction
of the practice,
of the practice,
her workher
compares
work compares
the programmes
the programmes
developed
developed
by corporations
by corporations
active inactive
different
in different
sectors sectors
betweenbetween
1950 and1950
1975.
and
For1975.
the Humanities
For the Humanities
ResearchResearch
Forum she
Forum she
presented
presented
a comparative
a comparative
analysisanalysis
of the five
of and
the five
dime
and
store
dime
Prisunic
store Prisunic
and the electrical
and the electrical
equipment
equipment
producerproducer
Merlin Gerin,
Merlinwhose
Gerin,different
whose different
requirements
requirements
affected affected
the design
theand
design
application
and application
of each programme.
of each programme.
While Prisunic
While Prisunic
faced thefaced
challenge
the challenge
of creating
of creating
total environments
total environments
for its 350
forbranches,
its 350 branches,
the electrical
the electrical
equipment
equipment
producerproducer
Merlin Gerin
Merlin Gerin
indeed relied
indeed
primarily
relied primarily
on clear on
graphics
clear graphics
for its promotional
for its promotional
docu- documents, due
ments,
to the
due
complexity
to the complexity
of its products.
of its products.
Beyond the
Beyond
commissionthe commissioners’ different
ers’ different
profiles,profiles,
the multidisciplinary
the multidisciplinary
character
character
of corporate
of corporate
identity identity
programmes
programmes
(which involves
(which involves
graphics,graphics,
objects and
objects
space
and space
to varying
to varying
degrees)degrees)
further complexifies
further complexifies
their study,
theirasstudy,
the variables
as the variables
taken into
taken
account
into account
triple. The
triple.
talkThe
thustalk
questioned
thus questioned
the needthe
forneed for
methodological
methodological
tools to assist
tools to
design
assisthistorians
design historians
to map the
to map
introducthe introduction of cohesive
tion of cohesive
corporate
corporate
identity identity
programmes.
programmes.
Trond then
Trond
talked
thenabout
talked
the
about
Håndbok
the Håndbok
i agitasjon
i agitasjon
og propaganda
og propaganda
(Handbook
(Handbook
for Agitation
for Agitation
and Propaganda),
and Propaganda),
issued toissued
local elected
to local elected
representatives
representatives
in 1934, in
by1934,
the Norwegian
by the Norwegian
Labour Party
Labour
(Det
Party
Norske
(Det Norske
Arbeiderparti).
Arbeiderparti).
This item
This
is interesting
item is interesting
because because
althoughalthough
the practice
the practice
of corporate
of corporate
identity identity
is considered
is considered
by manyby
tomany
beginto
with
begin
Peter
with Peter
Behrens's
Behrens's
work forwork
the AEG
for the
(Allgemeine
AEG (Allgemeine
Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft)
Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft)
from 1907
from
onwards,
1907 onwards,
the first the
corporate
first corporate
identity identity
manualsmanuals
are not are not
considered
considered
to have appeared
to have appeared
before the
before
late 1950s.
the lateSome
1950s.
efforts
Somehave
efforts have
been made
been
tomade
singletoout
single
precursors
out precursors
to the manual.
to the manual.
One well-known
One well-known
exampleexample
of this isofthe
this
prolific
is the American
prolific American
graphic graphic
design writer
designSteven
writer Steven

Design manual
Design
bymanual
Gérardby
Guerre
Gérard
forGuerre
Merlinfor
Gerin,
Merlin
1967.
Gerin,
Courtesy
1967. of
Courtesy
Gérard of
Guerre.
Gérard Guerre.
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Heller's work
Heller's
onwork
what on
he what
termshe
the
terms
“Nazi
the
graphics
“Nazi graphics
standards
standards
manual”manual”
– the Organisationsbuch
– the Organisationsbuch
der NSDAP
der NSDAP
(Organisational
(Organisational
Handbook
Handbook
of
of
as Hellerasfreely
Heller
admits,
freely this
admits,
book
this
does
book does
the NSDAP,
the NSDAP,
1936).3 However,
1936).3 However,
not contain
not contain
many ofmany
the traditional
of the traditional
trappings
trappings
of a modern
of a modern
manual manual
–
–
such as how
suchtoasconstruct
how to construct
the logo,the
its logo,
measurements,
its measurements,
and guidance
and guidance
on correct
onand
correct
incorrect
and incorrect
usage across
usagea across
number
a number
of applications
of applications
–
–
all of which
all ofare
which
included
are included
in the labour
in theparty
labour
handbook.
party handbook.
Its creation
Its creation
was spurred
was spurred
on by theon1933
by the
publication
1933 publication
of Trepilof
mod
Trepil
Hagekors
mod Hagekors
(Three Arrows
(Three Against
Arrows the
Against
Swastika),
the Swastika),
by the Russian
by the Russian
émigré Sergei
émigré Sergei
Tschachotin
Tschachotin
(1883–1973,
(1883–1973,
later known
lateras
known
Serge as
Chakotin),
Serge Chakotin),
on Danish–
on Danish–
Norwegian
Norwegian
socialistsocialist
publishing
publishing
house Frem
house
Forlag
Frem(Forward
Forlag (Forward
Before 4fleeing
Beforetofleeing
Denmark
to Denmark
in 1933, in
Tschachotin
1933, Tschachotin
Publishing
Publishing
House).4House).
had beenhad
working
been working
as head of
as propaganda
head of propaganda
for the Reichsbanner,
for the Reichsbanner,
the
the
militantmilitant
wing of the
wing
German
of the German
Social Democratic
Social Democratic
Party (SPD).
PartyIn(SPD).
his In his
book, hebook,
argued
hethat
argued
social
that
democrats
social democrats
should learn
should
from
learn
thefrom
Nazis'
the Nazis'
propaganda
propaganda
success and
success
emulate
and emulate
their methods,
their methods,
focusingfocusing
on
on
emotional
emotional
rather than
rather
rational
than rational
appeal. Though
appeal. Though
influential,
influential,
Trepil Trepil
mod Hagekors
mod Hagekors
does notdoes
explain
not why
explain
the why
agitprop
the agitprop
handbook
handbook
looked looked
the way the
it did.
way
Trond
it did.argued
Trondthat
argued
the that
visual
thesimilarity
visual similarity
it sharesitwith
shares with
a modern
a modern
manual manual
may have
may
a practical
have a practical
explanation.
explanation.
The Norwegian
The Norwegian
Labour Party
Labour
expected
Party expected
local members,
local members,
many ofmany
them of
with
them
little
with little
visual training,
visual training,
to produce
to produce
their own
their
materials.
own materials.
At the same
At the
time
same time
it wantedit these
wanted
materials
these materials
to have atoconsistent
have a consistent
appearance
appearance
across across
constituencies,
constituencies,
so some so
guidelines
some guidelines
were needed.
were needed.
In this sense
In this
thesense the
agitpropagitprop
handbook
handbook
served aserved
similara purpose
similar purpose
to a modern
to a modern
manual,manual,
and thatand
it therefore
that it therefore
was devised
was devised
along thealong
samethe
lines
same
should
linesnot
should not
be so surprising.
be so surprising.
As a continuation
As a continuation
of this thought-provoking
of this thought-provoking
event, the
event,
group
theisgroup is
currently
currently
planningplanning
a one-day
a one-day
symposium
symposium
on the subject
on theof
subject
graphic
of graphic
design and
design
design
andcoordination,
design coordination,
scheduled
scheduled
for June for
2015.
June
Given
2015.the
Given the

prevailing
prevailing
gap on the
gaptopic
on the
in the
topic
field
in the
of history
field ofof
history
design,
ofitdesign,
will it will
seek to approach
seek to approach
the subject
thethrough
subject through
a number
a number
of enquiries
of enquiries
ranging ranging
from methodology
from methodology
and terminology,
and terminology,
to designtomanagement
design management
and
and
design professionalization.
design professionalization.

Chiara Barbieri
Chiara Barbieri
is an MPhil/PhD
is an MPhil/PhD
candidate
candidate
in the RCA/V&A
in the RCA/V&A
History History
of Design
ofprogramme,
Design programme,
her research
her research
exploresexplores
the professionthe professionalizationalization
of Italianofgraphic
Italian graphic
design by
design
looking
by looking
at vocational
at vocational
institutes,
institutes,
design studios
design and
studios
mediating
and mediating
channels,
channels,
from thefrom
early-1930s
the early-1930s
to
to
the late-1950s.
the late-1950s.
Trond Klevgaard
Trond Klevgaard
is an independent
is an independent
graphic graphic
designerdesigner
and an MPhil/
and an MPhil/
PhD candidate
PhD candidate
in History
in History
of Design
ofat
Design
the RCA/V&A
at the RCA/V&A
for which
forhewhich he
is researching
is researching
functionalist
functionalist
typography
typography
in Scandinavia.
in Scandinavia.
Tania Messell
Tania Messell
holds anholds
MA from
an MA
thefrom
RCA/V&A
the RCA/V&A
History History
of
of
Design programme
Design programme
during which
duringshe
which
investigated
she investigated
early French
early French
corporate
corporate
identities,
identities,
and currently
and currently
pursues pursues
a PhD ona PhD
the Interon the Internationalnational
CouncilCouncil
of Societies
of Societies
of Industrial
of Industrial
Design (ICSID)
Design (ICSID)
at
at
the University
the University
of Brighton.
of Brighton.
David Preston
David Preston
is an independent
is an independent
graphic graphic
designerdesigner
and Senior
and Senior
LecturerLecturer
at Central
at Central
Saint Martins,
Saint Martins,
his PhDhis
research
PhD research
in History
in History
of Design
ofat
Design
the RCA/V&A
at the RCA/V&A
exploresexplores
the influence
the influence
of emergent
of emergent
programmatic
programmatic
approaches
approaches
to visualtoidentity
visual identity
in post-war
in post-war
Britain. Britain.

3. Heller, Steven.
3. Heller,
“The
Steven.
Master
“The
Race’s
Master
Graphic
Race’sMasterpiece.”
Graphic Masterpiece.”
Design Observer,
Design Observer,
August 2, August
2011. http://observatory.designobserver.com/entry.html?entry=24358.
2, 2011. http://observatory.designobserver.com/entry.html?entry=24358.
4. A German
4. Alanguage
German version
language
was
version
also published:
was also published:
Tschachotin,
Tschachotin,
Sergei. Sergei.
Dreipfeil gegen
Dreipfeil
Hakenkreuz.
gegen Hakenkreuz.
Copenhagen:
Copenhagen:
Verlag Aktiver
Verlag
Sozialismus,
Aktiver Sozialismus,
1933.
1933.
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Touching
Touching
the Wound
the Wound
Dionea Rocha
DioneaWatt
Rocha Watt

For those
For
who
those
arewho
racked
areby
racked
melancholia,
by melancholia,
writing writing
about itabout
wouldit would
1
1
have meaning
have meaning
only if writing
only if writing
sprang out
sprang
of that
outvery
of that
melancholia.
very melancholia.
Julia Kristeva
Julia Kristeva
Is it possible
Is it possible
to writeto
about
writeloss
about
if the
loss
writing
if the does
writing
notdoes
emerge
not emerge
from loss
from
itself,
loss
from
itself,
sensing
from loss?
sensing
In the
loss?encounter
In the encounter
with resonant
with resonant
works ofworks
art, texts
of art,
and
texts
images,
and aimages,
sense of
a sense
loss emerges,
of loss emerges,
rising like
rising like
foam from
foam
thefrom
waves
theofwaves
memory.
of memory.
I sense loss
I sense
andloss
tremble,
and tremble,
aware aware
that to speak
that toofspeak
the loss
of the
I sense
lossinI sense
this encounter
in this encounter
requiresrequires
me to me to
suffer the
suffer
painthe
of loss,
pain its
of loss,
wounding.
its wounding.
Giving voice
Giving
tovoice
loss demands
to loss demands
that I re-experience
that I re-experience
the painthe
of the
painlosses
of theoflosses
the past
of the
as much
past as
asmuch as
encountering
encountering
the other’s
the loss
other’s
in the
losspresent;
in the present;
it demands
it demands
that I that I
relive and
relive
live and
theirlive
impact
theirinimpact
the present
in the present
of living,ofinliving,
the present
in the present
continuous
continuous
of writing.
of writing.
Thus to Thus
be affected
to be affected
by a lossby
that
a loss
is not
that
myis not my
own, butown,
which
butI nevertheless
which I nevertheless
share, isshare,
to sense
is to
loss
sense
anew,
lossasanew,
if it as if it
were a present.
were a present.
This giftThis
is thegift
present
is the present
of being of
affected,
being affected,
sensing sensing
and scenting
and scenting
loss, following
loss, following
its trail. its
Tracing
trail. loss
Tracing
is a loss
tracing
is a of
tracing of
traces. To
traces.
traceTo
and
trace
retrace
and loss,
retrace
to search
loss, toand
search
re-search
and re-search
its traces,
its traces,
is to attend
is toto
attend
what to
passes
whatand
passes
leaves
andinleaves
its passing
in its apassing
trace, a trace,
trail. a trail.
PerhapsPerhaps
the trailthe
leads
trail
meleads
backme
to back
the first
to the
loss,first
theloss,
original
the original
loss – loss –
the one the
I have
onealready
I have forgotten,
already forgotten,
the one the
I remember
one I remember
every time
every
I time I
2
2
WhatisI recall
not the
is event
not the
(I event
cannot(I narrate
cannot narrate
it),
it),
encounter
encounter
loss. What
loss.I recall
3 I remember
remember
being wounded
being wounded
by it. by it.
but its affect.
but its3 Iaffect.

1. Julia Kristeva,
1. Julia Black
Kristeva,
Sun:Black
Depression
Sun: Depression
and Melancholia,
and Melancholia,
translatedtranslated
by
by
Leon S. Roudiez
Leon S.(New
Roudiez
York:
(New
Columbia
York: Columbia
UniversityUniversity
Press, 1989),
Press,
p. 3.1989), p. 3.
2. In her examination
2. In her examination
of depression
of depression
and melancholia,
and melancholia,
Julia Kristeva
Juliarefers
Kristeva
to how
refers to how
present disenchantments
present disenchantments
seem to “awaken
seem toechoes
“awaken
of echoes
old traumas”,
of old traumas”,
“I can thus“I can thus
discover antecedents
discover antecedents
to my current
to mybreakdown
current breakdown
in a loss, death,
in a loss,
or grief
death,
over
or grief over
someone or
someone
something
or something
that I oncethat
loved.”
I once
Julia
loved.”
Kristeva,
Julia Black
Kristeva,
Sun,Black
pp. 4-5.
Sun, pp. 4-5.
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Once theOnce
wound
thecloses
woundup
closes
we speak
up weofspeak
it no longer,
of it no longer,
4
but we never
but we
forget
neverit.forget
it.4
Hélène Cixous
Hélène Cixous

Where one
Where
wound
one closes
woundanother
closes another
one opens.
oneI opens.
am wounded
I am wounded
again, again,
only thisonly
timethis
by the
timeworks
by theofworks
art and
of texts
art and
I encounter;
texts I encounter;
they they
reopen the
reopen
old wound
the old that
wound
perhaps
that perhaps
has never
hasfully
never
closed
fullyand
closed
inflict
and inflict
a new one,
a new
whose
one,outline
whose Ioutline
trace asI trace
I write.
as Writing
I write. Writing
is not anisattempt
not an attempt
to closeto
theclose
wound,
the wound,
but to keep
but to
tracing
keep its
tracing
contours
its contours
as one might
as one might
trace a silhouette
trace a silhouette
– a dark,–solid
a dark,
mass
solid
without
mass without
details, recognizable
details, recognizable
nevertheless.
nevertheless.
Recognizable
Recognizable
as the sense
as the
ofsense
loss that
of loss
surfaces
that surfaces
in
in
writing; writing;
recognizable
recognizable
as the sense
as the
ofsense
loss that
of loss
emerges
that emerges
from thefrom the
artworks,
artworks,
althoughalthough
I am notI able
am not
at first
ableto
atname
first to
orname
identify
or identify
what in what in
them affects
themme.
affects
I amme.
surprised,
I am surprised,
touched,touched,
disturbed,
disturbed,
wounded
wounded
by
by
something
something
in them in
I cannot
them I pinpoint.
cannot pinpoint.
Roland Barthes
Roland Barthes
referredreferred
to the to the
inability inability
to nameto
asname
“a good
as “a
symptom
good symptom
of disturbance”.
of disturbance”.
“What I“What
can I can
name cannot
name really
cannot
prick
really
me”,
prick
he me”,
wrote,
hemaking
wrote, reference
making reference
to what to what
he termed
he termed
the punctum
the punctum
of photography
of photography
(something
(something
in the photoin the photograph that
graph
holds
that
and
holds
affects
andthe
affects
viewer,
the often
viewer,
a detail,
often awhose
detail,impact
whose impact
does notdoes
stemnot
from
stem
its from
obvious
its obvious
meaningmeaning
but, rather,
but,from
rather,
a private
from a private
one). I realise
one). Ithat
realise
what
that
pricks
whatme
pricks
is akin
metois the
akinBarthesian
to the Barthesian
punctum,
punctum,
and thusand
trying
thustotrying
immediately
to immediately
locate and
locate
name
and
the
name
impact
theof
impact
art is of art is
perhapsperhaps
an attempt
an attempt
to pin it to
down,
pin ita down,
fruitless
a fruitless
endeavour.
endeavour.
The failure
The failure
to nameto
shows
namethe
shows
moment
the moment
in whichinthe
which
writer
thecannot
writer master
cannot the
master the
languagelanguage
that categorizes
that categorizes
and bestows
and bestows
names, the
names,
moment
the moment
when when
she is wounded
she is wounded
by objects
by and
objects
by words.
and by words.

I encounter
I encounter
artworks
artworks
that wound,
that wound,
and want,
andorwant,
need,or
toneed,
writeto write
about them;
aboutfor
them;
something
for something
in them in
touches
them touches
and pricks,
andsomething
pricks, something
hurts; and
hurts;
yet the
and pain
yet the
is welcome,
pain is welcome,
as it makes
as itme
makes
feel alive,
me feel
a body
alive, a body
pulsatingpulsating
with painwith
andpain
life. and
I welcome
life. I welcome
the pain,the
even
pain,
though
even Ithough
know I know
it comesitfrom
comes
thefrom
inside
theasinside
much,asormuch,
more,orthan
more,
from
than
thefrom
outside;
the outside;
even though
even Ithough
am pierced
I am pierced
by arrows
by that
arrows
heighten
that heighten
my sensemy
ofsense
vul- of vulnerability.
nerability.
To be vulnerable
To be vulnerable
is to be exposed,
is to be exposed,
susceptible
susceptible
to harm,to harm,
open to open
the possibility
to the possibility
of injury.ofVulnerable
injury. Vulnerable
comes from
comes
Latin
from
vulnus,
Latin vulnus,
a wound,a wound,
indicating
indicating
that a boundary
that a boundary
can be broken.
can be broken.
To be vulnerable
To be vulnerable
is to be exposed
is to be exposed
and wounded,
and wounded,
open to open
that which,
to thatinwhich,
touching,
in touching,
can
can
hurt. Tohurt.
be open
To be
to open
a touch
to athat
touch
canthat
wound,
can wound,
the touch
theoftouch
a pointed
of a pointed
object and
object
the and
touch
theoftouch
the other;
of theand
other;
to be
and
opened
to be opened
up by this
up by this
touch, going
touch,
outside
going outside
of myselfoftomyself
a place
towhere
a placeI where
can encounter
I can encounter
the
the
other. Opening
other. Opening
up myself
uptomyself
be wounded
to be wounded
again, I write.
again, I write.

DioneaDionea
Rocha Watt
RochaisWatt
an artist,
is anwriter
artist,and
writer
PhDand
candidate
PhD candidate
in
in
Critical Critical
and Historical
and Historical
Studies at
Studies
the Royal
at the
College
Royal College
of Art, London.
of Art, London.
Born in Born
Brazil,inshe
Brazil,
has lived
she has
in England
lived in England
for the past
for the
20 years.
past 20 years.

3. The affect
3. The
evoked
affect
byevoked
a present
by aencounter
present encounter
in turn evokes
in turn
theevokes
affect the
of anaffect of an
‘unknown’‘unknown’
experience
experience
(not remembered,
(not remembered,
not narratable).
not narratable).
It is worthItnoting
is worth
thatnoting
the that the
notion of affect,
notion commonly
of affect, commonly
understood
understood
as feeling or
as feeling
emotion,
or when
emotion,
understood
when understood
as
as
emotionalemotional
response beyond
response
knowing,
beyond one
knowing,
that carries
one that
thecarries
trace of
thethe
trace
‘forgotten’
of the ‘forgotten’
event, echoes
event,
Kristeva’s
echoes Kristeva’s
idea of an idea
‘awakening’
of an ‘awakening’
(see note (see
above).
note above).
4. Hélène 4.
Cixous,
Hélène‘What
Cixous,
is it‘What
o’clock?
is itOr
o’clock?
the door
Or (we
the never
door (we
enter)’,
never
translated
enter)’, translated
by
by
CatherineCatherine
A.F. MacGillivray,
A.F. MacGillivray,
in Stigmata:
in Stigmata:
Escaping Texts
Escaping
(London
Textsand
(London
New York:
and New York:
Routledge,Routledge,
2005), PDF
2005),
e-book
PDF
p. e-book
54.
p. 54.
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Speculative
Speculative
Thinking:
Thinking:
On Object
On Object
Oriented
Oriented
Philosophies
Philosophies
and and
Science
Science
Fiction
Fiction
Based
Based
on the
onsession
the session
curated
curated
by by
NinaNina
Trivedi
Trivedi
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Arguments
Arguments
in cultural
in cultural
anthropology
anthropology
seem to seem
be amongst
to be amongst
the mostthe most
effectiveeffective
and engaging
and engaging
when thinking
when thinking
about how
about
politics
how and
politics
the and the
5
5
ontological
ontological
turn fit together?
turn fit together?
The ontological
The ontological
turn is often
turn imbricated
is often imbricated
in a Deleuzian
in a Deleuzian
framework,
framework,
6
6
as ‘an immanent
as ‘an immanent
politics of
politics
permanent
of permanent
differentiation’.
differentiation’.
Povinelli’s
Povinelli’s
otherwise,
otherwise,
considered
considered
as a performative
as a performative
stance, isstance,
‘the is ‘the
anthropological
anthropological
concept concept
of ontology
of ontology
as the multiplicity
as the multiplicity
of formsofofforms of
existenceexistence
enacted enacted
in concrete
in concrete
practices,
practices,
where politics
where becomes
politics becomes
the
the
non-skeptical
non-skeptical
elicitation
elicitation
of this manifold
of this manifold
of potentials
of potentials
for how for
things
how things
7
could be’.
could
be’.7
To offer To
assertions
offer assertions
about what
about
“is”what
or mandates
“is” or mandates
about what
about what
“should “should
be” is, inbe”
itself
is, ainpolitical
itself a political
act- unabashedly
act- unabashedly
grantinggranting
the
the
“otherwise”
“otherwise”
full ontological
full ontological
stabilitystability
and forming
and forming
it into a feaseable
it into a feaseable
and workable
and workable
solution.solution.
The argument
The argument
about the
about
political
the political
in a wayin a way
also seems
alsotoseems
bring to
into
bring
lightinto
thelight
question
the question
about the
about
politics
the of
politics
that of that
argument.
argument.
The “other”
The of
“other”
the otherwise
of the otherwise
can refercan
to politics
refer to and
politics
the and the
possibility
possibility
of there of
being
there
things
beingother
things
than
other
identity
than identity
politics. politics.
As
As
Matei Candea
Matei Candea
states instates
his position
in his position
piece, The
piece,
Ontology
The Ontology
of the of the
PoliticalPolitical
Turn, toTurn,
ask about
to ask
this
about
‘is tothis
ask‘is
intoother
ask in
words,
otherhow
words,
“other”
how “other”
the otherwise
the otherwise
can be’.8can be’.8

Nina Trivedi
Nina Trivedi
is a PhDiscandidate
a PhD candidate
in Critical
in Critical
& Historical
& Historical
Studies at
Studies at
the Royal
the
College
Royal of
College
Art. She
of Art.
has aShe
BFA
hasfrom
a BFA
Parsons
from Parsons
School ofSchool of
Design and
Design
MFA
and
from
MFA
Goldsmiths
from Goldsmiths
College.College.
She is the
She
book
is the
reviews
book reviews
editor for
editor
the Journal
for the of
Journal
VisualofCulture
Visual Culture
and is working
and is working
on a
on a
forthcoming
forthcoming
article about
article
the
about
exhibition
the exhibition
Helter Skelter
HelterLA
Skelter
Art in
LAthe
Art in the
1990s and
1990s
Object
andoriented
Object oriented
politics. politics.

5. Taking into
5. Taking
consideration,
into consideration,
an anthropological
an anthropological
notion of power
notiondifferences
of power differences
(politics) and
(politics)
the powers
and the
of powers
difference
of difference
(ontology)(ontology)
can pave the
canway
pave
forthe
anway
analysis
for an analysis
of the relationship
of the relationship
between how
between
ontology
howand
ontology
politics
and
arepolitics
correlated
are correlated
in the social
in the social
sciences and
sciences
cognate
anddisciplines
cognate disciplines
6. Holbraad,
6. Holbraad,
Martin, Pedersen,
Martin, Pedersen,
Morten Axel
Morten
and Viveiros
Axel andde
Viveiros
Castro,de
Eduardo.
Castro, Eduardo.
"The Politics
"The
ofPolitics
Ontology:
of Ontology:
Anthropological
Anthropological
Positions."Positions."
FieldsightsFieldsights
- Theorizing
- Theorizing
the
the
Contemporary,
Contemporary,
Cultural Anthropology
Cultural Anthropology
Online, January
Online,13,
January
2014, http://culanth.org/
13, 2014, http://culanth.org/
fieldsights/462-the-politics-of-ontology-anthropological-positions
fieldsights/462-the-politics-of-ontology-anthropological-positions
7. Holbraad,
7. Holbraad,
Martin, Pedersen,
Martin, Pedersen,
Morten Axel
Morten
and Viveiros
Axel andde
Viveiros
Castro,de
Eduardo.
Castro, Eduardo.
"The Politics
"The
ofPolitics
Ontology:
of Ontology:
Anthropological
Anthropological
Positions."Positions."
FieldsightsFieldsights
- Theorizing
- Theorizing
the
the
Contemporary,
Contemporary,
Cultural Anthropology
Cultural Anthropology
Online, January
Online,13,
January
2014, http://culanth.org/
13, 2014, http://culanth.org/
fieldsights/462-the-politics-of-ontology-anthropological-positions
fieldsights/462-the-politics-of-ontology-anthropological-positions
8. Candea,8.Matei.
Candea,
"The
Matei.
Ontology
"The Ontology
of the Political
of theTurn."
Political
Fieldsights
Turn." Fieldsights
- Theorizing
- Theorizing
the Contemporary,
the Contemporary,
Cultural Anthropology
Cultural Anthropology
Online, January
Online,13,
January
2014, 13, 2014,
http://www.culanth.org/fieldsights/469-the-ontology-of-the-political-turn
http://www.culanth.org/fieldsights/469-the-ontology-of-the-political-turn
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Illustration by Alexandra Turner

Illustration by Alexandra Turner

Joe Camel
Joe Camel
BarnabyBarnaby
LambertLambert

Joe had seen
Joe had
thisseen
camel
thisbefore.
camelItbefore.
was lighter
It wasthan
lighter
thethan
others.
the others.
Part of aPart
group
of aofgroup
five orofsix
five
camels
or sixthat
camels
stood,
thatevery
stood,
day,
every
outside
day, outside
the hotelthe
in hotel
whichinhewhich
was staying.
he was staying.
Presumably
Presumably
you could
you
ride
could ride
them onthem
someon
kind
some
of tour.
kind But
of tour.
sinceBut
he since
hadn'theseen
hadn't
anyone
seen doing
anyone doing
so Joe could
so Joe
not
could
confirm
not confirm
this. Instead,
this. Instead,
he beganhetobegan
wonder
to wonder
if the if the
creaturescreatures
might just
might
be ajust
partbe
ofathe
part
hotel's
of thefacade.
hotel'sItfacade.
was, after
It was,
all,after all,
an upmarket
an upmarket
hotel. And
hotel.
theyAnd
really
they
looked
reallythe
looked
part the
standing
part standing
outside of
outside
it. of it.
He had not
He had
previously
not previously
taken any
taken
special
anyinterest
special in
interest
camels.
in camels.
But Joe reckoned
But Joe reckoned
that thisthat
one,this
the one,
lighter
theone,
lighter
wasone,
the best
was the
of best of
the group.
theItgroup.
stood It
a little
stoodstraighter
a little straighter
than thethan
others,
thewith
others,
paler
with paler
fur lending
fur lending
contrastcontrast
to the animals
to the animals
long andlong
black
and
eyelashes.
black eyelashes.
Joe understood
Joe understood
that thisthat
feature
thiskept
feature
sand
kept
outsand
of the
out
camel’s
of the eyes.
camel’s eyes.
In the deserts
In thewhere
desertshewhere
imagined
he imagined
such a creature
such a creature
would naturally
would naturally
live theylive
made
they
perfect
madesense.
perfectHere
sense.
onHere
the pavement
on the pavement
however,however,
Joe
Joe
found them
found
excessive
them excessive
and oddly
and
flirtatious.
oddly flirtatious.
A thought
A thought
he stifledhe stifled
as he walked
as he up
walked
to askup
the
toman
ask the
apparently
man apparently
in chargeinofcharge
them of
if he
them if he
might take
might
a picture.
take a picture.
Most of Most
Joe's pictures
of Joe's pictures
so far were
so far
probably
were probably
too serious.
too serious.
UnUnpeopled peopled
landmarks
landmarks
and openand
expanses
open expanses
of sand. of
They
sand.
were
They
good
were good
photographs,
photographs,
he thought,
he thought,
but theybut
lacked
theyany
lacked
sense
any
of sense
holiday
of holiday
fun. Which
fun.isWhich
why, before
is why,unpacking
before unpacking
his camera,
his camera,
Joe removed
Joe removed
his sunglasses.
his sunglasses.
He had an
Heidea:
had an
he idea:
was going
he was
togoing
take the
to take
glasses
the glasses
and, with
and,
permission,
with permission,
get the camel
get thetocamel
wear them
to wear
forthem
a portrait.
for a portrait.
The manThe
in charge
man inofcharge
the camels
of theconsented.
camels consented.
And JoeAnd
approached
Joe approached
the animal
thehe
animal
had previously
he had previously
admired.admired.
Before lending
Before lending
it his shades,
it his Joe
shades,
stroked
Joe the
stroked
top of
the
the
top
camel's
of the camel's
head. Now
head.
acquainted,
Now acquainted,
he gentlyhetried
gently
to rest
triedthe
to glasses
rest theon
glasses
its face.
on its face.
The camel
Thewas
camel
placid
wasenough.
placid enough.
But despite
Buthaving
despiteknown
havingthat
known
the that the
fit wouldfitbewould
imperfect,
be imperfect,
Joe had not
Joe had
taken
not
into
taken
account
into account
just howjust how
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massive massive
this facethis
was.face
Or was.
the way
Or the
in which
way innowhich
part of
noitpart
suggested
of it suggested
where a where
pair ofaglasses
pair ofmight
glassesgo.
might
Nor yielded
go. Nor any
yielded
shape
any
forshape
themfor them
to cling to.
to cling to.
It was a kind
It wasofa puzzle.
kind ofApuzzle.
jigsawAofjigsaw
two inofwhich
two inneither
which piece
neither piece
could make
could
sense
make
of sense
the other.
of theThe
other.
space
The
between
space between
the camel's
the eyes
camel's eyes
was nearly
wastwice
nearly
thetwice
width
theofwidth
the glasses.
of the With
glasses.
theWith
snout,
theleading
snout, leading
down todown
the nose,
to the
extending
nose, extending
horizontally
horizontally
away from
away
thefrom
eyes the
andeyes and
much too
much
far above
too far
them.
above
The
them.
noseThe
itself
nose
wasitself
a stubby
was agnarl
stubby
of gnarl of
folded skin
folded
andskin
wasand
of no
was
useoftonoJoe
use
at to
all.Joe at all.
The glasses
Thecould
glasses
becould
firmlybewrapped
firmly wrapped
around the
around
camel's
the snout.
camel's snout.
Yet because
Yet because
this sat at
this
near
satninety
at neardegrees
ninety degrees
in relation
in relation
to the eyes,
to the eyes,
the lenses
thewould
lensesface
would
directly
face directly
upward.upward.
This gaveThis
thegave
impression
the impression
of
of
a snout wearing
a snout wearing
sunglasses,
sunglasses,
not a camel.
not aFollowing
camel. Following
this, Joethis,
triedJoe tried
folding the
folding
glasses
theto
glasses
prop them
to prop
upthem
against
up the
against
snout.
theBut
snout.
without
But without
anythinganything
to wrap to
around
wrap they
around
keptthey
falling
keptoff.
falling off.
Not yet discouraged,
Not yet discouraged,
Joe aimed
Joea aimed
little higher.
a littleFinding
higher. Finding
a part a part
of the head
of the
that
head
metthat
the top
metof
the
the
top
snout
of the
onsnout
whichonthe
which
armsthe
of his
arms of his
glasses could
glasses
rest.
could
Admittedly,
rest. Admittedly,
this wasthis
wellwas
above
well
the
above
eyes the
from
eyes from
any angle.
anyBut
angle.
it didBut
align
it did
nicely
alignwith
nicely
thewith
ears.the
And
ears.
as the
And
task
as the
hadtask had
already dragged
already dragged
on (withon
a few
(with
people
a fewalready
people gathering
already gathering
to watch)to watch)
Joe decided
Joe decided
that thisthat
wasthis
as good
was as it
good
got.as it got.
Carefully,
Carefully,
Joe began
Joetobegan
step backwards.
to step backwards.
He drewHe
outdrew
his camera
out his camera
and uncapped
and uncapped
the lens.the
Thelens.
animal
Thewas
animal
taller
was
than
taller
he was.
than To
he get
was. To get
the whole
theface
whole
in frame,
face inJoe
frame,
would
Joehave
would
to go
have
onto
tiptoes.
go on At
tiptoes.
the right
At the right
elevation,
elevation,
he angled
hehimself
angled to
himself
the left
toof
the
hisleft
subject.
of his subject.
Adjusting
Adjusting
his
his
focus as focus
the camel
as theshook
camelitsshook
head its
andhead
yawned.
and yawned.

BarnabyBarnaby
LambertLambert
is an artist
is an
and
artist
designer
and designer
workingworking
across text,
across text,
image and
image
performance.
and performance.
Joe Camel
JoeisCamel
a shortisstory
a short
of anthropostory of anthropocentric failure
centricinfailure
whichinthree
which
objects
three(a
objects
camel,(aacamel,
personaand
person
a pair
and a pair
of sunglasses)
of sunglasses)
strugglestruggle
to maketo
sense
make
of sense
each other.
of each other.

Practising
Practising
‘Flat Ecology’
‘Flat Ecology’
in Everyday
in Everyday
Life. Proposal
Life. Proposal
and Questions
and Questions
Mirko Nikolić
Mirko Nikolić

In my artwork
In my artwork
and research,
and research,
I aim to Iput
aimtotopractice
put to practice
an ontological
an ontological
framework
framework
I call ‘flatI call
ecology’.
‘flat ecology’.
It is an ontology
It is an ontology
based onbased
a conjunction
on a conjunction
of several
ofnew
several
materialist
new materialist
and object-oriented
and object-oriented
philosophies
philosophies
that
that
share a ‘flat
share
ontological’
a ‘flat ontological’
stance (DeLanda,
stance (DeLanda,
2002: 46).
2002:
The 46).
aimThe
of this
aim of this
framework
framework
is to act as
is to
a method
act as a method
for creating
for creating
aestheticaesthetic
situations
situations
which can
which
be thought
can be thought
to operate
to “in
operate
and for
“in aand
more-than-human
for a more-than-human
world” (Whatmore,
world” (Whatmore,
2006). ‘Flat
2006).
ecology’
‘Flat ecology’
thus endeavours
thus endeavours
to provide
to provide
ground for
ground
the making
for the making
of aesthetic
of aesthetic
situations
situations
in whichinhumans
which humans
and
and
nonhumans
nonhumans
engage in
engage
flat relations,
in flat relations,
thus in which
thus innowhich
entityno
holds
entity
anholds an
ontological
ontological
(and, by (and,
extension,
by extension,
epistemological,
epistemological,
or any other)
or anyprivilege
other) privilege
over anyover
entity
any
involved.
entity involved.
However,
However,
workingworking
with thiswith
ontology
this ontology
and
and
trying totrying
deploytoitdeploy
in real-life
it in real-life
contextscontexts
opens upopens
a number
up a number
of
of
questions
questions
and problems.
and problems.

A ‘flat ecological’
A ‘flat ecological’
approach
approach
begins by
begins
assuming
by assuming
that humans
that humans
hold no hold no
1. Proposal.
1. Proposal.
Outline Outline
special position
in the universe.
in the universe.
Therefore,
Therefore,
it acceptsit one
accepts
of the
one
theses
of the theses
of a ‘flat of
ecology’
a ‘flat ecology’special position
of ‘flat ontology’,
of ‘flat ontology’,
as formulated
as formulated
by Levi Bryant:
by Levi Bryant:
All entities
All entities
are on equal
are on
ontological
equal ontological
footing and
footing
… no
andentity,
… no entity,
whetherwhether
artificialartificial
or natural,
or natural,
symbolicsymbolic
or physical,
or physical,
possesses
possesses
greater ontological
greater ontological
dignity than
dignity
other
thanobjects.
other objects.
(Bryant,(Bryant,
2011a: 246)
2011a: 246)
However,
However,
entities are
entities
not disposed
are not disposed
on a flat on
homogeneous
a flat homogeneous
plane; plane;
“‘to be is“‘to
to make
be is to
ormake
produce
or produce
difference”
difference”
(Bryant,(Bryant,
2011b: 263)
2011b: 263)
which means
whichthat
means
flat that
ontology
flat ontology
is populated
is populated
by “unique,
by “unique,
singularsingular
individual[s]”
individual[s]”
(DeLanda,
(DeLanda,
2002: 46).
2002:
“Nothing
46). “Nothing
is, by itself,
is, by
either
itself, either
reduciblereducible
or irreducible
or irreducible
to something
to something
else” (Latour,
else” (Latour,
1988: 158).
1988:
Since
158). Since
each entity
each
is entity
uniqueisand
unique
mutually
and mutually
irreducible,
irreducible,
thereforetherefore
“the world
“the world
or the universe
or the universe
does notdoes
exist”
not
(Bryant,
exist” (Bryant,
2011a: 246).
2011a:
Flat
246).
ecology
Flat ecology
83
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implies aimplies
“pluriverse”
a “pluriverse”
(Latour,(Latour,
2004: 246)
2004:
– individual
246) – individual
entities engage
entities engage
with thewith
world
the
inworld
different
in different
ways, they
ways,
are they
not unified
are not aunified
priori under
a priori under
any umbrella
any umbrella
term such
term
as ‘nature’
such as ‘nature’
or ‘society’
or ‘society’
or ‘world’.
or Each
‘world’.
entity
Each entity
“makes a“makes
whole world
a whole
forworld
itself”
for(Latour,
itself” (Latour,
1988: 166),
1988:
which
166),also
which
means
also means
that it isthat
a “strange
it is a “strange
stranger”
stranger”
to any other
to any
(Morton,
other (Morton,
2010: 46–7).
2010:There
46–7). There
is no pre-given
is no pre-given
mesh that
mesh
brings
thateverything
brings everything
together-togetherbridges need
bridges
to need to
be laboriously
be laboriously
constructed.
constructed.
The firstThe
characteristic
first characteristic
of the ecological
of the ecological
subject issubject
that itisisthat
ableittois able to
make a difference;
make a difference;
it performs
it performs
actions. actions.
Therefore,
Therefore,
at the beginning,
at the beginning,
I will callI will
the ecological
call the ecological
subject an
subject
actoran
(Latour,
actor (Latour,
2005: 46).
2005:
Actors
46). Actors
never actnever
in a vacuum,
act in a vacuum,
they are they
always
are“in
always
the middle”
“in the middle”
of other of other
agencies,agencies,
thus theythus
‘intra-act’
they ‘intra-act’
(Barad, 2007:
(Barad,
139-40).
2007: 139-40).
In otherIn
words,
other words,
they establish,
they establish,
maintainmaintain
or unmake
or unmake
connections,
connections,
conjunctions
conjunctions
or
or
disjunctions
disjunctions
with other
with
entities.
other entities.
In orderIn
to order
‘intra-act’,
to ‘intra-act’,
two entities,
two entities,
since they
since
are they
mutually
are mutually
irreducible,
irreducible,
always need
always
a third
needone
a third
which
oneperforms
which performs
‘mediation’
‘mediation’
or ‘translation’
or ‘translation’
(Latour,(Latour,
1988: 162).
1988:
This
162).
‘third
This
person’
‘third can
person’
be called
can be called
either ‘intermediary’
either ‘intermediary’
or ‘mediator’,
or ‘mediator’,
depending
depending
on how iton‘transports’
how it ‘transports’
the message
the message
(Latour,(Latour,
2005: 39).
2005:
Because
39). Because
of the mediators,
of the mediators,
‘irreducible’
‘irreducible’
entities are
entities
able are
to connect,
able to connect,
but, because
but, because
of the uniqueness
of the uniqueness
of each of each
of the three
of the
entities
three involved,
entities involved,
every ‘translation’
every ‘translation’
involvesinvolves
“misunder“misunderstanding”
standing”
(Latour,(Latour,
1988: 168)
1988:
– a 168)
surplus
– a or
surplus
deficit,
oradeficit,
difference
a difference
in
in
meaning,
meaning,
or a certain
or a degree
certainofdegree
unknowability.
of unknowability.
Instead of
Instead
imagining
of imagining
this inevitable
this inevitable
misunderstanding
misunderstanding
as leading
as into
leading
the into
darknesses
the darknesses
of
of
chaos, this
chaos,
is the
this
soil
is from
the soil
which
fromstems
which
and
stems
flourishes
and flourishes
the becoming
the becoming
of entities.
of entities.
Were they
Were
to be
they
fully
to transparent
be fully transparent
or deployed,
or deployed,
the world
the world
would come
would
to come
a standstill,
to a standstill,
there would
therenot
would
be any
notbecoming
be any becoming
nor
nor
time andtime
space.
and space.
An actorAn
is never
actor is
fully
never
actualised,
fully actualised,
it is “split”
it isbetween
“split” between
its “localits “local
manifestation”
manifestation”
(actual) (actual)
and its “virtual
and its “virtual
proper being”
proper(Bryant,
being” (Bryant,
2011a: 2011a:
114). The114).
virtual
Thedimension
virtual dimension
of an actor
of an
is shaped
actor isby
shaped
its affects,
by itswhich
affects, which
indicateindicate
“unactualised
“unactualised
capacities
capacities
to affectto
and
affect
be affected”
and be affected”
(DeLanda,
(DeLanda,
2002: 62),
2002:
in other
62), in
words,
otherits
words,
relational
its relational
capacities
capacities
or openings.
or openings.
Virtual Virtual
dimension
dimension
can be imagined
can be imagined
as a “phase
as aspace”,
“phasedefined
space”, by
defined
attractors
by attractors
or structural
or structural
gravities,gravities,
virtual trajectories
virtual trajectories
that an actor
that an
canactor
potentially
can potentially
actualiseactualise
or perform
or perform
(Bryant,(Bryant,
2011a: 89).
2011a:
Importantly,
89). Importantly,
the actual
theand
actual and

virtual are
virtual
not two
are not
disjoined
two disjoined
levels of levels
beingof
– “[t]he
beingvirtual
– “[t]heisvirtual
fully is fully
real in soreal
far in
as so
it is
farvirtual”
as it is virtual”
(Deleuze,
(Deleuze,
in DeLanda,
in DeLanda,
2002: 37),
2002:
it is 37),
a it is a
withdrawn
withdrawn
thus notthus
present
not but
present
nonetheless
but nonetheless
equally real
equally
dimension.
real dimension.
The virtual
Theconceals
virtual conceals
all the responses
all the responses
to the question
to the question
SpinozaSpinoza
posed: posed:
“what can
“what
a body
cando?”
a body
(Deleuze
do?” (Deleuze
and Guattari,
and Guattari,
1987: 256).
1987:
In 256).
an In an
ecology,ecology,
we can't we
ever
can't
fully
ever
know
fully
what
know
onewhat
can one
do, not
caneven
do, not
about
even about
ourselves.
ourselves.
Entities Entities
emerge only
emerge
through
only through
‘trials’ (Latour,
‘trials’ (Latour,
1988: 158)
1988: 158)
or ‘intra-actions’.
or ‘intra-actions’.
When taken
When
together,
taken together,
the virtual
theand
virtual
actual
anddimensions
actual dimensions
come come
to identify
to identify
the ecological
the ecological
subject as
subject
a singular
as a singular
‘actor-network’.
‘actor-network’.
‘Actor’ is‘Actor’
the lieu
is of
themomentary
lieu of momentary
action (topographical
action (topographical
timespace,
timespace,
‘here’ and
‘here’
‘now’
and
of ‘now’
the actor),
of theand
actor),
‘network’
and ‘network’
is a configuration
is a configuration
of
of
its affectsits(topological
affects (topological
timespace
timespace
of its capacities
of its capacities
to ‘intra-act’).
to ‘intra-act’).
BetweenBetween
the two dimensions,
the two dimensions,
affects are
affects
trajectories
are trajectories
of intensity
of intensity
that actualise
that actualise
and virtualise
and virtualise
action. The
action.
notion
Theofnotion
phaseof
space
phase space
moves away
moves
from
away
thefrom
division
the division
interior/exterior;
interior/exterior;
‘actor-network’
‘actor-network’
is a multiplicity
is a multiplicity
of trajectories
of trajectories
that shoot
that
both
shoot
centripetally
both centripetally
and
and
centrifugally
centrifugally
from thefrom
‘actor’.
the ‘actor’.
Actors are
Actors
situated
are situated
among other
among
actor-networks,
other actor-networks,
actually actually
and
and
virtually.virtually.
An actor’s
Antopographical,
actor’s topographical,
thus physical,
thus physical,
locationlocation
is deter-is determined by
mined
and with
by and
others,
withand
others,
an actor’s
and antopological
actor’s topological
timespace
timespace
is
is
equally configured
equally configured
by the constellation
by the constellation
of topologies
of topologies
of other of
actors.
other actors.
Bodies co-exist
Bodies co-exist
in proximity
in proximity
or at distance
or at distance
from each
from
other,
each
and
other, and
they canthey
perform
can perform
certain actions
certain within
actionsthe
within
current
the state
current
of things
state of things
and the respective
and the respective
networks
networks
of capacities
of capacities
of other of
adjacent
other adjacent
actors. actors.
ThroughThrough
intensification
intensification
of particular
of particular
affects, topologies
affects, topologies
of different
of different
actors can
actors
criss-cross
can criss-cross
and hence
andget
hence
entangled.
get entangled.
This ‘meeting’
This ‘meeting’
or
or
‘gathering’
‘gathering’
of two entities
of two originates
entities originates
in the virtual
in theas
virtual
it is mediated
as it is mediated
by affects
byofaffects
actorsofinvolved.
actors involved.
CounterCounter
to the system/environment
to the system/environment
approach
approach
which posits
which
a ‘selective
posits a ‘selective
openness’
openness’
and ‘operational
and ‘operational
closure’ closure’
of organisms,
of organisms,
in a totally
in a‘flat
totally
ecology’,
‘flat ecology’,
any entity
any
can
entity
potentially
can potentially
be
be
affected affected
by any one
by any
else.one
It only
else.depends
It only depends
on the number
on the number
of mediators
of mediators
necessary
necessary
betweenbetween
them, and
them,
times
and
and
times
spaces
andofspaces
mediation.
of mediation.
This This
does notdoes
mean
not
that
mean
“everything
that “everything
is connected
is connected
to everything
to everything
else”, butelse”, but
it can be.itThere
can be.
areThere
no definite
are no definite
firewallsfirewalls
or tax-free
or tax-free
havens, everything
havens, everything
is exposed
is exposed
to influence.
to influence.
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Based onBased
this brief
on this
exposition,
brief exposition,
one starts
one
seeing
startsthe
seeing
difficulties
the difficulties
and
and
possibilities
possibilities
for thinking
for thinking
and making
and making
meetingsmeetings
among ‘strange
among ‘strange
strangers’.
strangers’.
There areThere
very are
different
very different
types of types
meeting
of meeting
or relations
or relations
that
that
can be forged.
can beThe
forged.
practice
The practice
of ‘flat ecology’
of ‘flat ecology’
is interested
is interested
in a special
in a special
case of ‘meeting’
case of ‘meeting’
which induces
which induces
two actors
twointo
actors
coexistence
into coexistence
on equalon equal
terms – flat
terms
relation
– flat relation
among equal
among
butequal
irreducible
but irreducible
subjectssubjects
(or objects).
(or objects).
In this type
In this
of conjunction,
type of conjunction,
none of the
none
actors
of thehas
actors
its virtual
has its virtual
capacities
capacities
or actualormanifestation
actual manifestation
cut down
cut
ordown
restrained,
or restrained,
their their
respective
respective
capacities
capacities
are either
are
maintained
either maintained
or increased.
or increased.
The question
The question
that ‘flatthat
ecology’
‘flat ecology’
tries to address
tries to address
is whether
is whether
it is possible
it is possible
to createto create
such associations
such associations
among irreducible
among irreducible
entities. entities.
“What would
“Whata would
truly a truly
democratic
democratic
encounter
encounter
betweenbetween
truly equal
truly
beings
equallook
beings
like,look
what
like, what
would itwould
be – can
it be
we–even
can we
imagine
even imagine
it?” (Morton,
it?” (Morton,
2010: 15).
2010:
How15).
to How to
make and
make
enact
and
assemblages
enact assemblages
“where each
“where
singularity
each singularity
can live can
out its
live out its
own strangeness
own strangeness
to the extent
to theofextent
its possibilities”
of its possibilities”
(Raunig,(Raunig,
2013)? 2013)?

2. Questions.
2. Questions. As I am As
trying
I amtotrying
maketo
artwork
make artwork
dealing with
dealing
a number
with a number
of humans
of humans
FrictionsFrictions
and
and and nonhumans
and nonhumans
throughthrough
the prism
theofprism
these of
ideas,
these
this
ideas,
gives
this
risegives rise
‘surprises
‘surprises
of action’of action’
to a number
to a number
of problems
of problems
that I deem
thatto
I deem
be of relevance
to be of relevance
beyond the
beyond the
realm ofrealm
artistic
ofpractice.
artistic practice.
According
According
to the thesis
to the
ofthesis
ontological
of ontological
equality,equality,
all actorsallare
actors
equally
are real,
equally
theyreal,
have
they
equal
have
claim
equal
onclaim
reality.
on reality.
However,
However,
throughthrough
cultural,cultural,
economic
economic
and political
and political
operations,
operations,
human societies
human societies
hierarchise
hierarchise
reality, humans
reality, humans
do not regard
do notall
regard
enti- all entities and ties
relations
and relations
they entertain
they entertain
as equally
as real
equally
to the
real
human
to the ones.
human ones.
The relation
The relation
betweenbetween
a leaf of agrass
leaf of
and
grass
a sheep
and is,
a sheep
with difficulty,
is, with difficulty,
put on the
putsame
on the
level
same
as one
levelbetween
as one between
a mayoraand
mayor
his/her
andelectorate.
his/her electorate.
Therefore,
Therefore,
the realness
the realness
of actorsofand
actors
relations
and relations
is not given,
is notit given,
must be
it must be
made. Ifmade.
it is toIfbeitput
is toinbeaction,
put in‘flat
action,
ontology’
‘flat ontology’
will inevitably
will inevitably
come come
upon frictions
upon frictions
and resistances.
and resistances.
When working
When working
with actual
withentities,
actual entities,
the verythe
ideavery
of total
ideaflatness
of total flatness
probablyprobably
cannot ever
cannot
be fully
ever achieved
be fully achieved
owing toowing
the fact
to that
the fact
the that the
initiatorinitiator
of actionofisaction
a human.
is a human.
However,
However,
this is not
this
to issay
not
outright
to say outright
that ‘flatthat
ontology’
‘flat ontology’
is some impossible
is some impossible
ideal andideal
thatand
it belongs
that it belongs
only only
to ‘speculative
to ‘speculative
metaphysics’.
metaphysics’.
This inherent
This inherent
difficultydifficulty
calls for calls
a for a
differentdifferent
positioning
positioning
of the practitioner
of the practitioner
in comparison
in comparison
to the theory.
to the theory.
Concepts
Concepts
such as ‘flat’,
such ‘actor’
as ‘flat’,and
‘actor’
‘coexistence’
and ‘coexistence’
should then
should
actthen
moreact more

as attractors
as attractors
than as normative
than as normative
predicates.
predicates.
In this sense,
In thisontology
sense, ontology
does notdoes
search
nottosearch
postulate
to postulate
truth about
truth
reality,
aboutbut
reality,
to outline
but to “lines
outline “lines
of flight”offor
flight”
the practice.
for the practice.
As Timothy
As Timothy
Morton Morton
says about
says
the
about the
‘ecological
‘ecological
thought’:thought’:
Environment
Environment
is theoryis–theory
theory–not
theory
as answer
not as to
answer
a question,
to a question,
… , but … , but
as question,
as question,
and question
and question
mark, asmark,
in question,
as in question,
questioning-ness.
questioning-ness.
(Morton,(Morton,
2007: 175)
2007: 175)
The practice
The practice
of flat ontology
of flat ontology
tries to think
tries to
and
think
place
and
humans
place humans
outside outside
of human
of boxes,
humanbut
boxes,
it is not
but about
it is not
stepping
about stepping
out of the
out
human
of the body
human body
into a vacuum.
into a vacuum.
It is an embodied
It is an embodied
work which
workoperates
which operates
with thewith
real the real
and the virtual,
and the and
virtual,
gives
and
special
givesattention
special attention
to the second.
to the second.
The actual
The actual
and the virtual
and theare
virtual
equally
are real
equally
dimensions
real dimensions
of an actor,
of an
thus,
actor,
importhus, importantly, actual
tantly,relations
actual relations
should not
should
be given
not be
privilege
given privilege
over theover
virtual
the virtual
ones. Virtual
ones. is
Virtual
more evasive
is more and
evasive
more
and
pliable,
more hence
pliable,it hence
requires
it requires
special type
special
of sensitivity
type of sensitivity
or “sensibility”
or “sensibility”
(Berardi,(Berardi,
2012: 121).
2012:
It is121).
the It is the
realm ofrealm
weak of
causalities
weak causalities
and fragile
andvoices,
fragilebeneath
voices, beneath
the thresholds
the thresholds
of audibility
of audibility
but not out
butof
not
existence.
out of existence.
HumansHumans
are all the
aretime
all the
engaged
time engaged
in virtual
inrelations
virtual relations
– for example,
– for example,
throughthrough
the rare the
metals
rarewe
metals
use today
we use
that
today
willthat
impact
willlives
impact
far lives
in thefar in the
future. Because
future. Because
of this, itofisthis,
one it
ofisthe
one
territories
of the territories
for the practice
for the practice
of
of
‘flat ecology’
‘flat ecology’
– production
– production
of sites ofofvirtual
sites ofrelations
virtual relations
or virtual
or virtual
assemblies,
assemblies,
of present-futures
of present-futures
and ‘future
andfuture[s]’
‘future future[s]’
(Morton,(Morton,
2013: 2013:
91-2). This
91-2).
is byThis
necessity
is by necessity
a work involving
a work involving
high degrees
high degrees
of epistemic
of epistemic
uncertainty
uncertainty
- how can
- how
we ever
can know
we ever
theknow
virtual?
the virtual?
Following
Following
its definiits definition, thetion,
virtual
theshould
virtualnot
should
be understood
not be understood
as something
as something
preconstipreconstituted, but
tuted,
as anbut
affective
as an affective
field within
fieldwhich
withinthe
which
practice
the practice
becomes.
becomes.
An art practice
An art practice
here pushes
hereagainst
pushes the
against
possible
the possible
of a given
ofsituation,
a given situation,
the effective
the effective
disposition
disposition
of entities
of and
entities
theirand
affects,
theirand
affects,
triesand
to tries to
remain radically
remain radically
open to the
open
relations
to the relations
and positions
and positions
that seem
that
to seem to
be incredibly
be incredibly
remote, remote,
spatiallyspatially
and/or temporally.
and/or temporally.
The treesThe
that
trees
fall that fall
in Amazon
in Amazon
far fromfar
sight
from
aresight
real, are
as much
real, as
asmuch
a littleasblue
a little
penguin
blue penguin
in Antarctica,
in Antarctica,
as muchas
asmuch
a dataaspacket
a datainpacket
this smartphone.
in this smartphone.
Their Their
individual
individual
realnesses
realnesses
matter, and
matter,
theyand
canthey
conjoin
can conjoin
with humans
with humans
in
in
collective
collective
processes
processes
of ‘mattering’.
of ‘mattering’.
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Flat ontology
Flat ontology
recognises
recognises
the realities
the realities
of a multitude
of a multitude
of irreducible
of irreducible
and heterogeneous
and heterogeneous
others. At
others.
the same
At the
time,
same
it breaks
time, itthe
breaks
newsthe
that
news that
we cannot
weever
cannot
reach
ever
them
reach
onthem
their on
own
their
terms.
ownTherefore,
terms. Therefore,
this framethis framework may
work
seem
may
either
seemdiscouraging
either discouraging
or as incredibly
or as incredibly
demanding,
demanding,
perhaps perhaps
a task fora ultra-funded
task for ultra-funded
science and
science
techand
projects,
tech projects,
or most or most
labyrinthine
labyrinthine
metaphysics.
metaphysics.
But, in the
But,
spirit
in the
of spirit
‘flatness’,
of ‘flatness’,
I believeI believe
that operating
that operating
in a flat ontological
in a flat ontological
realm can
realm
alsocan
be aalso
“practice
be a “practice
of
of
everydayeveryday
life” (de life”
Certeau,
(de Certeau,
1984). 1984).
A flat ontology
A flat ontology
should aim
should
to radically
aim to radically
displacedisplace
us from us
where
fromwewhere we
are sitting,
areright
sitting,
where
rightwewhere
are sitting.
we areItsitting.
need not
It need
onlynot
talkonly
about
talk about
quanta or
quanta
asteroids.
or asteroids.
It can equally
It can be
equally
a practice
be a practice
of “defamiliarisation”,
of “defamiliarisation”,
“a form of
“a estrangement
form of estrangement
and a radical
and arepositioning
radical repositioning
on the part
on the
of part of
the subject”
the subject”
(Braidotti,
(Braidotti,
2013: 85)2013:
in quotidian
85) in quotidian
contexts.contexts.
It may take
It may take
form of aform
re-enchantment
of a re-enchantment
of the world,
of thefor
world,
example,
for example,
anti-modern
anti-modern
panpsychist
panpsychist
or animistic
or animistic
‘ritual’ performances,
‘ritual’ performances,
or it canor
involve
it can involve
tinkering
tinkering
with microprocessors
with microprocessors
and dataand
protocols.
data protocols.
From myFrom my
positionposition
as a human,
as a human,
urban dweller
urban in
dweller
timesin
oftimes
communication
of communication
and
and
trading worldwide
trading worldwide
networks,
networks,
actual and
actual
virtual
andpaths
virtual
lead
paths
toward
leadatoward a
myriad of
myriad
placesofand
places
entities.
and entities.
Even before
Eventhat,
before
I am
that,
neck
I am
deep
neck
inside
deep inside
that ‘hyperobject’
that ‘hyperobject’
which goes
which
under
goesthe
under
namethe
ofname
‘globalofwarming’
‘global warming’
(Morton,(Morton,
2013). How
2013).
much
How
weirder
much weirder
can it get?
can it get?
Since I am
Since
standing
I am standing
amidst all
amidst
theseall
messy
thesenetworks
messy networks
and contriband contributing to uting
them to
daily,
them
I cannot
daily, Ifully
cannot
embrace
fully embrace
‘speculative
‘speculative
metaphysics’
metaphysics’
and its aesthetics,
and its aesthetics,
its “alien,itsall
“alien,
too alien”
all tooscenarios.
alien” scenarios.
BecauseBecause
it is us it is us
humanshumans
who write,
who
extract
write,oil,
extract
and drive
oil, and
fossil
drive
burning
fossil burning
cars, andcars, and
we still subject
we stillvast
subject
numbers
vast numbers
of nonhumans
of nonhumans
to our unilateral
to our unilateral
intents intents
and purposes.
and purposes.
This ontological
This ontological
turn should
turntherefore
should therefore
be furthered
be furthered
with ethics
withand
ethics
politics
and of
politics
discourse,
of discourse,
creative creative
and alternative
and alternative
ways ways
of thinking
of thinking
and doing.
andThrough
doing. Through
a closer entanglement
a closer entanglement
with matter,
with matter,
a post-anthropocentric
a post-anthropocentric
metaphysics
metaphysics
can trulycan
“come
trulyto“come
matter”
to matter”
(Barad, 2007:
(Barad,
140),
2007:
a matter
140), afor
matter
nonhumans
for nonhumans
and humans
and humans
alike. alike.
What is What
at stake,
is at
instake,
my view,
in my
transpires
view, transpires
in Lyotard's
in Lyotard's
formulation
formulation
of ecology
of ecology
as “the discourse
as “the discourse
of the secluded,
of the secluded,
of the thing
of the
that
thing
has that
not has not
become become
public, that
public,
has that
not become
has not become
communicational,
communicational,
that has that
not has not
become become
systemic,systemic,
and thatand
canthat
never
can
become
never become
any of these
any of
things”
these things”
(Lyotard,(Lyotard,
1990: 105).
1990:
New
105).
materialisms
New materialisms
have managed
have managed
to turn our
to turn our

Mirko Nikolić,
Mirko#city293
Nikolić,(all
#city293
that is (all
air melts
that isinto
air melts
city) into city)
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sight toward
sightthese
toward
‘secluded‘
these ‘secluded‘
ones, now
ones,
it isnow
about
it is
thinking
about thinking
how to how to
coexist and
coexist
discourse
and discourse
with these
with
unknown
these unknown
unknowns,
unknowns,
how to ‘intrahow to ‘intraact’ withact’
entities
with with
entities
“speech
with “speech
impedimenta”
impedimenta”
(Latour,(Latour,
2004: 87,2004: 87,
249-50),249-50),
and accepting
and accepting
that speech
thatimpedimenta
speech impedimenta
belong tobelong
us andto us and
everyone,
everyone,
in equally
in different
equally different
shares. This
shares.
discourse
This discourse
aims at forging
aims at forging
“nonhuman
“nonhuman
friendships”
friendships”
(Bingham,
(Bingham,
2006) with
2006)
thewith
strangest
the strangest
of
of
strange strangers,
strange strangers,
revellingrevelling
in unexpected
in unexpected
and uncanny
and uncanny
closenesses
closenesses
as well asaswondering
well as wondering
at “surprises
at “surprises
of action”
of (Latour,
action” (Latour,
1999: 281)
1999: 281)
produced
produced
by othersbywe
others
barely
weknew
barely
were
knew
there.
were there.
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Reclaiming
Reclaiming
Utopia: Utopia:
the Eco-City
the Eco-City
and the and
Revenge
the Revenge
of the Real
of the Real
Robert Cowley
Robert Cowley

I first became
I first became
interested
interested
in ‘eco-cities’
in ‘eco-cities’
partly because
partly because
of the seemof the seemingly anachronistic
ingly anachronistic
utopianism
utopianism
that pervades
that pervades
their envisionment.
their envisionment.
I use theIterm
use the
‘eco-city’
term ‘eco-city’
here as ahere
broad
as umbrella
a broad umbrella
label covering
label covering
a
a
wide variety
wideof
variety
urban-scale
of urban-scale
sustainability-related
sustainability-related
initiatives
initiatives
which, which,
particularly
particularly
over theover
last decade,
the last have
decade,
been
have
increasingly
been increasingly
main- mainstreamed
streamed
into policy-making
into policy-making
internationally
internationally
(Joss, Cowley,
(Joss, Cowley,
and
and
Tomozeiu,
Tomozeiu,
2013). Their
2013).
promise
Their promise
often liesoften
in a rhetorical
lies in a rhetorical
construction
construction
of harmonious,
of harmonious,
socially socially
and politically
and politically
‘flat’ new‘flat’
modes
newofmodes
living,of living,
where nature
whereand
nature
culture
and are
culture
seamlessly
are seamlessly
interwoven,
interwoven,
where the
where the
economyeconomy
works inworks
the service
in theof
service
the good
of the
life,good
providing
life, providing
abundantly
abundantly
for all but
forwithout
all but without
undermining
undermining
the basisthe
of life
basis
onofour
lifeplanet.
on ourOn
planet. On
closer inspection,
closer inspection,
however,however,
far fromfar
offering
from offering
the possibility
the possibility
of radical
of radical
transformation,
transformation,
many eco-cities
many eco-cities
appear to
appear
offer little
to offer
more
little
than
more than
‘business‘business
as usual’,asand
usual’,
mayand
even
may
work
even
to work
reproduce
to reproduce
the structural
the structural
conditions
conditions
of unsustainability.
of unsustainability.
It may seem
It may
unsurprising
seem unsurprising
that these
that
plans
these
forplans
the future
for thetend
future tend
towardstowards
utopianism.
utopianism.
Since antiquity,
Since antiquity,
utopian utopian
visions of
visions
the ‘good
of the ‘good
society’ society’
have been
have
spatialised
been spatialised
as “the quest
as “the
forquest
the good
for the
city”
good city”
(Cugurullo,
(Cugurullo,
2013). ‘Eco-villages’,
2013). ‘Eco-villages’,
as experiments
as experiments
in applied
in ‘green
applied ‘green
utopianism’
utopianism’
(Sargisson,
(Sargisson,
2000) which
2000)follow
whichinfollow
the long
in the
historical
long historical
traditiontradition
of the intentional
of the intentional
community,
community,
have an have
ongoing
an ongoing
discursive
discursive
influenceinfluence
on the eco-city
on the eco-city
(Rapoport,
(Rapoport,
2010). Paolo
2010).
Soleri’s
Paolo Arcosanti
Soleri’s Arcosanti
is the earliest
is the direct
earliestforerunner
direct forerunner
of the contemporary
of the contemporary
phenomenon;
phenomenon;
its founders
its founders
turned their
turned
backs
their
onbacks
mainstream
on mainstream
society, attempting
society, attempting
to
to
build a new
build
type
a new
of life,
typeinofa life,
newin
type
a new
of city,
typeinofthe
city,
Arizonian
in the Arizonian
desert. desert.
Sargisson
Sargisson
(2000) characterises
(2000) characterises
the broader
the broader
categorycategory
of the intenof the intentional community
tional community
as ‘transgressive
as ‘transgressive
utopianism’.
utopianism’.
The spaces
Thethus
spaces thus
created might
createdbemight
interpreted
be interpreted
negatively:
negatively:
as exclusionary;
as exclusionary;
as irresponas irresponsible; notsible;
so much
not so
posing
muchaposing
constructive
a constructive
challenge
challenge
to the establishto the establishment as ment
typically
as typically
ignored ignored
by it (Goodwin
by it (Goodwin
& Taylor,&1982).
Taylor,They
1982).
may
They may

be delegitimised
be delegitimised
by their by
idealistic
their idealistic
tendencies,
tendencies,
as ‘escapist
as ‘escapist
day- daydreams’dreams’
(Pepper,(Pepper,
2005). Alternatively,
2005). Alternatively,
however,however,
perhaps perhaps
any
any
dominant
dominant
ideologyideology
might bemight
reinterpreted
be reinterpreted
as a utopia
as ainutopia
disguise;
in disguise;
by constructing
by constructing
alternative
alternative
utopias which
utopiasare
which
“incongruous
are “incongruous
with with
the statethe
of reality”
state of (Mannheim,
reality” (Mannheim,
1960:173),
1960:173),
we challenge
we challenge
ideological
ideological
norms. As
norms.
a “useful
As asource
“usefulofsource
socio-political
of socio-political
truths and
truths
inspiration”
and inspiration”
(Goodwin
(Goodwin
& Taylor,&1982:221),
Taylor, 1982:221),
utopian utopian
thinkingthinking
thereforetherefore
helps us helps us
to “relativize
to “relativize
the present”
the present”
(ibid: 28).
(ibid:
But 28).
whatBut
then
what
might
thenit might
mean if
it mean if
institutional
institutional
policy-makers,
policy-makers,
rather than
rather
peripheral,
than peripheral,
countercultural
countercultural
actors, are
actors,
applying
are applying
utopian utopian
thinkingthinking
to urbantodevelopment
urban development
around around
the globe?
theMore
globe?
puzzlingly
More puzzlingly
still, whystill,
now?
why now?
Somehow,
Somehow,
the eco-city
the eco-city
must be must
tellingbeustelling
a story
usthat
a story
we want
that we want
to hear. Attractive
to hear. Attractive
plans rely
plans
on successful
rely on successful
rhetorical
rhetorical
storytelling
storytelling
(Throgmorton,
(Throgmorton,
2003; van
2003;
Hulst,
van2012);
Hulst,to2012);
be implemented
to be implemented
they need
they need
to display
todiscursive
display discursive
coherence
coherence
while resonating
while resonating
widely enough
widely for
enough for
a consensus
a consensus
to be built.
to be
And
built.
perhaps
And perhaps
their currency
their currency
is necessarily
is necessarily
that of the
that
static
of the
utopian
static utopian
vision; asvision;
representations
as representations
formingforming
the basisthe basis
of action,
ofplans
action,
necessarily
plans necessarily
enact ideological
enact ideological
closure (Allmendinger,
closure (Allmendinger,
2002). Yet
2002).
the practice
Yet the practice
and theory
andoftheory
city planning
of city planning
has otherwise
has otherwise
moved away
moved
from
away
thefrom
‘grand
thevisions’
‘grand visions’
of the twentieth
of the twentieth
century:century:
truths truths
that matter
thatfor
matter
the purposes
for the purposes
of actionofare
action
now are
assumed
now assumed
to be locally
to be locally
embedded;
embedded;
modernist
modernist
dreams of
dreams
objective
of objective
description
description
and scientific
and scientific
prescription
prescription
have given
have
way
given
to pragmatic
way to pragmatic
learninglearning
from contextually
from contextually
embedded
embedded
constructions
constructions
of reality.
ofIfreality.
utopian
If utopian
storytelling
storytelling
is thus is thus
viewed with
viewed
suspicion
with suspicion
elsewhere,
elsewhere,
why are why
we soare
keen
we to
so fall
keen
under
to fallitsunder its
spell in the
spell
case
in the
of the
case
eco-city?
of the eco-city?
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I found one
I found
clueone
in aclue
lecture
in aby
lecture
John by
Beck
John
(2014)
Beckearlier
(2014)this
earlier
year.this year.
He posed
Hethe
posed
question
the question
of how contemporary
of how contemporary
western western
society can
society can
plan for plan
the future
for themore
future
generally
more generally
– or even– think
or even
about
think
the
about
future.
the future.
If modernity
If modernity
long agolong
undermined
ago undermined
the olderthe
certainties
older certainties
of religion,
of religion,
but we no
but
longer
we nobelieve
longerin
believe
modernity
in modernity
either, then
either,
what
then
is left?
what is left?
Maybe, he
Maybe,
suggested,
he suggested,
it is fiction
it isthat
fiction
remains,
that remains,
allowingallowing
us to im-us to imagine theagine
future
theinfuture
termsin
ofterms
different
of different
‘scenarios’
‘scenarios’
– and that
– and
science
that science
fiction, given
fiction,
itsgiven
“radical
its “radical
disdain disdain
for plausibility”
for plausibility”
(ibid), is(ibid),
ideallyis ideally
suited tosuited
this task.
to this
And
task.
when
And
wewhen
were we
shown
werethe
shown
image
thebelow,
imagetaken
below, taken
from a large
fromlibrary
a largecollected
library collected
by NASA
byinNASA
the 1970s,
in theI 1970s,
was struck
I wasbystruck by
its aesthetic
its aesthetic
similarity
similarity
to manyto
images
manyIimages
have seen
I have
accompanying
seen accompanying
contemporary
contemporary
visions of
visions
the eco-city.
of the eco-city.

Rick Guidice,
RickCutaway
Guidice,View
Cutaway
of a Toroidal
View of aColony.
Toroidal
Photo
Colony.
credit:
Photo
NASA
credit:
Ames
NASA
Research
Ames Center
Research Center

It is in architects’
It is in architects’
renderings
renderings
of eco-cities
of eco-cities
that thisthat
aesthetic
this aesthetic
is
is
most obviously
most obviously
adopted;adopted;
some would
somesitwould
comfortably
sit comfortably
on the cover
on the cover
of a science
of a fiction
sciencenovel.
fictionThe
novel.
design
Thefor
design
the new
for the
environmentally
new environmentally
friendlyfriendly
town centre
towncurrently
centre currently
under construction
under construction
in Gwanggyo,
in Gwanggyo,
near Seoul,
nearisSeoul,
one ofismy
one
favourite
of my favourite
examples
examples
(see the gallery
(see theatgallery at
MVDRV,
MVDRV,
undated).
undated).
While science
While fiction
scienceisfiction
readilyisassociated
readily associated
with thewith
colonisation
the colonisation
of space,ofitsspace,
long parallel
its long parallel
history of
history
exploring
of exploring
the idea the
of subterranean
idea of subterranean
dwellingdwelling
(Beck & (Beck
Dorrian,
& Dorrian,
2014) finds
2014)
anfinds an
echo in the
echo
plans
in the
forplans
an underground
for an underground
eco-cityeco-city
in the Siberian
in the Siberian
city of city of
Mirny, on
Mirny,
the site
onof
thea disused
site of a disused
diamonddiamond
mine (AB
mine
ELISE,
(ABundated).
ELISE, undated).
ImageryImagery
such as this
suchseems
as thistoseems
be a source
to be aofsource
fascination;
of fascination;
it is oftenit is often
eagerly circulated,
eagerly circulated,
along with
along
accompanying
with accompanying
text, on sustainabilitytext, on sustainabilityrelated news
related
websites
news websites
and blogs
and
around
blogs the
around
world.
the world.
There areThere
goodare
reasons
good reasons
why eco-cities
why eco-cities
might have
might
a strong
have a strong
science-fictional
science-fictional
flavour more
flavour
generally.
more generally.
Technological
Technological
innovation
innovation
and science
and fiction
sciencehave
fiction
a dynamic
have a dynamic
historical
historical
relationship
relationship
(Bassett(Bassett
et al., 2013),
et al.,and
2013),
eco-cities
and eco-cities
often have
often
strong
havetechnological
strong technological
framings.
framings.
DetailedDetailed
plans made
plans
inmade
the 1970s
in the
to1970s
colonise
to colonise
space arespace
just one
are just
ex- one example ofample
science
of following
science following
fiction (see
fiction
e.g. (see
O’Neill,
e.g. O’Neill,
1974). And
1974).
if, as
And if, as
Beck observed
Beck observed
in his lecture,
in his the
lecture,
theme
theoftheme
the ‘exodus’
of the ‘exodus’
is recurrent
is recurrent
in science
in fiction,
sciencethis
fiction,
too this
has atoo
clear
hasresonance
a clear resonance
with thewith
eco-city.
the eco-city.
The threat
Theofthreat
catastrophe
of catastrophe
fuels thefuels
imagination;
the imagination;
the luckythe
few
lucky
make
few make
plans to plans
escapetofrom
escape
thefrom
earth’s
theravaged
earth’s ravaged
surface (Beck
surface
& (Beck
Dorrian,
& Dorrian,
2014). Not
2014).
by coincidence,
Not by coincidence,
HodsonHodson
and Marvin
and Marvin
(2010) seek
(2010)
to deflate
seek to deflate
the rhetoric
the rhetoric
of urbanofsustainability
urban sustainability
by describing
by describing
a degraded
a degraded
future future
planet, dotted
planet,with
dotted
‘premium
with ‘premium
eco-enclaves’
eco-enclaves’
reservedreserved
for the for the
rich andrich
fortunate.
and fortunate.
The revival
Theof
revival
utopianism
of utopianism
may partly
maytherefore
partly therefore
be, a sidebe,
effect
a side
of effect of
a turn towards
a turn towards
fictionalfictional
accountsaccounts
of the future,
of theand
future,
especially
and especially
those, those,
which speculate
which speculate
in the face
in the
of catastrophe.
face of catastrophe.
But I think
Butthere
I think
is somethere is something more,
thing
something
more, something
peculiarpeculiar
to the nature
to theofnature
the imagined
of the imagined
catastrophe,
catastrophe,
which allows
whichusallows
to excuse
us tothe
excuse
‘unreal’
the ‘unreal’
utopianism
utopianism
of
of
the eco-city,
the eco-city,
rather than
rather
dismiss
than dismiss
it as impractical
it as impractical
or irresponsibly
or irresponsibly
escapist.escapist.
The catastrophe
The catastrophe
in question
in question
relates torelates
the implications
to the implications
of
of
‘climate ‘climate
change’ change’
– and yet– climate
and yet change
climateremains
change remains
more of more
an of an
immanent
immanent
threat than
threat
a well-defined
than a well-defined
or tangible
or tangible
phenomenon.
phenomenon.
95
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On the one
On hand,
the one
‘uncertain’
hand, ‘uncertain’
problems
problems
of this type
of this
calltype
for pragcall for pragmatic, incremental,
matic, incremental,
reflexive,reflexive,
decentralised
decentralised
experimental
experimental
responses
responses
– what Michel
– whatCallon
Michelcalls
Callon
‘research
calls ‘research
in the wild’
in the
(Callon
wild’ et
(Callon
al., 2009).
et al., 2009).
The process
The of
process
solving
of such
solving
problems
such problems
is really is
one
really
of their
one definitions;
of their definitions;
and contemporary
and contemporary
planningplanning
practicespractices
may seem
may
well
seem
suited
welltosuited
this to this
endeavour.
endeavour.
But, on the
But,other,
on the
the
other,
“looming
the “looming
ecological
ecological
catastrophe”
catastrophe”
(Bryant (Bryant
et al., 2011:3)
et al.,poses
2011:3)
a fundamental
poses a fundamental
challenge
challenge
to contemporary
to contemporary
planning’s
planning’s
staunchly
staunchly
‘anti-realist’
‘anti-realist’
(Harrison,
(Harrison,
2014) underpinnings.
2014) underpinnings.
ClimateClimate
change, change,
in other in
words,
otherheralds
words, the
heralds
revenge
the of
revenge
the real.
of the real.
New bodies
Newofbodies
theoryofacross
theoryacademic
across academic
disciplines
disciplines
– including
– including
actor-network
actor-network
theory, new
theory,
materialism,
new materialism,
assemblage
assemblage
theory, nontheory, nonrepresentational
representational
theory, and
theory,
speculative
and speculative
realism ––all
realism
in ––all
their own
in their own
ways nudge
waysthe
nudge
materiality
the materiality
of the world
of the
back
world
towards
back towards
the centre
theofcentre of
the stage.
the
Inspired
stage. Inspired
by object-oriented
by object-oriented
ontology,
ontology,
Morton Morton
(2013) has
(2013) has
developed
developed
the idea the
of the
idea
‘hyperobject’
of the ‘hyperobject’
to explain
to our
explain
relationship
our relationship
with phenomena
with phenomena
such as climate
such as change
climate–change
phenomena
– phenomena
which cast
which cast
dark shadows
dark shadows
and ‘stick’
andto‘stick’
us variously;
to us variously;
though aware
thoughofaware
their of their
reality, we
reality,
cannot
wedirectly
cannot directly
perceiveperceive
them since
them
they
since
are they
so ‘massively
are so ‘massively
distributed’
distributed’
in time and
in time
space.
andAll
space.
suchAll
work
such
perhaps
work perhaps
attemptsattempts
to
to
articulate
articulate
a more general
a more spreading
general spreading
sensibility
sensibility
that, as Morton
that, as Morton
puts
puts
it “we areit no
“welonger
are noinlonger
the centre
in theofcentre
the universe,
of the universe,
but we are
butnot
wein
are not in
the VIP the
boxVIP
beyond
box the
beyond
edge,the
either”
edge,(ibid:
either”
13).(ibid: 13).
This theoretical
This theoretical
decentring
decentring
of the human
of the is
human
reflected
is reflected
outside outside
the academy
the academy
in a growing
in a growing
awareness
awareness
of the world’s
of the unpredictability.
world’s unpredictability.
We mayWe
stillmay
desire
stillcertainty,
desire certainty,
but morebut
than
more
ever
than
recognise
ever recognise
that it that it
will elude
will
us.elude
And us.
yet And
postmodernity
yet postmodernity
turns outturns
not to
outbenot
marked
to be marked
by entrapment
by entrapment
within discourse;
within discourse;
instead, instead,
the real urges
the real
usurges
to accept
us to accept
that the that
world
the
is world
“incomplete”
is “incomplete”
and “contains
and “contains
a plurality
a plurality
of latentof latent
potentialities
potentialities
from which
fromchoices
which must
choices
be must
made”
be(Gunder
made” (Gunder
& Hillier,
& Hillier,
2007). This
2007).
shiftThis
in sensibility,
shift in sensibility,
I think, opens
I think,a door
opensthrough
a door through
which which
utopianism
utopianism
can make
can
itsmake
granditsre-entry
grand re-entry
– not in –the
not
form
in the
of the
form of the
totalitarian
totalitarian
blueprint
blueprint
so muchso
asmuch
an underlying
as an underlying
driving force
driving force
of imaginative
of imaginative
hope. hope.
Instead of
Instead
dismissing
of dismissing
the eco-city’s
the eco-city’s
utopianism
utopianism
as dangerously
as dangerously
apolitical,
apolitical,
I am therefore
I am therefore
happy tohappy
embrace
to embrace
it as a prepolitical
it as a prepolitical
force force
(Gunder(Gunder
& Hillier,
&2007):
Hillier,a 2007):
force which
a forceprecedes
which precedes
rather than
rather
conflicts
than conflicts

with thewith
real,the
which
real,withers
which precisely
withers precisely
at the point
at the
that
point
it becomes
that it becomes
institutionalised
institutionalised
(Ganjavie,
(Ganjavie,
2013). The
2013).
expression
The expression
it finds in
it plans
finds in plans
for the eco-city,
for the eco-city,
in Bloch’s
in (1986)
Bloch’sterms,
(1986)isterms,
more ‘concrete’
is more ‘concrete’
than than
‘abstract’:
‘abstract’:
a subjunctive,
a subjunctive,
or science-fictional,
or science-fictional,
extension
extension
of real- of realworld conditions
world conditions
rather than
rather
a compensatory
than a compensatory
type of daydreaming.
type of daydreaming.
And even
And
while
even
wewhile
may contest
we may the
contest
practices
the practices
that thisthat
utopianism
this utopianism
generates,
generates,
its tracesitsstill
traces
glisten
stillon
glisten
the smooth
on the smooth
representational
representational
surface of
surface
plans of
and
plans
architects’
and architects’
renderings,
renderings,
capturedcaptured
just at the
just at the
ambiguous
ambiguous
momentmoment
where speculative
where speculative
hope begins
hopetobegins
dissolve
to dissolve
into the into
practical
the practical
businessbusiness
of contingent
of contingent
socio-material
socio-material
reality. reality.
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On dOCUMENTA
On dOCUMENTA
(13)
(13)
Valentina
Valentina
RavagliaRavaglia

Ambitious
Ambitious
both in scale
both and
in scale
in intellectual
and in intellectual
scope, the
scope,
2012the
edition
2012 edition
of documenta
of documenta
has left its
hasmark
left its
as mark
a momentous
as a momentous
culturalcultural
event, one
event, one
that canthat
hardly
canbe
hardly
described
be described
as a contemporary
as a contemporary
art exhibition:
art exhibition:
among other
among
things,
otherArtistic
things, Artistic
DirectorDirector
CarolynCarolyn
Christov-Bakargiev
Christov-Bakargiev
conceived
conceived
of it as aof
multidisciplinary
it as a multidisciplinary
platform,
platform,
a collective
a collective
thoughtthought
experiment
experiment
casting sideways
casting sideways
glances to
glances
the very
to the
notions
very notions
of culture
of culture
and history,
and history,
looking looking
at their material
at their material
conditions
conditions
from thefrom
myriad
the myriad
viewpoints
viewpoints
enabled enabled
by the fluid
by the
eclecticism
fluid eclecticism
of today's
ofartistic
today's artistic
practices.
practices.
Held between
Held between
9 June and
9 June
16 September
and 16 September
2012 in Kassel,
2012 in Kassel,
Germany
Germany
(as well as
(asinwell
Kabul,
as inAfghanistan,
Kabul, Afghanistan,
in Banff,inCanada
Banff, Canada
and
and
in Alexandria
in Alexandria
and Cairo,
andEgypt),
Cairo, dOCUMENTA
Egypt), dOCUMENTA
(13) addressed
(13) addressed
the status
theofstatus
objects
ofand
objects
non-human
and non-human
agents asagents
“makers
as “makers
of the of the
world”, and
world”,
happened
and happened
at the perfect
at themoment
perfect moment
in time for
in time
this to
for this to
be interpreted
be interpreted
as a manifestation
as a manifestation
of the recent
of the“speculative
recent “speculative
turn” turn”
in post-continental
in post-continental
philosophy.
philosophy.
Just likeJust
the premise
like the premise
of dOCUMENTA
of dOCUMENTA
(13), this(13),
strand
thisofstrand of
thoughtthought
repositions
repositions
human agency
humanwith
agency
respect
with to
respect
a universe
to a universe
seen seen
as an ever-changing
as an ever-changing
networknetwork
of contingent
of contingent
events and
events
relationships
and relationships
betweenbetween
entities which
entitiesare
which
utterly
arealien
utterly
andalien
generally
and generally
indifferent
indifferent
to
to
1 However,
Christov-Bakargiev
Christov-Bakargiev
has stated
hasonstated on
us and touseach
andother.
to each
other.1 However,

1. This supposed
1. This philosophical
supposed philosophical
link was picked
link was
up picked
for example
up forby
example
Daniel by
Birnbaum
Daniel Birnbaum
in his review
in his
of dOCUMENTA
review of dOCUMENTA
(13) for the(13)
October
for the2012
October
issue2012
of magazine
issue of magazine
Artforum,Artforum,
where its curatorial
where its curatorial
premise ispremise
linked tois“[…]
linked
a new,
to “[…]
object-oriented
a new, object-oriented
philosophy
philosophy
that wantsthat
to liberate
wants to
usliberate
once and
usfor
once
alland
from
foranthropocentrism
all from anthropocentrism
and
and
consider instead
consider
what
instead
the catalogue
what the catalogue
calls the “inanimate
calls the “inanimate
makers of makers
the world.”
of the world.”
In fact, [Artistic
In fact,Director]
[Artistic Christov-Bakargiev’s
Director] Christov-Bakargiev’s
project is in
project
manyisways
in many
perfectly
ways perfectly
in tune with
in tune
the approaches
with the approaches
today discussed
today discussed
as “speculative
as “speculative
realism,” with
realism,”
its with its
ambition to
ambition
rid our thinking
to rid ourof
thinking
the obsession
of the obsession
with that historically
with that historically
overemphasized
overemphasized
relationship
relationship
between abetween
perceiving
a perceiving
subject and
subject
a known
andobject.”
a known
See
object.”
DanielSee Daniel
Birnbaum,Birnbaum,
“Documenta
“Documenta
13”, Artforum,
13”, Artforum,
October 2012,
October
vol. 51,
2012,
no.vol.
2, pp.
51,254–5.
no. 2, pp. 254–5.
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multiplemultiple
occasions
occasions
that she that
developed
she developed
her thinking
her thinking
around around
dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13) independently
(13) independently
of what has
of what
comehas
to come
be widely
to be widely
known as
known
Speculative
as Speculative
RealismRealism
and Object-Oriented
and Object-Oriented
Ontology
Ontology
(OOO), (OOO),
citing instead
citing the
instead
writings
the writings
of Donna
ofHaraway,
Donna Haraway,
Karen Karen
Barad and
Barad
Isabelle
and Isabelle
StengersStengers
on eco-feminism
on eco-feminism
and the philosophy
and the philosophy
2 Perhaps
2 Perhaps
it is
it is
of science
of among
scienceher
among
mainher
sources
main of
sources
inspiration.
of inspiration.
preciselyprecisely
this incidence
this incidence
of convergent
of convergent
philosophical
philosophical
evolution
evolution
that makes
thatdOCUMENTA
makes dOCUMENTA
(13) stand
(13)
out
stand
as a timely
out as aand
timely and
revealing
revealing
phenomenon,
phenomenon,
broadening
broadening
the scope
the
ofscope
the debates
of the on
debates on
non-anthropocentric
non-anthropocentric
philosophies
philosophies
which inwhich
the past
in the
fivepast
yearsfive years
or so have
or spilled
so haveinto
spilled
artistic
intoand
artistic
curatorial
and curatorial
practicespractices
with an with an
arbitraryarbitrary
bias towards
bias towards
Speculative
Speculative
RealismRealism
– a label–which
a labeliswhich
as
is as
3
3
catchy ascatchy
it is misused.
as it is misused.

2. At a talk2.atAtthe
a talk
Whitechapel
at the Whitechapel
Gallery inGallery
May 2014,
in May
Christov-Bakargiev
2014, Christov-Bakargiev
(in conver-(in conversation with
sation
Griselda
withPollock
Griselda
and
Pollock
Iwonaand
Blazwick)
Iwona Blazwick)
declared todeclared
“have no
torelation
“have no relation
whatsoever
whatsoever
to Speculative
to Speculative
Realism”, Realism”,
and that atand
thatthat
time
at she
thatwas
time
only
sheaware
was only
of aware of
Graham Harman's
Graham Harman's
writings; Harman
writings;was
Harman
then proposed
was then for
proposed
a notebook
for a notebook
(No.085, (No.085,
The Third Table,
The Third
reprinted
Table, reprinted
in The Book
inof
The
Books,
Bookpp.
of Books,
540–42)
pp.and
540–42)
as a speaker
and as for
a speaker
an
for an
associatedassociated
d(13) eventd(13)
(“Keynote
event (“Keynote
Double Lecture
Double
– Lecture
Anton Zeilinger
– Anton with
Zeilinger
Graham
with Graham
Harman”,Harman”,
Kassel, 17 Kassel,
August17
2012).
August
Christov-Bakargiev
2012). Christov-Bakargiev
went on towent
say that
on to
she
sayonly
that she only
properly read
properly
Latour's
readwritings
Latour'son
writings
Actor-Network
on Actor-Network
Theory after
Theory
she worked
after she
onworked
d(13), on d(13),
and that she
andsees
thatSpeculative
she sees Speculative
Realism's version
Realism's
of version
anti-correlationism
of anti-correlationism
as a returnastoa return to
pre-Kantian
pre-Kantian
realism torealism
which she
to which
does not
shesubscribe.
does not subscribe.
3. The binomial
3. The label
binomial
of Speculative
label of Speculative
Realism (SR)
Realism
was coined
(SR) was
ad coined
hoc for ad
a conference
hoc for a conference
held at Goldsmiths,
held at Goldsmiths,
UniversityUniversity
of LondonofinLondon
April 2007
in April
which
2007
brought
whichtogether
brought together
four of thefour
foremost
of theparticipants
foremost participants
in this debate:
in this
Ray
debate:
Brassier
Ray(then
Brassier
at Middlesex
(then at Middlesex
University),
University),
Iain Hamilton
Iain Hamilton
Grant (University
Grant (University
of the West
ofof
the
England),
West of England),
Graham Graham
Harman (American
Harman (American
UniversityUniversity
in Cairo) and
in Cairo)
Quentin
andMeillassoux
Quentin Meillassoux
(École Normale
(École Normale
SupérieureSupérieure
in Paris), convened
in Paris), convened
by Goldsmiths'
by Goldsmiths'
own Alberto
ownToscano
Alberto(Senior
Toscano (Senior
Lecturer in
Lecturer
the Sociology
in the Sociology
Department).
Department).
The Speculative
The Speculative
Realism title
Realism
– allegedly
title – allegedly
coined, and
coined,
later rejected,
and laterby
rejected,
Brassierby– Brassier
was intended
– wasfor
intended
a one-off
foruse
a one-off
ratheruse
than
rather than
as an official
as an
definition;
official definition;
indeed, not
indeed,
even the
notcore
evengroup
the core
whogroup
spokewho
at the
spoke
2007at the 2007
Goldsmiths
Goldsmiths
event was event
ever compact
was everincompact
subscribing
in subscribing
to it. Brassier
to it.and
Brassier
Meillassoux,
and Meillassoux,
for example,
forcannot
example,
be cannot
fully considered
be fully considered
realist philosophers;
realist philosophers;
the latter has
the referred
latter has referred
to his owntoideas
his own
as ‘speculative
ideas as ‘speculative
materialism’,
materialism’,
a label which
a label
predates
which(and
predates
possibly
(and possibly
inspired) the
inspired)
SR moniker.
the SR See
moniker.
Quentin
SeeMeillassoux,
Quentin Meillassoux,
After Finitude.
After An
Finitude.
Essay on
An Essay on
the Necessity
the of
Necessity
Contingency,
of Contingency,
trans. by Ray
trans.
Brassier
by Ray(London:
Brassier Continuum,
(London: Continuum,
2008;
2008;
orig. 2006),
orig.
p. 121
2006),
andp.
Ray
121Brassier,
and RayNihil
Brassier,
Unbound.
Nihil Unbound.
Enlightenment
Enlightenment
and Extinction
and Extinction
(Basingstoke:
(Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan,
Palgrave Macmillan,
2007), pp. 2007),
Xii, 31.pp. Xii, 31.

dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13) has (13)
also has
become
also become
a model afor
model
exhibitions
for exhibitions
that try that try
and avoid
and
simply
avoid(re)presenting
simply (re)presenting
a given set
a given
of ideas,
set of
and
ideas,
instead
and aim
instead aim
to generate
to generate
methodsmethods
for autonomously
for autonomously
thinkingthinking
throughthrough
the issues
the issues
it raises,itand
raises,
to reach
and to
beyond
reach the
beyond
sphere
theofsphere
art perofse.
artInper
anse.
early
In an early
press release
pressChristov-Bakargiev
release Christov-Bakargiev
declareddeclared
that “dOCUMENTA
that “dOCUMENTA
(13)
(13)
does notdoes
follow
nota follow
single,aoverall
single,concept
overall concept
but engages
but engages
in conducting,
in conducting,
and choreographing
and choreographing
manifoldmanifold
materials,
materials,
methods,
methods,
and knowand know4 In her
In her texts
Christov-Bakargiev
texts Christov-Bakargiev
often invoked
often invoked
skepticisms
skepticisms
ledges”.4ledges”.
as true philosophy,
as true philosophy,
in its etymological
in its etymological
sense as sense
“love as
of “love
knowledge”,
of knowledge”,
a permanent
a permanent
mode ofmode
enquiry
of enquiry
(from the
(from
Greek
theword
Greek
skepsis,
word skepsis,
meaningmeaning
“search”)
“search”)
where truth
where
cannot,
truth cannot,
and should
andnot,
should
be ultimately
not, be ultimately
resolved.resolved.
It is “an It
optimistic
is “an optimistic
positionposition
that doubts
thatthe
doubts
validity
the validity
of
of
induction
induction
as a means
as atomeans
arrivetoatarrive
knowledge”,
at knowledge”,
and at the
and
same
at the
time
same time
it rejectsitrelativism
rejects relativism
as a sophistic
as a sophistic
and falsely
andcritical
falselymode
critical
ofmode
thought
of thought
in whichinevery
which
opinion
every opinion
is considered
is considered
equally valid
equally
andvalid
can and
be can be
resolvedresolved
in its own
in self-contained
its own self-contained
truth.5 truth.5
dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13) tried(13)
to shift
triedthe
to shift
attention
the attention
of its public
of its public
to the ways
to the
in which
ways inknowledge
which knowledge
can be produced,
can be produced,
or exchanged,
or exchanged,
in an expanded
in an expanded
definition
definition
of epistemology
of epistemology
which opens
whichquestions
opens questions
to
to
forms offorms
apprehending
of apprehending
and understanding
and understanding
that are that
simply
areprecluded
simply precluded
to humans:
to humans:
The attempt
The attempt
is to notisput
to human
not putthought
human thought
hierarchically
hierarchically
above the
above the
ability ofability
otherofspecies
other and
species
things
andtothings
think to
orthink
produce
or produce
knowledge.
knowledge.
This […]This
gives
[…]
a special
gives aperspective
special perspective
onto ouronto
ownour
thinking.
own thinking.
It makesItusmakes
moreus
humble,
more humble,
able to see
ablethe
to partiality
see the partiality
of human
of human
6
6
agency, encouraging
agency, encouraging
a point of
a point
view that
of view
is less
thatanthropocentric.
is less anthropocentric.
The methodological
The methodological
premisepremise
behind this
behind
ideathis
is that
ideathe
is that the
contemporary
contemporary
art exhibition
art exhibition
format not
format
onlynot
allows,
onlybut
allows,
actively
but actively

4. Christov-Bakargiev
4. Christov-Bakargiev
in “dOCUMENTA
in “dOCUMENTA
(13) announces
(13) announces
curatorialcuratorial
team
team
and process”,
andpress
process”,
release,
press
29release,
October292010
October
(see n.
2010
9). (see n. 9).
5. Christov-Bakargiev,
5. Christov-Bakargiev,
“The dance“The
wasdance
very frenetic,
was verylively,
frenetic,
rattling,
lively,clanging,
rattling, clanging,
rolling, contorted,
rolling, contorted,
and lastedand
for alasted
long time”,
for a long
in The
time”,
Book
in of
The
Books,
Book 30–45,
of Books,
p. 36.
30–45, p. 36.
6. Christov-Bakargiev,
6. Christov-Bakargiev,
“The dance“The
wasdance
very frenetic…”,
was very frenetic…”,
p. 31.
p. 31.
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encourages
encourages
such oblique
such ways
oblique
to produce
ways to produce
knowledge,
knowledge,
functioning
functioning
as a temporary
as a temporary
arrangement
arrangement
of networks
of networks
of objects
ofand
objects
ideas
and
whose
ideas whose
relationships
relationships
are to beare
understood
to be understood
not linguistically
not linguistically
but spatially,
but spatially,
or infrastructurally.
or infrastructurally.
This mechanism
This mechanism
is not new;
is not
indeed,
new; it
indeed,
is not it is not
even limited
even to
limited
recenttoart
recent
history,
art history,
but rather
butasrather
old asas
the
old
history
as theof
history of
the organised
the organised
display of
display
art and
of artifacts,
art and artifacts,
particularly
particularly
at times at
when
times when
the instruments
the instruments
of a scientific
of a scientific
and technological
and technological
observation
observation
of the of the
world could
world
becould
foundbeinfound
close proximity
in close proximity
with artwith
objects:
art objects:
think ofthink of
the cabinet
the of
cabinet
curiosities
of curiosities
of the Renaissance,
of the Renaissance,
the encyclopaedic
the encyclopaedic
drive behind
drivethe
behind
birththe
of birth
the modern
of the modern
museum,
museum,
the world
the
fairs
world
of fairs of
the industrial
the industrial
age, or the
age,influence
or the influence
of non-euclidean
of non-euclidean
geometry
geometry
and
and
quantum
quantum
physics on
physics
modern
on modern
avant-garde
avant-garde
movements.
movements.
dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13) exemplified
(13) exemplified
this tendency
this tendency
to organise
to organise
knowledge
knowledge
around arrangements
around arrangements
of objects,
of objects,
and at the
and
same
at the
time
same time
it turnedititturned
on its head
it on its
by head
drawing
by drawing
attentionattention
to the ontology
to the ontology
of all of all
non-human
non-human
entities at
entities
large, at
aslarge,
well asastowell
their
as relationships
to their relationships
with with
humans.humans.
With itsWith
“holistic
its “holistic
and non-logocentric”
and non-logocentric”
premise,premise,
dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13) effectively
(13) effectively
expanded
expanded
the remitthe
of remit
the curatorial
of the curatorial
to potentially
to potentially
all disciplines
all disciplines
and fields
and
of fields
knowledge,
of knowledge,
broughtbrought
togethertogether
in the format
in theofformat
an artofexhibition
an art exhibition
in orderin
to order
be experienced
to be experienced
as different
as different
but complementary
but complementary
modes ofmodes
understanding
of understanding
the world.
the world.
And without
And without
naming naming
any explicit
any “concept”
explicit “concept”
to serve to
as serve
an excuse
as an excuse
or end for
orthought,
end for thought,
the relationship
the relationship
betweenbetween
the object
the– object
the exhibit
– the exhibit
– and our
– and
understanding
our understanding
took centre
tookstage:
centre
the
stage:
experience
the experience
of art of art
itself wasitself
presented
was presented
as a wayas
of abeing
way of
inbeing
a purely
in acontingent
purely contingent
world world
where knowledge,
where knowledge,
devoid ofdevoid
an external
of an external
purpose,purpose,
manifests
manifests
itself as itself as
a relationship,
a relationship,
a space between,
a space between,
a dialogue.
a dialogue.
These dynamics
These dynamics
betweenbetween
animateanimate
and inanimate
and inanimate
things and
things
theirand their
relative position
relative position
in the world
in the
and
world
in itsand
history
in itswere
history
at the
were
core
at the
of core of
the whole
theexhibition,
whole exhibition,
both figuratively
both figuratively
and literally.
and literally.
In the Rotunda
In the Rotunda
of the Fridericianum,
of the Fridericianum,
Christov-Bakargiev
Christov-Bakargiev
devised devised
an exhibitionan exhibitionwithin-the-exhibition,
within-the-exhibition,
“The Brain”,
“Thein
Brain”,
her own
in her
words
own“an
words
associative
“an associative
space of space
research
of research
where a where
number
a number
of artworks,
of artworks,
objects, objects,
and
and

7. Christov-Bakargiev,
7. Christov-Bakargiev,
The Guidebook,
The Guidebook,
p. 24.
p. 24.

7 Structured
7 Structured
documents
documents
are brought
are brought
togethertogether
in lieu ofina lieu
concept”.
of a concept”.
to be experienced
to be experienced
at a different
at a different
pace from
pace
thefrom
rest of
thethe
rest
exhibition,
of the exhibition,
in orderin
to order
function
to function
effectively
effectively
like an introductory
like an introductory
essay without
essay without
words, The
words,
Brain
The
presented
Brain presented
a wide range
a wide
ofrange
small-scale
of small-scale
items initems in
the manner
the manner
of a cultural
of a cultural
history museum
history museum
or of an or
archival
of an archival
display display
(though(though
Christov-Bakargiev
Christov-Bakargiev
prefers to
prefers
thinkto
ofthink
it as aof
“compost
it as a “compost
8 These included
These included
contemporary
contemporary
artworksartworks
shown side
shown
by side
side by side
heap”).8heap”).
with things
withthat
things
are that
not contemporary,
are not contemporary,
or are not
orart,
are or
notused
art, to
or be
used to be
artworksartworks
but havebut
become
have become
something
something
else, andelse,
all sorts
and all
of hybrids
sorts of hybrids
and spaces
andinspaces
between.
in between.
Among Among
these objects,
these objects,
geological
geological
and petrological
and petrological
motifs were
motifs were
particularly
particularly
evident,evident,
hinting to
hinting
their instrumental
to their instrumental
role across
rolethe
across the
rest of the
rest
exhibition:
of the exhibition:
in Giuseppe
in Giuseppe
Penone'sPenone's
Essere Fiume
Essere6 Fiume
(1998) 6 (1998)
a river stone
a river
is flanked
stone is by
flanked
an exact
by an
copy
exact
carved
copyin
carved
Carrara
in Carrara
marble; marble;
this material
this material
is also the
is also
subject
theof
subject
Sam Durant's
of Sam Durant's
CalciumCalcium
Carbonate
Carbonate
(ideas spring
(ideasfrom
spring
deeds
from
and
deeds
not and
the other
not the
way
other
around),
way around),
a 2011 marble
a 2011 marble
sculpture
sculpture
representing
representing
a bag of apowdered
bag of powdered
stone, inscribed
stone, inscribed
with thewith the
titular quote
titular
from
quote
thefrom
Political
the Political
Testament
Testament
of Italianofrevolutionary
Italian revolutionary
anarchist
anarchist
Carlo Pisacane.
Carlo Pisacane.
Two bricks
Twowith
bricks
roughly
with roughly
painted painted
marks marks
revealedrevealed
themselves
themselves
as tools of
as creative
tools of creative
resistance,
resistance,
used as pretendused as pretendradios byradios
Czechoslovak
by Czechoslovak
people when
people
thewhen
Soviet
themilitary
Soviet military
banned banned
them in them
1968, in
and
1968,
remade
and by
remade
Tamás
bySt.
Tamás
TurbaSt.toTurba
keep their
to keep
militant
their militant
spirit alive
spirit
(Czechoslovak
alive (Czechoslovak
Radio 1968,
Radio
1969-2008).
1968, 1969-2008).
Elsewhere
Elsewhere
in
in
The Brain
The
one
Brain
could
one
find
could
tinyfind
stone
tiny
figurines
stone figurines
known as
known
Bactrian
as Bactrian
Princesses,
Princesses,
made inmade
western
in western
Central Central
Asia in the
Asia
late
in third
the late
and
third
earlyand early
second millennia
second millennia
BC, theirBC,
minute
their components
minute components
simply slotted
simply slotted
togethertogether
without without
any jointany
or adhesive;
joint or adhesive;
only around
only eighty
aroundhave
eighty have
survivedsurvived
to the present
to the day,
present
which
day,– which
together
– together
with their
with
troubled
their troubled
geographic
geographic
origins –origins
served–asserved
a reminder
as a reminder
of the fragility
of the fragility
and
and
9
9
precariousness
precariousness
“of all bodies,
“of all including
bodies, including
bodies ofbodies
culture”.
of culture”.

8. On the Brain
8. On as
thecompost,
Brain as see
compost,
Christov-Bakargiev's
see Christov-Bakargiev's
second Leverhulme
second Leverhulme
Lecture atLecture
the University
at the University
of Leeds, “Worlding:
of Leeds, “Worlding:
From the Archive
From thetoArchive
the Compost”,
to the Compost”,
3 March 2014.
3 March
Video
2014.
on YouTube:
Video on <http://youtu.be/F8Jl8xvdHKM>
YouTube: <http://youtu.be/F8Jl8xvdHKM>
(retrieved (retrieved
31 October312014).
October 2014).
9. Christov-Bakargiev,
9. Christov-Bakargiev,
The Guidebook,
The Guidebook,
p. 40.
p. 40.
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NotionsNotions
of “conflict,
of “conflict,
trauma and
trauma
destruction,
and destruction,
collapsecollapse
and recovery”
and recovery”
were indeed
werealso
indeed
crucial
alsoto
crucial
The Brain:
to Thepoignant
Brain: poignant
in this sense
in this
were
sense
thewere the
amorphous
amorphous
lumps which
lumpsonly
which
a label
onlyallowed
a label allowed
to identify
to identify
as a group
as a group
of objects
offrom
objects
thefrom
National
the National
MuseumMuseum
of Beirut,
offused
Beirut,
together
fused together
by
by
shell fireshell
during
firethe
during
Lebanese
the Lebanese
Civil War
Civil
(1975–90);
War (1975–90);
nearby an
nearby
early an early
drawingdrawing
by Gustav
byMetzger
Gustav Metzger
from ca.1954,
from ca.1954,
damageddamaged
by decades
by decades
of
of
humidity
humidity
and reduced
and reduced
to an illegible
to an illegible
smudge smudge
of colour,
ofwas
colour,
wryly
was wryly
presented
presented
as an involuntary
as an involuntary
application
application
of the Manifesto
of the Manifesto
of Auto-of Autodestructive
destructive
Art the artist
Art the
wrote
artist
inwrote
1959. in
And
1959.
all of
And
thisallisofbut
this
a is but a
fractionfraction
of the dense
of the
and
dense
unpredictable
and unpredictable
selectionselection
of objects
ofgathered
objects gathered
in this show-within-the-show
in this show-within-the-show
following
following
a criterion
a criterion
left intentionally
left intentionally
vague and
vague
openand
to interpretation.
open to interpretation.
The format
Theofformat
the exhibition
of the exhibition
itself – spread
itself –not
spread
onlynot
all over
only all over
the city of
theKassel
city ofbut
Kassel
extended
but extended
to inaccessible
to inaccessible
or remote
orlocations
remote locations
over fourover
continents
four continents
– defied –finitude,
defied finitude,
and withand
it any
with
attempt
it any attempt
to
to
formulate
formulate
even theeven
mostthe
summary
most summary
of overviews.
of overviews.
dOCUMENTA
dOCUMENTA
(13)’s boundless
(13)’s boundless
ambitions
ambitions
could never
could
truly
never
be truly
fulfilled,
be fulfilled,
preciselyprecisely
because because
the exhibition
the exhibition
was not was
intended
not intended
as a container,
as a container,
but rather
but rather
as a permeable
as a permeable
interface,
interface,
like the Klein
like the
bottle
Klein– bottle
a continuous
– a continuous
surface surface
10 In fact,
10one
In fact, one
with no with
boundaries
no boundaries
betweenbetween
“inside”“inside”
and “outside”.
and “outside”.
could interpret
could interpret
its “no-concept
its “no-concept
concept”concept”
as an attempt
as an attempt
to measure
to measure
the complexity
the complexity
of real knowledge
of real knowledge
against the
against
Cartesian
the Cartesian
limitations
limitations
of human
of cognition:
human cognition:
a meta-epistemological
a meta-epistemological
endeavour
endeavour
which which
managesmanages
to escapetoself-referentiality
escape self-referentiality
to function
to function
as a trulyasgenerative
a truly generative
device, propelling
device, propelling
thoughtthought
into a potentially
into a potentially
infinite number
infinite number
of escapeoforbits.
escape orbits.

10. Christov-Bakargiev,
10. Christov-Bakargiev,
“Worldly Worlding:
“Worldly Worlding:
the Imaginal
the Fields
Imaginal
Of Science/Art
Fields Of Science/Art
and
and
Making Patterns
MakingTogether”,
Patterns Together”,
in Mousse,inn.43,
Mousse,
April-May
n.43, April-May
2014, pp. 76-81.
2014, pp. 76-81.

Valentina
Valentina
RavagliaRavaglia
is Assistant
is Assistant
Curator Curator
at Tate Modern
at Tate Modern
and
and
a researcher
a researcher
at Birkbeck,
at Birkbeck,
University
University
of London.
of London.
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A Glimpse
A Glimpse
of Marsofthrough
Mars through
Fractured
Fractured
IllusionIllusion
Luci Eldridge
Luci Eldridge

A reconstruction
A reconstruction
of Mars,ofglimpsed
Mars, glimpsed
throughthrough
fractured
fractured
illusion. illusion.
The stereoscope
The stereoscope
at London’s
at London’s
RegionalRegional
Planetary
Planetary
Imaging Imaging
Facility Facility
is kept for
is kept
the purpose
for the purpose
of examining
of examining
3D photographs.
3D photographs.
InsertingInserting
the double
the image
doubleinto
image
the into
viewer
theand
viewer
peering
and peering
throughthrough
the maskthe masklike device,
like peripheral
device, peripheral
vision is vision
curtained
is curtained
off, and one’s
off, and
gaze
one’s
is gaze is
directeddirected
towardstowards
the bright
theimage
brightspace,
imageanticipating
space, anticipating
an emergence
an emergence
of three-dimensions.
of three-dimensions.

3-D View 3-D
fromView
Bradbury
from Bradbury
Landing Site,
Landing
Curiosity.
Site, Curiosity.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

Left eye view
Leftofeye
PIA16140
view of PIA16140

Right eye view
Rightofeye
PIA16140
view of PIA16140
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The firstThe
stereoscopic
first stereoscopic
pair of images
pair ofIimages
placed Iunder
placedthe
under
lens the
waslens was
taken bytaken
NASA’s
by NASA’s
rover Curiosity
rover Curiosity
and showed
and showed
a 360 degree
a 360 panodegree panorama of rama
the Bradbury
of the Bradbury
Landing Landing
Site, captured
Site, captured
in the first
in the
fewfirst
daysfew days
of the mission.
of the mission.
Due to the
Duelimited
to the extent
limitedofextent
the stereoscope’s
of the stereoscope’s
lens, lens,
I was forced
I wasto
forced
shift the
to shift
images
thearound
images on
around
the base
on the
of the
basedevice,
of the device,
in orderintoorder
experience
to experience
the whole
thescene
wholeinscene
fragmented
in fragmented
three- threedimensions.
dimensions.
I began first
I began
by examining
first by examining
the bodythe
of body
Curiosity,
of Curiosity,
which, which,
distorted
distorted
and made
and
larger
madethan
larger
lifethan
due to
lifepanoramic
due to panoramic
visualisation,
visualisation,
was on the
wasclosest
on the plane
closest
of plane
this three-dimensional
of this three-dimensional
image world.
image world.
LookingLooking
past Curiosity,
past Curiosity,
my eyesmy
were
eyes
drawn
weretodrawn
the illuminated
to the illuminated
sky
sky
beyond,beyond,
hazy with
hazy
dust,
with
anddust,
emanating
and emanating
the milky
the
glow
milky
of overglow of overexposure.
exposure.
It was asItifwas
an attempt
as if an attempt
had beenhad
made
been
tomade
graspto
the
grasp
sky the sky
and landand
simultaneously,
land simultaneously,
a compromise
a compromise
of exposure
of exposure
levels that
levels that
resultedresulted
in a blanched
in a blanched
horizon horizon
rushing forth
rushing
outforth
of blackness.
out of blackness.
This luminous
This luminous
fragmentfragment
of the image
of thecommanded
image commanded
my attention
my attention
and
and
held a peculiar,
held a peculiar,
contradictory
contradictory
positionposition
within my
within
visualmy
field.
visual
It was
field. It was
the mostthe
distant
mostpoint
distant
of point
the scene,
of theyet
scene,
it seemed
yet it seemed
to hovertoabove
hover above
and in front,
and incloser
front,tocloser
my eyes
to my
than
eyes
thethan
bodythe
of body
the rover,
of theoscillating
rover, oscillating
betweenbetween
flatness flatness
and three-dimensionality.
and three-dimensionality.
PerhapsPerhaps
this wasthis
duewas
in due in
part to the
partjutting
to thenature
juttingofnature
its upmost
of its upmost
edge, and
edge,
the and
sudden
the shift
sudden shift
from black
from
toblack
white,tobut
white,
I assumed
but I assumed
it also had
it also
something
had something
to do with
to do with
how thehow
two-dimensional
the two-dimensional
picturespictures
had beenhad
putbeen
together:
put together:
joins in joins in
image data
image
helddata
greater
held resonance
greater resonance
in three-dimensions,
in three-dimensions,
giving the
giving the
incongruous
incongruous
sensation
sensation
that the that
landscape
the landscape
had beenhad
assembled
been assembled
behind abehind
hovering
a hovering
screen of
screen
pale translucent
of pale translucent
greys. The
greys.
perception
The perception
of this reconstructed
of this reconstructed
space differed
space differed
form myform
perception
my perception
of it as aof it as a
two-dimensional
two-dimensional
picture; picture;
instead of
instead
the individual
of the individual
image fragments
image fragments
enteringentering
my perception
my perception
as constituent
as constituent
parts of parts
the same
of the
landscape,
same landscape,
in three-dimensions,
in three-dimensions,
the composite
the composite
nature gained
natureits
gained
own kind
its own
of kind of
three-dimensionality.
three-dimensionality.
The terrain
The remained
terrain remained
as one level
as one
of threelevel of threedimensional
dimensional
space, and
space,
above
andit above
there it
seemed
there seemed
to float,to
shimmering
float, shimmering
in the Martian
in the Martian
haze, veils
haze,
of grey
veilsat
ofdifferent
grey at different
opacities,
opacities,
a patchwork
a patchwork
of translucency
of translucency
pressingpressing
up against
upmy
against
eyes,my
obscuring
eyes, obscuring
the landscape
the landscape
beyond.beyond.
This effect
Thiswas
effect
all the
wasmore
all the
pervasive
more pervasive
as I shifted
as Ithe
shifted the
photographic
photographic
pair to the
pairright,
to the
bringing
right, bringing
Mount Sharp
Mountinto
Sharp
view.
into view.
Here, the
Here,
mountain
the mountain
appeared
appeared
trapped,trapped,
stifled beneath
stifled beneath
panels ofpanels of

thick shrouds,
thick shrouds,
concealed
concealed
in shadow.
in shadow.
A reconstructed
A reconstructed
landscape,
landscape,
obscured
obscured
and segmented.
and segmented.
A virtualAspace
virtual
ofspace
illusion
of trapped
illusion trapped
beneathbeneath
a veil. a veil.
CuriosityCuriosity
stood out
stood
in sharp
out in
relief,
sharpbut
relief,
when
but
I attempted
when I attempted
to
to
focus onfocus
a specific
on a specific
feature of
feature
its body,
of its
I struggled
body, I struggled
to construct
to construct
a solid form.
a solid
Itsform.
structure
Its structure
flickeredflickered
before my
before
eyes,my
alternating
eyes, alternating
betweenbetween
what feltwhat
like tangible
felt like tangible
object and
object
intangible
and intangible
projection.
projection.
When looking
When looking
past to the
pastbackground,
to the background,
I could sense
I could
the
sense
bodythe body
of the rover,
of thethe
rover,
visioning
the visioning
machinemachine
that hadthat
made
had
this
made
experience
this experience
possible.possible.
I was examining
I was examining
the scene
thethrough
scene through
its eyes,its
andeyes,
not and
my not my
own. I experienced
own. I experienced
this image
thisspace
image
through
space through
the bodythe
of body
the rover
of the rover
as subject,
as subject,
but I wasbut
also
I was
veryalso
aware
veryofaware
its presence
of its presence
as an object,
as an object,
to be looked
to be upon
looked
as upon
part of
asthe
partscene
of theitself.
scene
Curiosity
itself. Curiosity
here here
became became
Merleau-Ponty’s
Merleau-Ponty’s
‘chiasm’,‘chiasm’,
a body as
a body
both object
as bothand
object and
subject, subject,
connecting
connecting
me to the
meMartian
to the Martian
world. Yet
world.
reflective
Yet reflective
of
of
the ‘chiasm’,
the ‘chiasm’,
I could not
I could
experience
not experience
the rover
the
asrover
both subject
as both subject
and object
andsimultaneously.
object simultaneously.
CuriosityCuriosity
became became
my eyesmy
buteyes
I alsobut I also
observed
observed
the indeterminate
the indeterminate
solidity of
solidity
its body
of its
as body
entity.as entity.

Luci Eldridge
Luci Eldridge
is a research
is a research
student student
in Critical
in Critical
& Historical
& Historical
Studies Studies
at the RCA
at the
andRCA
her and
research
her research
is currently
is currently
exploring
exploring
the notion
theofnotion of
steppingstepping
into the into
image
theofimage
Mars.of Mars.
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Reenactment
Reenactment
Based
Based
on the
onsession
the session
curated
curated
by by
Helena
Helena
Bonett
Bonett
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ReasonsReasons
for Returning
for Returning
Helena Bonett
Helena Bonett

I keep returning.
I keep returning.
Others return,
Otherstoo;
return,
but,too;
unlike
but,them,
unlike
I now
them, I now
have thehave
legitimacy
the legitimacy
of beingof
a researcher,
being a researcher,
meant tomeant
return,
to return,
to revisit,
toin
revisit,
orderin
to order
reappraise.
to reappraise.
But whatBut
amwhat
I searching
am I searching
for?
for?
What is What
my justification?
is my justification?
Returning
Returning
to the Barbara
to the Barbara
Hepworth
Hepworth
Museum,
Museum,
in St Ives,
in St Ives,
Cornwall,
Cornwall,
the placethe
looks
place
almost
looksthe
almost
same.
the
The
same.
display
Theof
display
sculp-of sculpture in the
ture
museum
in the museum
has stayed
haslargely
stayedunchanged
largely unchanged
since it opened
since it opened
in 1976, in
on1976,
the site
onof
theHepworth’s
site of Hepworth’s
studio, less
studio,
thanless
a year
thanafter
a year
herafter her
death indeath
a fire there.
in a fire
A there.
static display.
A static And,
display.
yet,And,
a desire
yet, to
a desire
returnto–return –
to retrace
toone’s
retrace
steps,
one’s
gosteps,
back go
over
back
it allover
again.
it all again.
In Hitchcock’s
In Hitchcock’s
Vertigo (1958),
Vertigothe
(1958),
protagonist
the protagonist
Scottie (James
Scottie (James
Stewart)Stewart)
attemptsattempts
to recreate,
to recreate,
to re-enact,
to re-enact,
his doomed
his doomed
love affair
love affair
with Madeleine
with Madeleine
with herwith
double
herJudy
double
(both
Judy
played
(bothby
played
Kim Novak).
by Kim Novak).
Not knowing
Not knowing
that the that
Madeleine
the Madeleine
he knewhe
was
knew
a construction
was a construction
– she – she
was never,
wasinnever,
a sense,
in real
a sense,
– Scottie
real –tries
Scottie
to play
triesPygmalion,
to play Pygmalion,
taking taking
the raw materials
the raw materials
of Judy and
of Judy
sculpting
and sculpting
her into her
the into
object
theofobject
his of his
desire. Judy
desire.
is aware,
Judy isthough,
aware, though,
of this doubling;
of this doubling;
she is, after
she all,
is, after
the all, the
consummate
consummate
actor, theactor,
historical
the historical
re-enactor
re-enactor
if you will,
if you
whowill,
played
who played
the role of
theMadeleine
role of Madeleine
so well, even
so well,
tooeven
well.too well.
A troubling
A troubling
sequencesequence
takes place
takes
in place
whichinScottie
whichbrings
ScottieJudy
brings
to Judy to
his apartment.
his apartment.
He casually
He casually
throws athrows
cushion
a cushion
in front in
of the
front
fire
ofand
the fire and
gesturesgestures
for Judy for
to sit
Judy
on to
it. sit
Allon
the
it.time
All the
he watches
time he watches
her closely,
her closely,
intensely.
intensely.
We watch,
Wetoo,
watch,
knowing
too, knowing
this is a re-enactment
this is a re-enactment
of the time
of the time
Madeleine
Madeleine
was in his
was
apartment,
in his apartment,
after herafter
nearher
drowning,
near drowning,
and she and she
warmedwarmed
herself by
herself
the fire.
by the
Andfire.
Judy
And
knows,
Judytoo.
knows,
What
too.
is What
Scottieis Scottie
hoping to
hoping
achieve?
to achieve?
Why does
Why
he go
does
onhe
with
go on
this?
with this?

Vertigo, directed
Vertigo,by
directed
Alfred Hitchcock,
by Alfred Hitchcock,
1958
1958

This is not
This
what
is not
thewhat
Society
the for
Society
the Avocation
for the Avocation
of Critical
of Critical
Studies Studies
has described
has described
as ‘critical
as re-enactment’.
‘critical re-enactment’.
There is There
no critical
is nodistance;
critical distance;
there is no
there
desire
is nofor
desire
change.
for change.
When Judy
When
finally
Judyrelinquishes
finally relinquishes
her
her
personhood
personhood
and dresses
and fully
dresses
as Madeleine,
fully as Madeleine,
Scottie experiences
Scottie experiences
what historical
what historical
re-enactors
re-enactors
describedescribe
as the ‘timewarp’.
as the ‘timewarp’.
As the camera
As the camera
rotates around
rotates the
around
embracing
the embracing
couple, Scottie
couple,isScottie
both there,
is both
inthere,
that in that
moment,moment,
and alsoand
pulled
alsoback
pulled
to the
back
final
to the
embrace
final embrace
he had with
he had with
Madeleine
Madeleine
before her
before
(supposed)
her (supposed)
death. This
death.
is the
This
ecstatic
is the moment,
ecstatic moment,
the experience
the experience
of the sublime:
of the sublime:
taken back,
taken
lifted
back,
outlifted
of the
out
present
of the present
into a desired
into a past.
desired past.
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Vertigo, directed by Alfred Hitchcock, 1958

But the moment
But the moment
does notdoes
last for
notlong.
last for
Soon
long.
after,
Soon
Judy
after,
puts
Judy
on aputs on a
necklace,
necklace,
which Scottie
whichinstantly
Scottie instantly
recognises
recognises
from thefrom
portrait
the portrait
that
that
Madeleine
Madeleine
used to visit,
used and
to visit,
revisit.
andWith
revisit.
noWith
doubtnoindoubt
his mind,
in his mind,
Scottie takes
Scottie
Judy
takes
for Judy
one final
for one
re-enactment:
final re-enactment:
to the place
to the
where
place where
the real Madeleine
the real Madeleine
died, to confront
died, to confront
Judy with
Judy
thiswith
crime,
thisand
crime,
his and his
vertigo, vertigo,
a fear generated
a fear generated
out of a traumatic
out of a traumatic
memorymemory
from thefrom
past.the past.
The re-enactment,
The re-enactment,
ultimately,
ultimately,
is too authentic.
is too authentic.
Judy fallsJudy
to her
falls
death.
to her death.
At the Hepworth
At the Hepworth
MuseumMuseum
there arethere
two preserved
are two preserved
studios. studios.
These These
have remained
have remained
supposedly
supposedly
‘untouched’
‘untouched’
since thesince
sculptor’s
the sculptor’s
sudden sudden
death. An
death.
unchanging
An unchanging
calendarcalendar
bears testament.
bears testament.
Conservators
Conservators
have have
recentlyrecently
been involved
been involved
in restoring
in restoring
these decaying
these decaying
spaces. But
spaces.
for But for
what purpose?
what purpose?

LookingLooking
into the into
studios,
the studios,
visitors sometimes
visitors sometimes
say that it
say
feels
thatasitthough
feels as though
Hepworth
Hepworth
might just
might
walkjust
back
walk
in, back
pick up
in, her
picktools
up her
andtools
carry
and
oncarry on
carving.carving.
If all theIfparts
all the
fallparts
into fall
place,
into
might
place,wemight
experience
we experience
it really, it really,
how it was,
howhow
it was,
it used
howtoit be;
used
might
to be;wemight
be taken
we be
back,
taken
beback,
there,be
then,
there, then,
our desires
ourecstatically
desires ecstatically
fulfilled?fulfilled?
Pygmalion
Pygmalion
constructed
constructed
an ideal an
– aideal
simulacrum
– a simulacrum
of a woman
of a –woman –
and desired
and itdesired
so much
it so
it much
came alive.
it came
Is this
alive.the
Is hope,
this the
thehope,
dream
the dream
of the museum?
of the museum?
Or might
Orthere
might
bethere
otherbe
reasons
other reasons
for returning
for returning
that
that
are not just
are anot
deathly
just a looking
deathly looking
backwards
backwards
to a fictional,
to a fictional,
a constructed
a constructed
past? Thepast?
narrative
The narrative
of the museum
of the museum
– the myth
– the
of myth
the artist
of the
– isartist – is
dominant,
dominant,
but it is not
but everything.
it is not everything.
There areThere
changes,
are changes,
differences,
differences,
experiences
experiences
people bring
people
to bring
the place,
to the
alternative
place, alternative
frameworks
frameworks
for
for
looking,looking,
for searching,
for searching,
for researching.
for researching.
There is There
an engagement,
is an engagement,
an embodied
an embodied
relation relation
with sculpture,
with sculpture,
with objects,
with objects,
with thewith
place,
the place,
in the here
in the
andhere
now,and
thatnow,
is elusive,
that is hard
elusive,
to pin
harddown,
to pinbut
down,
might
butbemight be
a reasonatoreason
return,
toto
return,
reappraise,
to reappraise,
to thinkto
again.
think again.

Helena Bonett
HelenaisBonett
a curator,
is a curator,
writer and
writer
lecturer
and lecturer
undertaking
undertaking
a
a
collaborative
collaborative
doctorate
doctorate
on the legacy
on theoflegacy
Barbara
of Barbara
Hepworth
Hepworth
with Tate
with Tate
and the Royal
and the
College
Royal of
College
Art inofthe
Art
Curating
in the Curating
programme.
programme.

Inside the Inside
preserved
the carving
preserved
studio
carving
at the
studio
Barbara
at theHepworth
Barbara Hepworth
Museum pre-conservation,
Museum pre-conservation,
2013 © Bowness,
2013 © Hepworth
Bowness, Hepworth
Estate. Photo
Estate.
© Helena
Photo Bonett
© Helena Bonett
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